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Abstract

As the benefits from transistor scaling slow down, specialization is becoming increasingly important for a wide range of applications. Although traditional heterogeneous systems work well for streaming, data parallel applications, they are inefficient for emerging applications, like graph analytics workloads, with fine-grained synchronization, relaxed atomics, and more general sharing patterns. Heterogeneous systems are also difficult to program, which makes it harder for programmers to take advantage of the potential benefits of specialization.

This thesis redesigns the memory hierarchy of heterogeneous systems to make heterogeneous systems more efficient and easier to use. In particular, we focus on three key sources of inefficiency in the memory hierarchy of modern heterogeneous systems: (1) a unified global address space, (2) the cache coherence protocol, and (3) the memory consistency model.

A unified global address space makes it easier to write programs for heterogeneous systems. Although industry has recently begun to provide a unified global address space across CPUs and accelerators (primarily GPUs), there are many inefficiencies. For example, emerging applications with fine-grained synchronization need better support for coherence and consistency. We find that simple coherence and complex consistency are key sources of inefficiency. To resolve this problem, we adjust the division of complexity between the cache coherence protocol and memory consistency model: we introduce DeNovo for accelerators (DeNovoA), which extends DeNovo’s hybrid, software-driven hardware coherence protocol to heterogeneous systems. Unlike current coherence protocols for heterogeneous systems, DeNovoA obtains ownership for written data, enables heterogeneous systems to use the simpler sequentially consistent for data-race-free (SC-for-DRF, or DRF) memory consistency model, and provides both efficiency and programmability. Across a wide variety of applications, DeNovoA with a DRF memory consistency model either outperforms or provides comparable efficiency to a the state-of-the-art approach.
Although DRF is easier to use and works well for most applications, there are some corner cases where its overheads are unnecessary and hurt performance. This led to the introduction of relaxed atomics in the memory consistency models for multi-core CPUs and heterogeneous systems. Although relaxed atomics can significantly improve performance, they are very difficult to use correctly. We address the impact of relaxed atomics on memory consistency models for heterogeneous systems by creating a new memory consistency model, Data-Race-Free-Relaxed or DRFrlx. DRFrlx extends the existing DRF memory consistency models to provide SC-centric semantics for all common uses of relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems while retaining their efficiency benefits. Thus, DRFrlx makes it easier for programmers to safely use relaxed atomics.

Although current heterogeneous systems are adopting unified global address spaces, specialized memories such as scratchpads still exist in disjoint, private address spaces. This increases programming complexity and causes inefficiencies that negate some of the benefits of specialization. We introduce a new memory organization, stash, that mitigates the inefficiencies of specialized memories by integrating them into the coherent, globally visible address space. Stash makes it easier for programmers to use specialized memories and retains their efficiency benefits.

Finally, to better understand the tradeoffs and scalability of different coherence protocols and consistency models, we created a suite of synchronization microbenchmarks, HeteroSync. HeteroSync contains various fine-grained synchronization and relaxed atomics algorithms. Moreover, HeteroSync is highly configurable and provides a standard set of fine-grained synchronization microbenchmarks to compare the efficiency of different approaches.

In summary, this thesis questions the state-of-the-art approaches for designing memory hierarchies of heterogeneous systems, and shows that the current techniques provide neither efficiency nor programmability for emerging workloads. We demonstrate how DeNovoA with a DRFrlx memory consistency model improves efficiency and programmability for many heterogeneous applications and makes it easier for programmers to use heterogeneous systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For many years hardware designers used the increasing number of transistors provided by Moore’s Law to create complex single core processors that were both faster and smaller than their predecessors. However, diminishing returns from optimizing single-threaded performance and the end of Dennard’s scaling meant that designers could no longer design energy efficient single core processors that ran faster without consequence \[11\]. In response, hardware manufacturers switched from creating very fast, single core CPUs to multi-core CPUs where each core runs at a slower frequency. Although this transition allowed the hardware manufacturers to continue doubling the number of transistors on chip every two years according to the “multi-core” Moore’s Law \[75\], subsequent work showed that multi-core scaling is limited by power constraints \[58\].

Heterogeneous systems with specialized compute units have emerged as one potential solution because specialization offers a natural path to energy efficiency. However, current data movement mechanisms in heterogeneous systems are very inefficient, especially for emerging applications such as graph analytics workloads and applications that use specialized memories. Additionally, heterogeneous systems are difficult to program, which makes it hard to take advantage of the benefits specialization provides. Since the memory hierarchy is expected to become a dominant consumer of overall energy \[56\] \[86\], efficient data movement is essential for efficient heterogeneous systems.

In this thesis, we redesign the memory hierarchy of heterogeneous systems. Unlike current systems, we provide performance- and energy-efficiency and programmability for emerging workloads. In particular, we focus on three key sources of inefficiency: (1) loosely coupled memory hierarchies, (2) the cache coherence protocol, and (3) the memory consistency model.

Traditional heterogeneous systems had loosely coupled memory hierarchies and required pro-
grammers to explicitly copy data between different accelerators via main memory to keep data coherent. In an effort to make heterogeneous systems more programmable, industry has recently transitioned to more tightly coupled heterogeneous systems with a unified global address space and coherent caches across CPUs and accelerators (primarily GPUs) [18, 78, 79, 135]. A global address space allows data to be transparently moved between accelerators in hardware and provides high performance for the simple, streaming, data parallel applications that heterogeneous systems traditionally run. Since these applications have little or no sharing or data reuse, heterogeneous systems use simple, software-driven coherence protocols that assume data-race-freedom, regular data accesses, and mostly coarse-grained synchronization. These protocols invalidate the entire cache at acquires and flush (writethrough) all dirty data before the next release [71]. Since synchronization (implemented with atomics) is infrequent, synchronization accesses bypass the private caches and are executed at the next shared level of the hierarchy.

Thus, unlike conventional multi-core CPU coherence protocols, conventional heterogeneous coherence protocols are very simple, without need for writer-initiated invalidations, ownership requests, downgrade requests, protocol state bits, or directories (Section 2.3). Further, although consistency models for heterogeneous systems have been slow to be clearly defined [13, 104, 143, 144], heterogeneous coherence protocol implementations were amenable to the familiar sequentially consistent for data-race-free (SC-for-DRF, or DRF) consistency model, such as the sequentially consistent for data-race-free-0 (SC-for-DRF0, or DRF0) model widely adopted for multi-cores today [4]. DRF0 allows programmers to reason with the familiar SC model as long as there are no data races.

Although simple heterogeneous coherence protocols work well for traditional heterogeneous applications, emerging applications with more general sharing patterns and fine-grained synchronization [38, 42, 77, 87, 121, 146] suffer because heterogeneous systems are not designed with these traits in mind. For these applications, full cache invalidates, dirty data flushes, and remote execution of synchronizations are extremely inefficient. Multi-core CPUs use hardware coherence protocols, such as MESI, to overcome this problem but prior work has observed that hardware coherence protocols are a poor fit for conventional heterogeneous applications [71, 141].

In an attempt to improve performance for these emerging applications without overly complicating the coherence protocol, recent work has introduced a new consistency model, sequentially
consistent for heterogeneous-race-free (SC-for-HRF, or HRF). HRF uses scoped synchronization to associate a synchronization access with a level of the memory hierarchy where the synchronization should occur [63, 77]. For example, a synchronization access with a local scope indicates that it synchronizes only the data accessed by the threads within its own compute unit (CU, which all share the L1 cache). As a result, the synchronization can execute at the CU’s L1 cache, without invalidating or flushing data to lower levels of the memory hierarchy. Thus, locally scoped synchronizations can significantly improve performance.

Although the introduction of scopes is an efficient solution to the problem of fine-grained synchronization in emerging heterogeneous applications, it increases programming complexity even further. Intrinsically scopes are a hardware-inspired mechanism that expose the memory hierarchy to the programmer. Previously, researchers had argued against such a hardware-centric view and proposed more software-centric models such as DRF0 [4]. Although DRF0 is widely adopted, it is still a source of much confusion [6]. Viewing the subtleties and complexities associated even with the so-called simplest models, we argue that GPU consistency models should not be even more complex than the CPU models. Moreover, scoped synchronization only helps when the programmer (or compiler) can identify the scope as local – if the programmer (or compiler) cannot determine this, then scoped synchronization offers no additional benefits over the traditional approach.

A second source of complexity is relaxed atomics, which make the DRF and HRF consistency models even more complicated. DRF0 provides high performance and programmability for many applications. However, DRF0 imposes strict constraints on all synchronization (used interchangeably with atomics) accesses. For some applications, such as graph analytics workloads, these overheads are too high and unnecessary. As a result, relaxed atomics were introduced in CPU and heterogeneous consistency models. Relaxed atomics relax the ordering constraints DRF0 imposes on all atomics to improve performance. However, relaxed atomics further increase programming complexity, because they violate the SC semantics that DRF0 and HRF provide. Consequently, it is very difficult for programmers to reason about the correctness of their code.

Moreover, relaxed atomics are extremely difficult to formalize [6, 29, 36, 37] and use correctly, so their use is strongly discouraged [36, 154]. Nevertheless, relaxed atomics are still used in modern heterogeneous systems. Relaxed atomics potentially provide significant efficiency improvements in
heterogeneous systems because heterogeneous systems traditionally assume that synchronizations occur infrequently, which is not the case for emerging workloads. Consequently, the traditional approach is extremely inefficient for these workloads – which makes using relaxed atomics very attractive in heterogeneous systems.

Finally, modern heterogeneous systems also use specialized memories like scratchpads to improve efficiency. Scratchpads are software-managed and directly addressed, so they avoid the overheads the more general-purpose caches face. However, scratchpads are unaffected by the recent adoption of a unified address space, because they use disjoint, private address spaces. Specifically, scratchpads are not globally addressable or visible, so they must eagerly, explicitly transfer data between the global address space and the scratchpads’ private address space, which are difficult to program for and negates some of the benefits of using scratchpads.

This state of affairs led us to ask the following questions: How can we have a global address space with simple coherence and consistency? And: can specialized memories be made part of this global address space? This work achieves these goals by adjusting the division of complexity between the coherence protocol and consistency model. First, we introduce a new coherence protocol for heterogeneous systems, DeNovo for accelerators (DeNovoA), that extends the DeNovo coherence protocol for multi-core CPUs [46, 152, 153]. DeNovoA obtains ownership for written data and uses self-invalidations to invalidate potentially stale data. Obtaining ownership for written data and synchronization variables allows DeNovoA to improve performance of applications with fine-grained synchronization without the complexity of scoped synchronization. Instead, DeNovoA can use the simpler, standard DRF0 consistency model. Although DeNovoA’s underlying concepts are not new, the insight that obtaining ownership for dirty data and self-invalidating valid data enables heterogeneous systems to balance efficiency and programmability is new. Next, we create a new memory consistency model, Data-Race-Free-Relaxed or DRFrlx, that extends the existing DRF consistency models to provide SC-centric semantics for all common use cases of relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems and retains their efficiency benefits. The key insight behind DRFrlx is to focus on how programmers actually want to use relaxed atomics in real applications, instead of trying to reason about every possible use of relaxed atomics. Finally, we extend DeNovoA to integrate specialized memories into the global address space with low overhead. Here our key
insight is to use software information to create an efficient address mapping for the scratchpad in hardware. Overall, these changes makes heterogeneous systems more efficient and easier to use, especially for emerging applications like graph analytics workloads.

1.2 Summary of Contributions

Overall we make the following contributions:

Efficient Coherence and Consistency for Heterogeneous Systems: We demonstrate that DeNovoA is a viable coherence protocol for heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems, although the ideas are also applicable to other accelerators. DeNovoA is able to exploit reuse of written data and synchronization variables across synchronization boundaries without the additional complexity of scopes. The results show that DeNovoA with a DRF consistency model significantly outperforms conventional GPU coherence with a DRF consistency model across a wide range of conventional and emerging applications. After enhancing GPU coherence with HRF’s scoped synchronization, DeNovoA with DRF provides much better performance for microbenchmarks with globally scoped fine-grained synchronization (on average 21% lower execution time and 45% lower energy). For microbenchmarks with mostly locally scoped synchronization, GPU+HRF does slightly better – on average 6% lower execution time and 4% lower energy. Enhancing DeNovoA with DRF to avoid invalidating valid, read-only data at acquires reduces this performance gap and provides the same performance and energy as GPU+HRF on average. For the cases where HRF’s complexity is deemed acceptable, we also develop a version of DeNovoA that uses the HRF consistency model; DeNovoA with an HRF consistency model is the best performing protocol.

Efficient Support for and Evaluation of Relaxed Atomics: We make two important contributions. First, to understand how relaxed atomics are used in heterogeneous systems, we collected examples of how developers use relaxed atomics \[28, 36, 39, 63, 154\] and characterized how they used relaxed atomics to identify how their use cases could be fit into an SC-centric framework. In some use cases, the existing sequentially consistent for data-race-free-1 (SC-for-DRF1, or DRF1)
consistency model \cite{8} can provide the same benefits as relaxed atomics without compromising SC semantics. However the remaining use cases benefit from using relaxed atomics in ways that may violate SC semantics. To handle these use cases, we propose a new consistency model, DRFrlx. DRFrlx extends DRF0 and DRF1 to provide SC-centric semantics for all common use cases of relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems without affecting the performance benefits of relaxed atomics.

Second, we performed an evaluation to determine how beneficial relaxed atomics are in modern heterogeneous systems. In most cases the results show that DRF1 and DRFrlx provide only marginal benefit (on average, 4% execution time reduction for GPU coherence and 9% for DeNovoA). However, for two applications (BC and PageRank), DRF1 and DRFrlx’s benefits were significant – depending on the input, DRFrlx reduces execution time up to 52% for DeNovoA and up to 51% for GPU coherence. The choice of coherence protocol also affects efficiency: by exploiting locality in atomic and written data, DeNovoA outperforms GPU coherence for DRF0, DRF1, and DRFrlx.

**Integrating Specialized Memories Into the Unified Address Space:** We introduce a new memory organization, **stash**, that combines the benefits of caches and scratchpads. Like a scratchpad, the stash provides compact storage and does not have overheads from indirect addressing. Like a cache, the stash is globally addressable and visible, enabling implicit and on-demand data movement and increased data reuse. We take advantage of the low overhead DeNovoA coherence protocol to efficiently integrate stash into the global address space. The results show that the stash effectively combines the benefits of scratchpads and caches. For microbenchmarks designed to exploit new use cases that the stash enables, on average, the stash reduces execution time and consumes less energy than the scratchpad, cache, and DMA configurations – 13%, 27%, and 14% lower execution time, respectively and 35%, 53%, and 32% less energy, respectively. For full-sized applications, stash improves both performance and energy: compared to the best scratchpad and cache versions, on average stash reduces execution time by 10% and 12% (max 22% and 31%), respectively, while decreasing energy by 16% and 32% (max 30% and 51%), respectively.

**HeteroSync: Benchmark Suite for Fine-Grained Synchronization:** We have also made several methodological contributions that underlie this thesis. First, we created a suite of microbench-
marks, HeteroSync. HeteroSync includes microbenchmarks implementing various synchronization primitives, along with annotations for locally and globally scoped atomics (Section 2.6), as well as relaxed atomics (Section 3.3).

We use the HeteroSync microbenchmarks to examine the scalability of various synchronization algorithms, coherence protocols, and memory consistency models for tightly coupled CPU-GPU systems in Chapters 2 and 3. For locally scoped microbenchmarks, DeNovoA with DRF and GPU coherence with HRF scale much better than the GPU coherence with DRF. For the hybrid and globally scoped SyncPrims, DeNovoA with DRF scales better than all other configurations. The relaxed atomics microbenchmarks show mixed scalability results: for some microbenchmarks relaxed atomics improve (strong) scalability, while for others they increase execution time, only provide small benefits, or do not impact the scalability.

Additionally, I helped develop GPU Stall Inspector (GSI), a new, detailed profiling framework that characterizes the sources of memory stalls in tightly coupled CPU-GPU systems. Unlike existing profiling tools [20, 95, 120], which do not accurately capture the subtle interactions that occur between memory requests in tightly coupled systems, GSI provides accurate profiling information about memory stalls and helps identify the bottlenecks in applications.

1.3 Long-Term Impact

Modern heterogeneous systems are inefficient and hard to use. State-of-the-art heterogeneous systems use simple, software-based cache coherence protocols and complex memory consistency models like HRF. This approach can provide good efficiency, but only if the scope is local – which is often not the case in emerging applications such as graph analytics workloads. Moreover, HRF’s scoped synchronization increases programming complexity. This mirrors past efforts in multi-core CPUs, which led to complicated, relaxed CPU memory consistency models. Eventually, the concurrency community adopted the DRF consistency model, but the legacy of using complex relaxed memory models still burdens DRF.

This work is the first to question whether this complexity is truly necessary, and shows that it is not. DeNovoA with a DRF consistency model effectively balances efficiency and programmability in heterogeneous systems while improving scalability and moving the complexity to the coherence
protocol, where it is better hidden from the programmer. As we discuss in Chapter 2, subsequent work in industry has built on our approach— which highlights the impact of our work.

Furthermore, the current approach to coherence and consistency in heterogeneous systems makes relaxed atomics even more appealing than they are in multi-core CPUs, because they can significantly improve efficiency. However, it is very difficult to use relaxed atomics correctly, because there are no acceptable formal semantics despite more than a decade of effort.

Unlike prior work, we focus on how programmers actually use relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems. After examining numerous use cases and applications, we found that all uses of relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems could be grouped into five use cases. Then we designed a new consistency model, DRFrlx, that extends existing DRF consistency models and provides SC-centric semantics for these uses while retaining their efficiency benefits. Thus, DRFrlx solves a long-standing, open problem in the concurrency community and makes it easier for everyone to use relaxed atomics safely.

Heterogeneous systems also use specialized memories like scratchpads. Scratchpads often improve efficiency for specific access patterns but require programmers to explicitly move data between the global address space and the scratchpads’ private address space. Thus, specialized memories like scratchpads improve efficiency but are difficult to use. Programmers could always use easier-to-program caches instead, but these are often inefficient.

We introduce a new memory organization, stash, that shows how to integrate specialized memories into the unified address space while retaining their benefits. Stash combines the benefits of caches and scratchpads into a single memory organization and makes it easier for programmers to use specialized memories. As a result, programmers no longer need to choose either caches and scratchpads.

Finally, HeteroSync provides a common set of microbenchmarks that use various kinds of synchronization. Researchers can use HeteroSync to explore the differences between various fine-grained synchronization algorithms, coherence protocols, and consistency models. Overall, our work creates a memory hierarchy that is more efficient and easier to program than the state-of-the-art.
1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the inefficient division of complexity between cache coherence protocols and memory consistency models in modern heterogeneous systems. In this chapter, we also describe the DeNovoA cache coherence protocol that we combine with a DRF memory consistency model to adjust this division of complexity and examine how the various approaches scale. Chapter 3 extends the DRF consistency model to provide better support for relaxed atomics. We analyze how relaxed atomics are used in heterogeneous systems, how they scale, and introduce DRFrlx to provide SC-centric semantics for all common uses of relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems. In Chapter 4 we introduce the stash, and show how to extend DeNovoA to make scratchpads part of the unified global address space. In Chapter 5 we explore the scalability of the HeteroSync algorithms, coherence protocols and memory consistency models from Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 6 qualitatively compares our work to prior work. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions and provides some directions for future work.
Chapter 2

Efficient Coherence and Consistency for Heterogeneous Systems

2.1 Motivation

Traditionally, heterogeneous systems, especially GPUs, focused on data-parallel, mostly streaming, applications which had little or no sharing or data reuse between CUs. Thus, GPUs used very simple, software-driven coherence protocols that assume data-race-freedom, regular data accesses, and mostly coarse-grained synchronization (typically at GPU kernel boundaries). These protocols invalidate the cache at acquires (typically the start of the kernel) and flush (writethrough) all dirty data before the next release (typically the end of the kernel) \[71\]. The dirty data flushes go to the next level of the memory hierarchy shared between all participating cores and CUs (e.g., a shared L2 cache). Fine-grained synchronization (implemented with *atomics*) was expected to be infrequent and executed at the next shared level of the hierarchy (i.e., bypassing private caches). We refer to this approach as *GPU-style coherence*, or *GPU coherence*.

Thus, unlike conventional multi-core CPU coherence protocols, conventional GPU-style coherence protocols are very simple, without need for writer-initiated invalidations, ownership requests, downgrade requests, protocol state bits, or directories. Further, although GPU memory consistency models have been slow to be clearly defined \[13, 104, 143, 144\], GPU coherence implementations were amenable to the familiar data-race-free model widely adopted for multi-cores today.

Historically GPUs have been optimized for streaming, throughput optimized applications. However, the rise of general-purpose GPU (GPGPU) computing has made using GPUs desirable for applications with more general sharing patterns and fine-grained synchronization \[38, 42, 146\], a trend that has been adopted by both academia and industry. Unfortunately, conventional GPU-style coherence schemes, which perform full cache invalidations, dirty data flushes, and remote execution of synchronizations, are inefficient for these workloads. To overcome these inefficiencies,
recent work has proposed associating synchronization accesses with a scope that indicates the level of the memory hierarchy where the synchronization should occur \[63, 77\]. For example, a synchronization access with a local scope indicates that it synchronizes only the data accessed by the CUDA thread blocks (TBs\(^1\)) within its own CU (which share the L1 cache). As a result, the synchronization can execute at the CU’s L1 cache, without invalidating or flushing data to lower levels of the memory hierarchy (since no other CUs are intended to synchronize through this access). For synchronizations that can be identified as having local scope, this technique can significantly improve performance by eliminating virtually all sources of synchronization overhead.

Although the introduction of scopes is an efficient solution to the problem of fine-grained GPU synchronization, it comes at the cost of programming complexity. Traditionally, GPU coherence implementations were amenable to the familiar DRF model widely adopted for multi-cores today. Unfortunately, data-race-free is not a viable memory consistency model when scopes are used since scoped synchronization accesses potentially lead to “synchronization races” that can violate sequential consistency in non-intuitive ways (even for programs deemed to be well synchronized by the data-race-free memory model). Recently, Hower et al. addressed this problem by formalizing a new memory model, heterogeneous-race-free (HRF), to handle scoped synchronization in heterogeneous systems \[77\]. The Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) Foundation \[78\], a consortium of several industry vendors, and OpenCL 2.0 \[96\] recently adopted a model similar to HRF with scoped synchronization.

Although HRF is a very well-defined model, it cannot hide the inherent complexity of using scopes. Intrinsically, scopes are a hardware-inspired mechanism that expose the memory hierarchy to the programmer. Using memory models to expose a hardware feature is consistent with the past evolution of memory models (e.g., the IBM 370 and total store order (TSO) models essentially expose hardware store buffers), but is discouraging when considering the past confusion generated by such an evolution. Previously, researchers have argued against such a hardware-centric view and proposed more software-centric models such as data-race-free \[4\]. Although data-race-free is widely adopted, it is still a source of much confusion \[6\]. Considering the subtleties and complexities associated with even the so-called simplest models, we argue that GPU consistency models should

\(^1\)For simplicity and without loss of generality we use NVIDIA’s CUDA \[118\] terminology.
not be even more complex than CPU consistency models.

We show that the added complexity of scoped synchronization is not necessary. Instead, we use a coherence protocol for GPUs, DeNovoA, that is close in simplicity to conventional GPU coherence protocols, gives the performance benefits of scoped synchronization, and is amenable to using the data-race-free memory model. DeNovoA does not require writer-initiated invalidations or directories (similar to conventional GPU coherence mechanisms), but does obtain ownership for written data. By obtaining ownership, we are able to exploit reuse of written data and synchronization variables across synchronization boundaries, without the additional complexity of scopes.

Our work is the first to show that GPUs can efficiently support fine-grained synchronization at modest hardware overhead, without requiring the complexity of the HRF consistency model. Our results (Section 2.7) show that DeNovoA with DRF provides a sweet spot for performance, energy, overhead, and memory model complexity, questioning the recent move towards memory consistency models for GPUs that are more complex than those for CPUs. Moreover, by providing a low overhead, simple solution for coherence and consistency in heterogeneous systems, we enable additional work such as efficient work stealing in heterogeneous systems. Recently, a subset of the HRF authors have published a new paper that says scopes are not needed and use a coherence protocol similar in many respects to DeNovoA [15], which further demonstrates the impact of our work. We further address this and other related work in Section 6.1.2.

2.2 Background

In this section we discuss the state-of-the-art in coherence and consistency for heterogeneous systems.

2.2.1 GPU Coherence

In conventional GPU coherence protocols, synchronization happens infrequently and at a coarse granularity (e.g., kernel boundaries). As a result, GPUs use simple, software-driven coherence protocols that rely on data-race-freedom, invalidate the entire cache on load acquires, write-through all dirty data to the shared last level cache (LLC) on store releases, and require all synchronization accesses (performed with atomic operations) to execute at the LLC (e.g., the L2). While this
scheme provides high performance for conventional GPU applications, it is sub-optimal for emerging applications with fine-grained synchronization. We provide additional details on conventional GPU coherence in Section 2.3.

2.2.2 Memory Consistency Models

Depending on whether the coherence protocol uses scoped synchronization or not, we assume either DRF \cite{4, 36, 109} or heterogeneous-race-free (HRF) \cite{77} as the memory consistency model.

Modern memory consistency models for heterogeneous systems, like HSA, OpenCL, and HRF, are largely influenced by the decades of work on multi-core CPU memory models. Programming languages such as C, C++, and Java recently converged around the data-race-free-0 memory model which promises sequential consistency (SC) to data-race-free programs (SC-for-DRF0 or DRF0) \cite{4, 36, 109}. The popularity of DRF0 stems from its SC-centric nature. Programmers can reason with the familiar SC model as long as there are no data races, and the absence of data races allows the system to exploit many optimizations without violating SC.

DRF0 requires programmers to distinguish between data and synchronization accesses – any access that may be involved in a race (in any SC execution) must be explicitly identified as synchronization using the atomic (for C, C++, OpenCL, HSA) or volatile (for Java) declarations. A program is data-race-free if its memory accesses are distinguished as data or synchronization, and, for all its SC executions, all pairs of conflicting data accesses are ordered by DRF0’s happens-before relation. The happens-before relation is the irreflexive, transitive closure of program order and synchronization order, where the latter orders a synchronization write (release) before a synchronization read (acquire) if the write occurs before the read and the accesses conflict.

DRF0 allows the hardware and compiler to optimize data accesses, but imposes strict constraints on atomics (referred to as SC atomics because DRF0 requires atomics to be SC with one another). However, since atomics are relatively infrequent and data races are generally considered to be bugs \cite{32}, DRF0 provides a reasonable balance between performance and programmability.

HRF is defined similar to DRF0 except that each synchronization access has a scope attribute and HRF’s synchronization order only orders synchronization accesses with the same scope. There

\footnote{The C, C++, and Java memory models also utilize some minor aspects of SC-for-DRF1 (DRF1). We describe DRF1 in Section 3.2.}
are two variants of HRF: HRF-Direct, which requires all threads that synchronize to use the same scope, and HRF-Indirect, which builds on HRF-Direct by providing extra support for transitive synchronization between different scopes. One key issue that this creates the prospect of synchronization races – conflicting synchronization accesses to different scopes that are not ordered by HRF’s happens-before. Such races are not allowed by the model and cannot be used to order data accesses.

Common implementations of DRF0 and HRF enforce a program order requirement: an access X must complete before an access Y if X is program ordered before Y and either (1) X is an acquire and Y is a data access, (2) X is a data access and Y is a release, or (3) X and Y are both synchronization. If HRF is being used, the synchronization must use the appropriate scope. For systems with caches, the underlying coherence protocol governs the program order requirement by defining what it means for an access to complete, as discussed in the next section.

### 2.3 A Classification of Coherence Protocols

In order to obtain a global address space with a simple coherence and consistency, one first needs to understand how coherence protocols operate. The end-goal of a coherence protocol is to ensure that a read returns the correct value from the cache. For the DRF and HRF models, this is the value from the last conflicting write as ordered by the happens-before relation for the model. Following the observations made for the DeNovo protocol for multi-core CPUs [46, 152, 153], we divide the task of a coherence protocol into the following:

1. **No stale data**: A load hit in a private cache should never see stale data.
2. **Locatable up-to-date data**: A load miss in a private cache(s) must know where to get the up-to-date copy.

Table 2.1 classifies three classes of cache coherence protocols in terms of how they enforce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Invalidation Initiator</th>
<th>Tracking up-to-date copy</th>
<th>Supports different scopes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional HW</td>
<td>writer</td>
<td>ownership</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>reader</td>
<td>writethrough</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>reader</td>
<td>ownership</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
these requirements. Modern coherence protocols accomplish the first task through invalidation operations, which may be initiated by the writer or the reader of the data. The responsibility for the second task is usually handled by the writer, which either registers its ownership (e.g., at a directory) or uses writethroughs to keep a shared cache up-to-date. The HRF consistency model adds an additional dimension of whether a protocol can be enhanced with scoped synchronization.

Although this taxonomy is by no means comprehensive, it covers the space of protocols commonly used in CPUs and GPUs as well as recent work on hybrid software-hardware protocols. We next describe example implementations from each class. Without loss of generality, we assume a two level cache hierarchy with private L1 caches and a shared last-level L2 cache. In a GPU, the private L1 caches are shared by all threads executing on the corresponding GPU CU.

Conventional Hardware Protocols used in CPUs

CPUs conventionally use pure hardware coherence protocols (e.g., MESI) that rely on writer-initiated invalidations and ownership tracking. They typically use a directory (or snoopy coherence if there are only a few cores) to maintain the list of (clean) sharers or the current owner of (dirty) data (at the granularity of a cache line). If a core issues a write to a line that it does not own, then it requests ownership from the directory, sending invalidations to any sharers or the previous owner of the line. For the purpose of invalidations and ownership, data and synchronization accesses (and any fences that may be required with the synchronization accesses) are typically treated uniformly. For the program order constraint described in Section 2.2.2, a write is complete when its invalidations reach all sharers or the previous owner of the line. A read completes when it returns its value and that value is globally visible.

Although such protocols have not been explored with the HRF memory model, it is possible to exploit scoped synchronization with them. However, the added benefits, are unclear. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 1, conventional CPU protocols are a poor fit for GPUs and are included here primarily for completeness.
Software Protocols used in GPUs

GPUs use simple, primarily software-based coherence mechanisms, without writer-initiated invalidations or ownership tracking. We first consider the protocols without scoped synchronization.

GPU protocols use reader-initiated invalidations. An acquire synchronization (e.g., atomic reads or kernel launches) invalidates the entire cache so future reads do not return stale values. A write results in a writethrough to a cache (or memory) shared by all the cores participating in the coherence protocol (the L2 cache with our assumptions) – for improved performance, these writethroughs are buffered and coalesced until the next release (or until the buffer is full). Thus, a (correctly synchronized) read miss can always obtain the up-to-date copy from the L2 cache.

Since GPU protocols do not have writer-initiated invalidations, ownership tracking, or (traditionally) scoped synchronization, they perform synchronization accesses at the shared L2 (more generally, the closest memory shared by all participating cores). For the program order requirement, preceding writes are now considered complete by a release when their writethroughs reach the shared L2 cache. Synchronization accesses are considered complete when they are performed at the shared L2 cache.

The GPU protocols are simple, do not require protocol state bits (other than valid bits), and do not incur invalidation and other protocol traffic overheads. However, synchronization operations are expensive – the operations are performed at the L2 (or the closest shared memory), an acquire invalidates the entire cache, and a release must wait until all previous writethroughs reach the shared L2. Scoped synchronizations reduce these penalties for local scopes.

In the two level hierarchy, there are two scopes – private L1 (shared by all threads on a CU) and shared L2 (shared by all cores and CUs). We refer to these as local and global scopes, respectively. A locally scoped synchronization does not have to invalidate the L1 (on an acquire), does not have to wait for writethroughs to reach the L2 (on a release), and is performed locally at the L1. Globally scoped synchronization is similar to synchronization accesses without scopes. While scopes reduce the performance penalty, they complicate the programming model, effectively exposing the memory hierarchy to the compiler and the programmer.
DeNovo: A Hybrid Hardware-Software Protocol

DeNovo is a recent hybrid hardware-software protocol that uses reader-initiated invalidations with hardware tracked ownership [46, 152, 153]. We first discuss its general functionality (DeNovo), then our extensions to it for heterogeneous systems (DeNovoA). Since there are no writer-initiated invalidations, there is no directory needed to track sharers lists. DeNovo uses the shared L2’s data banks to track ownership – either the data bank has the up-to-date copy of the data (no L1 cache owns it) or it keeps the ID of the core that owns the data. DeNovo refers to the L2 as the registry and the obtaining of ownership as registration. DeNovo has three states – Registered, Valid, and Invalid – similar to the Modified, Shared, and Invalid states of the MSI protocol. All store misses need to obtain registration (analogous to MESI’s ownership) from the LLC/directory. A key difference with MSI is that DeNovo has precisely these three states with no transient states, because DeNovo exploits per-word data-race-freedom and does not have writer-initiated invalidations. A consequence of exploiting data-race-freedom is that the coherence states are stored at word granularity (although tags and data communication are at a larger conventional line granularity, like sector caches).

Like GPU protocols, DeNovo invalidates the cache on an acquire; however, these invalidations can be selective in several ways. Our baseline DeNovoA protocol for heterogeneous systems exploits the property that data in registered state is up-to-date and thus does not need to be invalidated (even if the data is accessed globally by multiple CUs). Previous DeNovo work has also explored additional optimizations such as software regions and touched bits. We explore a simple variant that only identifies read-only data regions and does not invalidate those on acquires. The read-only region is a hardware oblivious, program level property and is easier to determine than annotating all synchronization accesses with (hardware- and schedule-specific) scope information.

For synchronization accesses, DeNovoA uses the DeNovoSync0 protocol [152] which registers both read and write synchronizations. That is, unless the location is in registered state in the L1, it is treated as a miss for both synchronization reads and writes and requires a registration operation. This potentially provides better performance than conventional GPU protocols, which perform all

\[3\] This does not preclude byte granularity accesses as discussed in [46]. DeNovo allocates byte granularity regions at a word granularity where possible. If this is not possible, DeNovo “clones” the cache line (at the cost of potentially poorer cache utilization). None of our benchmarks, however, have byte granularity accesses.
synchronization at the L2 (i.e., no synchronization hits).

DeNovoSync0 serves racy synchronization registrations immediately at the registry, in the order in which they arrive. For an already registered word, the registry forwards a new registration request to the registered L1. If the request reaches the L1 before the L1’s own registration acknowledgment, it is queued at the L1’s MSHR. In a high contention scenario, multiple racy synchronizations from different cores will form a distributed queue. Multiple synchronization requests from the same CU (from different threads) are coalesced within the CU’s MSHR and all are serviced before any queued remote request, thereby exploiting locality even under contention. As noted in previous work, the distributed queue serializes registration acknowledgments from different CUs – this throttling is beneficial when the contending synchronizations will be unsuccessful (e.g., unsuccessful lock accesses) but can add latency to the critical path if several of these synchronizations (usually readers) are successful. As discussed in [152], the latter case is uncommon.

To enforce the program order requirement, DeNovoA considers a data write and a synchronization (read or write) complete when it obtains registration. As before, data reads are complete when they return their value.

Prior to our work, DeNovo has not been evaluated with scoped synchronization, but can be extended in a natural way. Local acquires and releases do not invalidate the cache or flush the store buffer. Additionally, local synchronization operations can delay obtaining ownership.

### 2.4 Qualitative Analysis of the Protocols

In this section we qualitatively analyze the GPU and DeNovoA protocols, with and without scopes, as described in Section 2.3.

#### 2.4.1 Qualitative Performance Analysis

In order to understand the advantages and disadvantages of each protocol, Table 2.2 qualitatively compares coherence protocols across several key features that are important for emerging workloads with fine-grained synchronization: exploiting reuse of data across synchronization points (in L1), avoiding bursty traffic (especially for writes), decreasing network traffic by avoiding overheads like invalidations and acknowledgment messages, only transferring useful data by decoupling the co-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>GD</th>
<th>GH</th>
<th>DD</th>
<th>DH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reuse Written Data</td>
<td>Reuse written data across synch points</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ (if local scope)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse Valid Data</td>
<td>Reuse cached valid data across synch points</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ (if local scope)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Bursty Traffic</td>
<td>Avoid bursts of writes</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ (if local scope)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Invalidations/ACKs</td>
<td>Decreased network traffic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoupled Granularity</td>
<td>Only transfer useful data</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse Synchronization</td>
<td>Efficient support for fine-grained syn</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ (if local scope)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Sharing</td>
<td>Efficient support for work stealing</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Comparison of studied coherence protocols.

herence and transfer granularity, exploiting reuse of synchronization variables (in L1), and efficient support for dynamic sharing patterns such as work stealing. The coherence protocols have different advantages and disadvantages based on their support for these features:

**GPU coherence, DRF consistency (GD):** Conventional GPU protocols with DRF do not require invalidation or acknowledgment messages because they self-invalidate all valid data at all synchronization points and write through all dirty data to the shared, backing LLC. However, there are also several inefficiencies which stem from poor support for fine-grained synchronization and not obtaining ownership. Because GPU coherence protocols do not obtain ownership (and don’t have writer-initiated invalidations), they must perform synchronization accesses at the LLC, they must flush all dirty data from the store buffer on releases, and they must selfinvalidate the entire cache on acquires. As a result, GD cannot reuse any data across synchronization points (e.g., acquires, releases, and kernel boundaries). Flushing the store buffer at releases and kernel boundaries also causes bursty writethrough traffic. GPU coherence protocols also transfer data at a coarse granularity to exploit spatial locality; for emerging workloads with fine-grained synchronization or strided accesses, this can be sub-optimal.

**GPU coherence, HRF consistency (GH):** Changing the memory model from DRF to HRF removes several inefficiencies from GPU coherence protocols while retaining the benefit of no invalidation or acknowledgment messages. Although globally scoped synchronization accesses have the same behavior as GD, locally scoped synchronization accesses occur locally and do not require bursty writebacks, self-invalidations, or flushes, improving support for fine-grained synchronization and allowing data to be reused across synchronization points. However, scopes do not provide

---

4 Mitigated by the read-only enhancement.
5 Some examples of this are the graph analytics benchmarks, which are discussed further in Chapter 3. In these workloads, different words from the same cache line are accessed by different CUs.
efficient support for algorithms with dynamic sharing because programmers must conservatively use a global scope for these algorithms to prevent stale data from being accessed.

**DeNovoA coherence, DRF consistency (DD):** The DeNovoA coherence protocol with DRF has several advantages over GD. DD’s use of ownership enables it to provide several of the advantages of GH without exposing the memory hierarchy to the programmer. For example, DD can reuse written data across synchronization boundaries since it does not self-invalidate registered data on an acquire. With the read-only optimization, this benefit also extends to read-only data. DD also sees hits on synchronization variables with temporal locality both within a TB and across TBs on the same CU. Obtaining ownership also allows DD to avoid bursty writebacks at releases and kernel boundaries. Unlike GH, obtaining ownership specifically provides efficient support for applications with dynamic sharing and also transfers less data by decoupling the coherence and transfer granularity.

Although obtaining ownership usually results in a higher hit rate, it can sometimes increase miss latency; e.g., an extra hop if the requested word is in a remote L1 cache or additional serialization for some synchronization patterns with high contention (Section 2.3). The benefits, however, dominate in the results.

**DeNovoA coherence, HRF consistency (DH):** Using the HRF memory model with the DeNovoA coherence protocol combines all the advantages of ownership that DD enjoys with the advantages of local scopes that GH enjoys.

### 2.4.2 Protocol Implementation Overheads

Each of these protocols has several sources of implementation overhead:

**GD:** Since GD does not track ownership, the L1 and L2 caches only need 1 bit (a valid bit) per line to track the state of the cache line. GPU coherence also needs support for flash invalidating the entire cache on acquires and buffering writes until a release occurs.

**GH:** GPU coherence with the HRF memory model additionally requires a bit per word in the L1 caches to keep track of partial cache block writes (3% overhead compared to GD’s L1 cache). Like GD, GH also requires support for flash invalidating the cache for globally scoped acquires and releases and has an L2 overhead of 1 valid bit per cache line.
**DD and DH**: DeNovoA needs per-word state bits for the DRF and HRF memory models because DeNovoA tracks coherence at the word granularity. Since DeNovoA has 3 coherence states, at the L1 cache we need 2 bits per 32 bits or 32 bits for a 64B cache line (3% overhead over \( GH \)). At the L2, DeNovoA needs one valid and one dirty bit per line and one bit per word – 18 bits per 64 Bytes or (3% overhead versus \( GH \)).

**DD with read-only optimization (DD+RO)**: Logically, DeNovoA needs an additional bit per word at the L1 caches to store the read-only information. However, to avoid incurring additional overhead, we reuse the extra, unused state from DeNovoA’s coherence bits. There is some overhead to convey the region information from the software to the hardware. We pass this information through an opcode bit for memory instructions.

### 2.5 Methodology

Our work is significantly influenced by previous work on DeNovo \[46, 152, 153\]. We extended the project’s existing infrastructure \[46\] to support GPU synchronization operations based on the DeNovoSync0 coherence protocol for multi-core CPUs \[152\]. We discuss the extensions further in Section 2.5.3.

#### 2.5.1 Baseline Heterogeneous Architecture

Figure 2.1 shows the baseline heterogeneous architecture, a tightly integrated CPU-GPU system with a unified shared memory address space and coherent caches. The system connects all CPU cores and GPU Compute Units (CUs) via an interconnection network. Each GPU Compute Unit (CU), has a separate node on the network. All CPU and GPU cores have an attached block of SRAM. For CPU cores, this is an L1 cache, while for GPU cores, it is divided into an L1 cache and a scratchpad. Each node also has a bank of the L2 cache, which is shared by all CPU and GPU cores. The coherence protocol, consistency model, and write policy depend on the system configuration studied (Section 2.5.4).

HRF \[77\] uses a three-level cache hierarchy in its evaluation; we use two levels because the GEMS simulation environment only supports two levels. We believe these results are not qualitatively affected by the depth of the memory hierarchy. To understand this claim, it helps to first consider...
how DeNovoA would behave with a 3-level cache hierarchy. L1 would be private to a core, L2 would be shared by a core cluster, and L3 would be global. The registry would be similarly hierarchical: L3 would keep track of cluster ownership and L2 would keep track of core ownership. In this configuration, synchronization at the L1 scope would still be efficient with DeNovoA because a write by a producer thread would place data in the owned (registered) state for a consumer thread.

In the case of synchronization at the L2 scope, even a scopeless DeNovoA coherence protocol is no less effective than GPU coherence with HRF. When synchronizing at L2 using GPU coherence and HRF, after the producer thread writes some data but before the consumer reads it the producer thread must write back any pending stores to L2 and the consumer thread must invalidate its L1 cache. Data sharing between threads can thus complete without sending any messages beyond L2. With a hierarchical registry, DeNovoA can achieve this as well. In the case of a L2 synchronization, the producer core would obtain ownership of its written data on a release, and the consumer core would invalidate its cache on an acquire. However, it would not need to invalidate the data in the L2 cache because it would find that the data is owned in its cluster. Thus, when reading the data, it would request the data from L2, which would instruct the producer’s cache to forward the data directly to the consuming core. Therefore the DeNovoA protocol with DRF consistency would still perform as well as GPU coherence with HRF in a deeper cache hierarchy. In fact, the core-to-core transfer of data that occurs in DeNovoA reduces network traffic, an effect that increases with scope
depth. The fact that DeNovoA can achieve efficiency in this type of hierarchical synchronization without scope information from the software is even more important as cache hierarchies grow deeper and the relative locations of various threads becomes harder to predict.

### 2.5.2 Simulation Environment and Parameters

We simulate our architecture using an integrated CPU-GPU simulator built from the Simics full-system functional simulator to model the CPUs, the Wisconsin GEMS memory timing simulator \[110\], and GPGPU-Sim v3.2.1 \[24\] to model the GPU (the GPU is similar to an NVIDIA GTX 480). The simulator also uses Garnet \[10\] to model a 4x4 mesh interconnect with a GPU CU or a CPU core at each node. We use CUDA 3.1 \[118\] for the GPU kernels in the applications since this is the latest version of CUDA that is fully supported in GPGPU-Sim. Table 2.3 summarizes the common key parameters of the system. For the scaling study, we vary the number of CUs between 1 and 15; in all other experiments we use 15 CUs.

For energy modeling, GPU CUs use GPUWattch \[97\] and the NoC energy measurements use McPAT v.1.1 \[100\] (our tightly coupled architecture more closely resembles a multi-core system’s NoC than the NoC modeled in GPUWattch). We do not model the CPU core or CPU L1 energy since the CPU is only functionally simulated and not the focus of this work. However, we do measure the network traffic traveling to and from the CPU in order to capture any network traffic variations caused by adding fine-grained support.

Finally, we also provide an API for manually inserted annotations for region information (for DD+RO) and distinguishing synchronization instructions and their scope (for HRF).

### 2.5.3 Protocol Extensions and Assumptions

DeNovo was originally designed for multi-core CPUs. With DeNovoA, we extended DeNovo to heterogeneous systems. We added two major extensions to the DeNovo protocol to support GPU memory requests. First, we added support for multi-word requests. Second, we modified the GPU core to coalesce requests at a 64-Byte granularity instead of a 128-Byte granularity to have uniform

---

6The overhead for a three-level cache hierarchy will be different. Section 2.4.2 assume a two-level cache hierarchy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU Parameters</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>700 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUs</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Hierarchy Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Size (8 banks, 8-way assoc.)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Size (16 banks, NUCA)</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store Buffer Size</td>
<td>256 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 MSHRs</td>
<td>128 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 hit latency</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote L1 hit latency</td>
<td>35–83 cycles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 hit latency</td>
<td>29–61 cycles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory latency</td>
<td>197–261 cycles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Simulated heterogeneous system parameters.

We also assume that the GPU cores in the system will have TLB support, e.g., using the scheme of Pichai et al. [122] or Power & Hill [126].

Global Memory Requests

Supporting coalesced memory requests required adding support for multi-word requests, since DeNovo only performed single word requests. To address this, we modified GPU requests to send information about what specific words in a cache line they are requesting. GPU loads are also non-blocking. Without the proper support, this could lead to half-warsps from multiple warps on the same CU issuing requests for the same cache line. To resolve this issue, we use the MSHRs to check if a request for this cache line is already in progress. If it is, then we simply append this half-warp’s memory request to this entry in the MSHR and replay that request when the response from L2 is received.

GPUs coalesce global memory requests at the granularity of their L1 cache line size (typically 128-Byte cache lines). We modified the coalescing rules to coalesce requests at a 64-Byte granularity because the CPU cache lines are only 64-Bytes and we don’t support requests that span multiple cache lines (which the 128-Byte requests become with 64-Byte cache lines). We chose to modify the GPU coalescing scheme to use a granularity of 64-Bytes instead of making all L1 caches in the system use 128-Byte cache lines; 128-Byte cache lines can harm performance for CPU applications.

---

7Uniform cache line sizes are not mandatory for any of the coherence protocols we study, although they do simplify the implementation.
and we wanted to have uniform cache line sizes for all CPU cores and GPU cores.

Benchmark Conversions

The compilation process involved three steps. In the first step, we used NVCC to generate the PTX code for GPU kernels and an intermediate C++ code with CUDA specific annotations and functions. In the second step we edit these function calls so that they can be intercepted by Simics and can be passed on to GPGPU-Sim during the simulation. This step is automated in the implementation. Finally, we compile the edited C++ files using g++ (version 4.5.2) to generate the binary. We did not introduce any additional compile-time overheads compared to a typical compilation of a CUDA program. Even when a CUDA application is compiled normally, there are two steps involved - NVCC emitting the PTX code and an annotated C++ program and g++ converting this C++ code into binary (these steps are hidden from the user).

2.5.4 Configurations

We evaluate the following configurations with GPU and DeNovoA coherence protocols combined with DRF and HRF consistency models, using the implementations described in Section 2.3. The CPU always uses the DeNovoA coherence protocol. For all configurations we assume 256 entry coalescing store buffers next to the L1 caches. We also assume support for performing synchronization accesses (using atomics) at the L1 and L2.

GD: GD combines the baseline DRF memory model (no scopes) with GPU coherence and performs all synchronization accesses at the L2 cache.

GH: GH uses GPU coherence and HRF’s HRF-Indirect memory model. GH performs locally scoped synchronization accesses at the L1s and globally scoped synchronization accesses at the L2.

DD: DD uses the DeNovoSync0 coherence protocol (without regions), a DRF memory model, and performs all synchronization accesses at the L1 (after registration).

DD with read-only optimization (DD+RO): DD+RO augments DD with selective invalidations to avoid invalidating valid read-only data on acquires.

---

8For the GPU coherence configurations, when dirty data is written through, if a CPU core owns the data from a previous phase, the L2 revokes the CPU cores ownership before completing the request.

9This is the implementation described in [63, 77] but limited to a global synchronization scope.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backprop (BP)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathfinder (PF)</td>
<td>10 x 100K matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD</td>
<td>256x256 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>512x512 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGEMM</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stencil (ST)</td>
<td>128x128x4, 4 iters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotspot (HS)</td>
<td>512x512 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>171K records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAD v2 (SRAD)</td>
<td>256x256 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LavaMD (LAVA)</td>
<td>2x2x2 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA Mutex (FAM_{G})</td>
<td>3 TBs/CU, 100 iters/TB/kernel, 10 Ld&amp;St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mutex (SLM_{G})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex (SPM_{G})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex with backoff (SPMBO_{G})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore (SS_{G})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore with backoff (SSBO_{G})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local or Hybrid Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA Mutex (FAM_{L})</td>
<td>3 TBs/CU, 100 iters/TB/kernel, 10 Ld&amp;St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mutex (SLM_{L})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex (SPM_{L})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex with backoff (SPMBO_{L})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Barrier with local exchange (TRBEX_{LG})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Barrier (TRB_{LG})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-Free Tree Barrier with local exchange (LFTRBEX_{LG})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-Free Tree Barrier (LFTRB_{LG})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore (SS_{L})</td>
<td>3 TBs/CU, 100 iters/TB/kernel, readers: 10 Ld/thr/iter writers: 20 St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore with backoff (SSBO_{L})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTS</td>
<td>16K nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Benchmarks with input sizes. All thread blocks (TBs) in the synchronization microbenchmarks execute the critical section or barrier many times. Microbenchmarks with local and global scope are denoted with a ‘L’ and ‘G’, respectively.

**DH**: DH combines DD with the HRF-Indirect memory model. Like GH, local scope synchronizations always occur at the L1 and do not require invalidations or flushes.

### 2.5.5 Benchmarks

Evaluating the configurations is challenging because previously there are very few GPU application benchmarks that use fine-grained synchronization. Thus, we use a combination of application benchmarks and microbenchmarks to cover the space of use cases with (1) no synchronization within a GPU kernel, (2) synchronization that requires global scope, and (3) synchronization with mostly local scope. We ported all of the applications to use a unified address space with coherent...
caches. All codes execute GPU kernels on 15 GPU CUs and use a single CPU core.

**Applications without Intra-Kernel Synchronization**

We examine 10 applications from modern heterogeneous computing suites such as Rodinia \[43, 44\] and Parboil \[145\]. None of these applications use synchronization within the GPU kernel and are also not written to exploit reuse across kernels. These applications therefore primarily serve to establish DeNovoA as a viable protocol for today’s use cases. The top part of Table 2.4 summarizes these applications and their input sizes.

**(Micro)Benchmarks with Intra-Kernel Synchronization**

Most GPU applications do not use fine-grained synchronization because it is not well supported on current GPUs. Thus, to examine the performance for benchmarks with various kinds of synchronization we use a set of synchronization primitive (SyncPrims) microbenchmarks, developed by Stuart and Owens \[146\] – these include mutex locks, semaphores, and barriers. We also use the Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) benchmark \[77\], the only benchmark that uses fine-grained synchronization in the HRF paper.\[10\] The microbenchmarks include centralized and decentralized algorithms with a wide range of stall cycles and scalability characteristics. The amount of work per thread also varies: the mutex and tree barrier algorithms access the same amount of data per thread while UTS and the semaphores access different amounts of data per thread. The bottom part of Table 2.4 summarizes the benchmarks and their input sizes.

We discuss the SyncPrims microbenchmarks in detail in Section 2.6. The working set fits in the L1 cache for all microbenchmarks except TRBEX_LG and TRB_LG, which have larger working sets because they repeatedly exchange data across CUs. The UTS benchmark utilizes both local and global synchronization. By performing local synchronization accesses, UTS quickly completes its work. However, since the tree is unbalanced, it is likely that some TBs will complete before others. To mitigate load imbalance, CU’s push to and pull from a global task queue when their local queues become full or empty, respectively.

\[10\] RemoteScopes \[121\] uses several GPU benchmarks with fine-grained synchronization from Pannotia \[42\] but these benchmarks were not publicly available when this work was originally done. The results in Section 3.6 show that the same trends we observe for the SyncPrims microbenchmarks and UTS hold for the full-sized Pannotia benchmarks.
### Synchronization Primitive Microbenchmarks

The SyncPrims microbenchmarks, which make up one part of the HeteroSync benchmark suite, were originally designed by Stuart and Owens to study the performance of synchronization primitives on discrete GPUs [146]. These microbenchmarks, listed in Table 2.5, include mutexes (Section 2.6.1), semaphores (Section 2.6.2), and barriers (Section 2.6.3) with a wide range of stall cycles and scalability characteristics. Stuart & Owens’ focus was on the performance of the atomic operations used to implement the synchronization primitives, not the overheads associated with properly synchronizing the global data accessed in a critical section. Consequently, the original SyncPrims algorithms do not have any global data accesses. To fix this, we updated the SyncPrims microbenchmarks to use global data accesses (instead of scratchpad accesses) in the critical sections.

We also created two versions of the SyncPrims microbenchmarks to share data at different levels of the memory hierarchy to enable synchronization with HRF’s local and global scopes. The mutex microbenchmarks have two versions: one performs local synchronization and accesses unique data per CU while the other uses global synchronization because the same data is accessed by all TBs. We also changed the globally synchronized barrier microbenchmarks to use local and global synchronization with tree barriers: all TBs on a CU access unique data and join a local barrier before one TB from each CU joins the global barrier. After the global barrier, TBs exchange data for the subsequent iteration of the compute phase. We also added a version of the tree barrier where each CU exchanges data locally before joining the global barrier. Additionally, we changed the semaphores to use a reader-writer format with local synchronization: each CU has one writer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microbenchmark</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutexes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex (SPM)</td>
<td>Test-and-set lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex with backoff (SPMBO)</td>
<td>Test-and-set lock with backoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA Mutex (FAM)</td>
<td>Centralized ticket lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mutex (SLM)</td>
<td>Decentralized ticket lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semaphores</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore (SS)</td>
<td>Semaphore with mutex lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore with backoff (SSBO)</td>
<td>Semaphore with mutex lock and backoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Barrier (TRB)</td>
<td>Two-level atomic tree barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Barrier with local exchange (TRBEX)</td>
<td>Two-level atomic barrier with local exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-Free Tree Barrier (LFTRB)</td>
<td>Two-level lock-free tree barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-Free Tree Barrier with local exchange (LFTRBEX)</td>
<td>Two-level lock-free tree barrier with local exchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Synchronization primitive microbenchmarks.
TB and two reader TBs. Each reader reads half of the CU’s data. The writer shifts the reader TB’s data to the right such that all elements are written except for the first element of each TB. To ensure that no stale data is accessed, the writers obtain the entire semaphore.

The locally scoped version only shares data locally between TBs on a CU, so they can improve efficiency and reduce contention by performing the synchronization accesses locally (with a per-CU mutex or semaphore), reusing data locally, and avoiding expensive cache invalidations and store buffer flushes. The globally scoped version shares data across multiple CUs, so it must use global synchronization and cannot benefit from HRF.

Finally, we updated the SyncPrims microbenchmarks to provide better ordering support. GPUs employ a relaxed memory consistency model and provided some fence primitives to help enforce ordering. However, GPU memory consistency model behavior has been slow to be clearly defined [13, 104, 143, 144]. As a result, synchronization and consistency on modern GPUs is neither well-defined nor intuitive. Unsurprisingly, some of this work identified situations where the fences in SyncPrims did not properly enforce ordering, partly due to the opaqueness and complexity of the CUDA memory consistency model [13, 144]. To resolve this issue, we use synchronization loads and stores to enforce ordering instead of using inefficient (and sometimes incorrect) fences. On a synchronization load, all potentially stale data is invalidated and on a synchronization store all dirty data must be flushed from the store buffer.

The basic structure of the Spin Mutex microbenchmark is shown in Algorithm 1; the other SyncPrims microbenchmarks use a similar structure. The barrier microbenchmarks are also similar except the TBs join a barrier at the end of the loop. We include pseudo-code for all synchronization primitives. For the microbenchmarks where we have significantly altered the algorithms, we include the original algorithm and our new algorithm. Since the locally and globally scoped algorithms are very similar to each other, we only show pseudo-code for the globally scoped algorithms. Without loss of generality we describe the globally scoped version of each algorithm (since the locally scoped versions are identical except for their use of per-CU mutexes or semaphores).
Algorithm 1 Basic structure of SyncPrims microbenchmarks. The other SyncPrims microbenchmarks use a similar structure.

```plaintext
for i = 0: numCSIters do
    SpinMutexLock(Mutex)
    // Perform global data accesses
    SpinMutexUnlock(Mutex)
end for
```

Algorithm 2 Spin Mutex Algorithm.

```plaintext
function SpinMutexLock(Mutex, DoBackoff)
    Acquired ← false
    while Acquired = false do
        OldVal ← atomicCAS(Mutex, 0, 1) ⟨⟨Acquire⟩⟩
        if OldVal = 0 then
            Acquired ← true
        else if Acquired = false && DoBackoff = true then
            Backoff()
        end if
    end while
end function

function SpinMutexUnlock(Mutex) ⟨⟨Release⟩⟩
    atomicExch(Mutex, 0)
end function
```

2.6.1 Mutexes

**Spin Mutex (SPM):** Algorithm 2 contains the pseudo-code for the Spin Mutex algorithm from [146]. In this algorithm, a straightforward port of spin mutex algorithms on CPUs, each TB repeatedly tries to obtain a single mutex lock. Once the TB is done with the critical section, it releases the lock. However, SPM may suffer from high contention and is neither deterministic nor fair.

**Spin Mutex with Backoff (SPMBO):** One way to optimize the performance of the SPM algorithm is to add backoff. By requiring a TB to wait a while after it fails to acquire the lock, Spin Mutex with Backoff reduces contention by performing exponential backoff after a failed attempt to acquire the lock.

**Fetch-and-Add Mutex (FAM):** Algorithm 3 contains the pseudo-code for the Fetch-and-Add (FA) Mutex, which operates like a centralized ticket lock. Unlike the Spin Mutex algorithms, the FA Mutex is fair and has a deterministic number of atomic accesses. Instead of directly acquiring a lock, each TB obtains a “ticket” that represents when the TB will be able to acquire the lock.
Algorithm 3 Fetch-and-Add (FA) Mutex.

```plaintext
function FAMutexLock(Mutex)
    TicketNumber ← atomicInc(Mutex.ticket)
    while TicketNumber ≠ atomicLd(Mutex.turn) do ⟨⟨Acquire⟩⟩;
    end while
end function

function FAMutexUnlock(Mutex)
    atomicInc(Mutex.turn) ⟨⟨Release⟩⟩
end function
```

Each TB then polls the current ticket number. When the ticket number equals this TBs ticket number, then the TB has acquired the lock. To release the lock, the TB simply increments the current ticket number. Although this algorithm is fair, because it uses two centralized counters (one for the head, one for the tickets) it can suffer from heavy contention.

Sleep Mutex (SLM): Algorithm 4 shows the original Sleep Mutex algorithm. In the original Sleep Mutex algorithm, each TB places itself on the end of a ring buffer. Afterwards, the TB repeatedly checks if it is at the front of the buffer by checking the shared head pointer. To release the lock, a TB increments the head pointer. However, this algorithm scales poorly because it requires more reads than FAM.

Algorithm 5 shows the new Sleep Mutex algorithm. In the original paper, the authors did not consider a decentralized algorithm because of poor GPU support for linked data structures. However, we found that we could overcome this shortcoming by making Sleep Mutex a decentralized ticket lock. After getting a ticket (similar to FAM), each TB spins on a unique location in the ring buffer. Reducing contention for a given location in the ring buffer improves performance by allowing each TB to spin locally on its location. To transfer ownership of the lock to the next TB, instead of updating the head pointer, a TB instead updates the value in the next location in the ring buffer. Upon seeing this update, the TB spinning on that location now owns the lock and can proceed.

11The TB can only spin locally in the L1 cache if the scope is local and GPU coherence with HRF consistency is used, or if DeNovoA coherence is used. If GPU coherence is used with DRF consistency, then the TB cannot spin locally and must perform its atomic accesses at the LLC (L2).
Algorithm 4 Original Sleep Mutex Algorithm [146].

\begin{verbatim}
function SLEEP_MUTEX_LOCK(Mutex, BlockID)
    RingBufferLoc ← atomicInc(Mutex.tailPtr)
    atomicExch(buffer[RingBufferLoc], BlockID)
    while atomicLd(buffer[Mutex.head]) ≠ BlockID do
        ;
    end while
end function

function SLEEP_MUTEX_UNLOCK(Mutex)
    atomicInc(Mutex.headPtr)
end function
\end{verbatim}

Algorithm 5 New, Decentralized Sleep Mutex Algorithm. Each thread spins on its own location in the ring buffer instead of all threads accessing the head pointer.

\begin{verbatim}
function SLEEP_MUTEX_LOCK(Mutex, BlockID)
    RingBufferLoc ← atomicInc(Mutex.tailPtr)
    while atomicLd(buffer[RingBufferLoc]) = 0 do ⟨⟨Acquire⟩⟩
        ;
    end while
    atomicDec(buffer[RingBufferLoc])
end function

function SLEEP_MUTEX_UNLOCK(Mutex, NextBufferLoc)
    atomicExch(buffer[NextBufferLoc], 1) ⟨⟨Release⟩⟩
end function
\end{verbatim}

2.6.2 Semaphores

Originally, the semaphore algorithms were reader-only [146]. To make the critical section more practical, we updated the semaphore algorithms to be reader-writer: each CU has one writer TB and \(N - 1\) reader TBs. Each reader reads a subset of the data and the writer writes all of the data.

**Spin Semaphore (SS):** The original Spin Semaphore Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6. To enter the critical section, a thread first acquires a mutex lock, then checks to see if there is room in the semaphore for it; if there is it updates the semaphore [146]. After this check, the TB releases the lock. When a TB is leaving the critical section, it uses a similar process: acquire lock, update semaphore to remove self, release lock. By using a semaphore, multiple TBs can enter the critical section simultaneously (as long as the max semaphore size is > 1). This scheme requires that the data being accessed by each of these TBs is either independent or read-only. Moreover, if the centralized semaphore and mutex lock are heavily contended, performance suffers.
Algorithm 6 Original Spin Semaphore Algorithm [146]. This algorithm assumes that all TBs are reading the data in the critical section.

```c
function SPINSEMAPHOREWAIT(Sem)
    Acquired ← false
    while Acquired = false do
        OldValue ← atomicCAS(Sem.Lock, 0, 1)
        if OldValue ≠ 0 then ⟨⟨Acquire⟩⟩
            if atomicLd(Sem) > 1 then
                atomicSub(Sem, 1)
                Acquired ← true
            end if
        end if
    end if
    atomicExch(Sem.Lock, 1) ⟨⟨Release⟩⟩

    if Acquired = false && DoBackoff = true then
        Backoff()
    end if
end while
end function

function SPINSEMAPHOREPOST(Sem)
    Acquired ← false
    while Acquired = false do
        OldValue ← atomicCAS(Sem.Lock, 0, 1)
        if OldValue ≠ 0 then ⟨⟨Acquire⟩⟩
            Acquired ← true
        end if
    end while

    atomicAdd(Sem, 1)
    atomicExch(Sem.Lock, 1) ⟨⟨Release⟩⟩
end function
```

Algorithm 7 shows the updated reader-writer Spin Semaphore. The new algorithm does not require the data to be independent or read-only. Instead, the writers obtain the entire semaphore to prevent any readers from reading stale data. This introduces the potential for starvation of the writers: as soon as one reader enters the critical section, a writer must wait while other readers may be able to continue entering the critical section. The algorithm adds a flag to prevent any more readers from entering the critical section when a writer is waiting.

**Spin Semaphore with Backoff (SSBO):** Similar to SPMBO, the amount of contention in SS (for the mutex lock and semaphore) can be reduced by introducing exponential backoff.
Algorithm 7 New Spin Semaphore Algorithm. This algorithm was redesigned to use a reader-writer semaphore where some TBs read the data in the critical section and other TBs write the data.

function \texttt{SpinSemaphoreWait}(Sem, IsWriter)
    Acquired ← false
    \textbf{while} Acquired = false \textbf{do}
        OldValue ← atomicCAS(Sem.Lock, 0, 1) \texttt{\langle Acquire\rangle}
        if OldValue ≠ 0 \textbf{then}
            if IsWriter \textbf{then}
                if Sem = Sem.MaxValue \textbf{then}
                    Sem = 0
                    Acquired ← true
                \textbf{end if}
            \textbf{else}
                if Sem > 1 \textbf{then}
                    Sem = Sem - 1
                    Acquired ← true
                \textbf{end if}
            \textbf{end if}
        \textbf{end if}
    \textbf{end while}
    atomicExch(Sem.Lock, 1) \texttt{\langle Release\rangle}

    if Acquired = false \&\& DoBackoff = true \textbf{then}
        Backoff()
    \textbf{end if}
end function

function \texttt{SpinSemaphorePost}(Sem, IsWriter)
    Acquired ← false
    \textbf{while} Acquired = false \textbf{do}
        OldValue ← atomicCAS(Sem.Lock, 0, 1) \texttt{\langle Acquire\rangle}
        if OldValue ≠ 0 \textbf{then}
            Acquired ← true
        \textbf{end if}
    \textbf{end while}

    if IsWriter \textbf{then}
        Sem = Sem + Sem.MaxValue
    \textbf{else}
        Sem = Sem + 1
    \textbf{end if}
    atomicExch(Sem.Lock, 1) \texttt{\langle Release\rangle}
end function
Algorithm 8 Original Barrier Algorithm [146].

```plaintext
function BARRIER(Count, NumTBs)
    atomicInc(Count)
    while atomicCAS(Count, NumTBs, 0) ≠ 0 do
        ;
    end while
end function
```

Algorithm 9 New Tree Barrier Algorithm. This algorithm reduces contention by only needing one thread per CU to join the global barrier, while the remaining threads on a given CU spin locally on the local barrier.

```plaintext
function TREEBARRIERGLOBAL(Count, NumCUs)
    atomicInc(Count) ⟨Release⟩
    while atomicCAS(Count, NumCUs, 0) ≠ 0 do ⟨Acquire⟩
        ;
    end while
end function
```

```plaintext
function TREEBARRIERLOCAL(CountLocal, NumLocal)
    atomicInc(CountLocal) ⟨Release⟩
    while atomicCAS(CountLocal, NumLocal, 0) ≠ 0 do ⟨Acquire⟩
        ;
    end while
end function
```

2.6.3 Barriers

The original barrier microbenchmarks used globally scoped synchronization [146]. As in previous sections, we optimized the barrier algorithms. First, we changed the single-level barriers into tree barriers where all TBs on a CU access unique data and join a local barrier before one TB from each CU joins the global barrier. After the global barrier, TBs exchange data across CUs for the subsequent iteration.

**Tree Barrier (TRB):** The original Barrier algorithm, in Algorithm 8 uses a single global counter. Upon reaching the barrier, each TB atomically increments the counter, then spins waiting for the other TBs to join the barrier. To ensure that a TB does not miss the end of the barrier, the algorithm uses a sense-reversing barrier. As the number of TBs increases, this algorithm scales poorly, because all TBs are contending for the same counter variable. Using a tree barrier allows all TBs on a given CU to access a separate counter for the local barrier, and reduces contention for the global barrier because fewer TBs need to join it.
Algorithm 10 Original Lock-Free Barrier Algorithm \[146, 160].

function LFBARRIER(InArr, OutArr, BlockID, NumTBs)

atomicExch(InArr[BlockID], 1) \(\langle\langle Release\rangle\rangle\)

Done \(\leftarrow\) true
if BlockID = 0 then
  repeat
    for i = 0:NumTBs do
      if atomicLd(InArr[i]) = 0 then \(\langle\langle Acquire\rangle\rangle\)
        Done \(\leftarrow\) false
        break
      end if
    end for
    if Done = false then
      Backoff()
    end if
  until Done = true

  for i = 0:NumTBs do
    InArr[i] = 0
    atomicExch(OutArr[i], 1) \(\langle\langle Release\rangle\rangle\)
  end for
end if

while atomicLd(OutArr[BlockID]) != 1 do \(\langle\langle Acquire\rangle\rangle\)
  Backoff()
end while
atomicExch(OutArr[BlockID], 0)
end function

Lock-Free Tree Barrier (LFTRB): The Lock-Free Barrier, shown in Algorithm 10, decentralizes the single-level barrier to reduce contention and improve both efficiency and scalability \[146\]. Each TB joins the barrier by setting a unique location in an array, then waits (using exponential backoff) for all other TBs to join the barrier. As Algorithms 12 and 11 show, we converted the lock-free barrier into a two-level lock-free tree barrier, similar to the atomic tree barrier, and ported it to the tightly coupled system. This algorithm combines the contention-reducing benefits of Algorithms 10 (threads spin on separate variables for the local half of the barrier) and 9 (fewer threads join the global half of the barrier).
Algorithm 11 Local half of new Lock-Free Tree Barrier Algorithm. All threads on a given CU will join the same local barrier. Once all of the threads have joined the local barrier, one thread joins the global barrier while the remaining threads each spin a separate variable.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{LFTreeBarrierLocal(InArrLocal, OutArrLocal, blockID, NumTBs)}
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE atomicExch(InArrLocal[blockID], 1) \textit{\{Release\}}
\STATE Done ← true
\IF {blockID = 0}
\REPEAT
\FOR {i = 0:NumTBs}
\IF {atomicLd(InArrLocal[i]) = 0} \textit{\{Acquire\}}
\STATE Done ← false
\STATE break
\ENDIF
\ENDFOR
\IF {Done = false}
\STATE Backoff()
\ENDIF
\UNTIL {Done = true}
\FOR {i = 0:NumTBs}
\STATE InArrLocal[i] = 0
\STATE atomicExch(OutArrLocal[i], 1) \textit{\{Release\}}
\ENDFOR
\ENDIF
\WHILE {\text{atomicLd(OutArrLocal[blockID])} != 1} \textit{\{Acquire\}}
\STATE Backoff()
\ENDWHILE
\STATE atomicExch(OutArrLocal[blockID], 0)
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

2.7 Results

Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 show the results for the applications without fine-grained synchronization, for microbenchmarks with locally scoped or hybrid synchronization, and for codes with globally scoped fine-grained synchronization, respectively. Our tightly coupled simulator is deterministic, so we do not show error bars. Moreover, for all applications, our simulator models the effect of shared L2 and memory contention. Parts (a)-(c) in each figure show execution time, energy consumed, and network traffic, respectively. Energy is divided into multiple components based on the source
Algorithm 12 Global half of new Lock-Free Tree Barrier Algorithm. Only one thread from each CU needs to join the global barrier.

```c
function LFTreeBarrierGlobal(InArrGlobal, OutArrGlobal, cuID, NumCUs)
    atomicExch(InArrGlobal[cuID], 1) \(\langle\langle\text{Release}\rangle\rangle\)
    Done ← true
    if cuID = 0 then
        repeat
            for i = 0:NumCUs do
                if atomicLd(InArrGlobal[i]) = 0 then \(\langle\langle\text{Acquire}\rangle\rangle\)
                    Done ← false
                break
            end if
        end for
        if Done = false then
            Backoff()
        end if
    until Done = true

    for i = 0:NumCUs do
        InArrGlobal[i] = 0
        atomicExch(OutArrGlobal[i], 1) \(\langle\langle\text{Release}\rangle\rangle\)
    end for
end if
while atomicLd(OutArrGlobal[cuID]) != 1 do \(\langle\langle\text{Acquire}\rangle\rangle\)
    Backoff()
end while
atomicExch(OutArrGlobal[cuID], 0)
end function
```

of energy: GPU core+\textsuperscript{12} scratchpad, L1, L2, and network. Network traffic is measured in flit crossings and is also divided into multiple components: data reads, data registrations (writes), writebacks/writethroughs, and atomics.

In Figures 2.2 and 2.4, we only show the GD and DD configurations because HRF does not affect these cases (there is no local synchronization) – we denote the systems as \(G^*\) to indicate that GD and GH obtain the same results and \(D^*\) to indicate that DD and DH obtain the same results\textsuperscript{13} For Figure 2.3, we show all five configurations.

Overall, compared to the best GPU coherence protocol (GH), we find that DD is comparable

\textsuperscript{12}GPU core+ includes the instruction cache, constant cache, register file, SFU, FPU, scheduler, and the core pipeline.

\textsuperscript{13}DD+RO and DD provide similar performance, so we do not show DD+RO here.
Figure 2.2: $G^*$ and $D^*$, normalized to $D^*$, for benchmarks without synchronization.

for applications with no fine-grained synchronization and better for microbenchmarks that employ synchronization with only global scopes (average of 21% lower execution time, 45% lower energy).

For microbenchmarks with mostly locally scoped synchronization, $GH$ is better (on average 5% lower execution time and 3% lower energy) than $DD$. This modest benefit of $GH$ comes at the cost of a more complex memory model – adding a read-only region enhancement with $DD$ removes most of this benefit and using HRF with $DeNovoA$ makes it the best performing protocol.
2.7.1 GD vs. GH

Figure 2.3 shows that when locally scoped synchronization can be used, GH can significantly improve performance over GD, as noted in prior work [77]. On average GH decreases execution time by 39% and energy by 33% for benchmarks that use local synchronization. There are two main sources of improvement. First, the latency of locally scoped acquires is much smaller because they are performed at L1 (which reduces atomic traffic by an average of 95%). Second, local acquires
do not invalidate the cache and local releases do not flush the store buffer. As a result, data can be reused across local synchronization boundaries. Since accesses hit more frequently in the L1 cache, execution time, energy, and network traffic improve. On average, the L1, L2, and network energy components decrease by 58% for GH while data (non-atomic) network traffic decreases by an average of 64%.

2.7.2 DD vs. GPU Coherence

Traditional GPU Applications

For the ten applications studied that do not use fine-grained synchronization, Figure 2.2 shows there is generally little difference between DeNovoA* and GPU*. DeNovoA* increases execution time and energy by 0.5% on average and reduces network traffic by 5% on average.

For LavaMD, DeNovoA* significantly decreases network traffic because LavaMD overflows the store buffer, which prevents multiple writes to the same location from being coalesced in GPU*. As a result, each of these writes has to be written through separately to the L2. Unlike GPU*, after DeNovoA* obtains ownership to a word, all subsequent writes to that word hit and do not need to use the store buffer.

For some other applications, obtaining ownership causes DeNovoA* to slightly increase network traffic and energy. First, multiple writes to the same word may require multiple ownership requests if the word is evicted from the cache before the last write. GPU* may be able to coalesce these writes in the store buffer and incur a single writethrough to the L2. Second, DeNovoA* may incur a read or registration miss for a word registered at another core, requiring an extra hop on the network compared to GPU* (which always hits in the L2). In the applications, however, these sources of overheads are minimal and do not affect performance. In general, the first source (obtaining ownership) is not on the critical path for performance and the second source (remote L1 miss) can be partly mitigated (if needed) using direct cache to cache transfers as enabled by DeNovoA [46].
Global Synchronization Benchmarks

Figure 2.4 shows the execution time, energy, and network traffic for the four benchmarks that use only globally scoped fine-grained synchronization. For these benchmarks, HRF has no effect because there are no synchronizations with local scope.

The main difference between GPU* and DeNovoA* is that DeNovoA* obtains ownership for written data and global synchronization variables, which gives the following key benefits for the benchmarks with global synchronization. First, once DeNovoA* obtains ownership for a synchro-
nization variable, subsequent accesses from all TBs on the same CU incur hits (until another CU is granted ownership or the variable is evicted from the cache). These hits reduce average synchronization latency and network traffic for DeNovoA*. Second, DeNovoA* also benefits because owned data is not invalidated on an acquire, resulting in data reuse across synchronization boundaries for all TBs on a CU. Finally, release operations require getting ownership for dirty data instead of writing through the data to L2, resulting in less traffic.

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, obtaining ownership can incur overheads relative to GPU coherence in some cases. One notable exception to this is SS_G. In SS_G, obtaining ownership for written data increases execution time (by 14% relative to G*) because the data cannot be reused due to the next thread that accesses the data usually being remote. By adding backoff to the semaphore, semaphore contention is decreased and written data can be reused more often. Overall, for the benchmarks with global synchronization, these overheads are compensated by the reuse effects mentioned above. As a result, on average, DeNovoA* reduces execution time, energy, and network traffic by 21%, 45%, and 73%, respectively, relative to GPU*.

**Local Synchronization Benchmarks**

For the microbenchmarks with mostly locally scoped synchronization, we focus on comparing DD with GH since Figure 2.3 shows that the latter is the best GPU protocol.

DD and GH both increase reuse and synchronization efficiency relative to GD for applications that use fine-grained synchronization, but they do so in different ways. GH enables data reuse across local synchronization boundaries, and can perform locally scoped synchronization operations at L1. Therefore, these benefits can only be achieved if the application can explicitly define locally scoped synchronization points. In contrast, DeNovoA enables reuse implicitly because owned data can be reused across any type of synchronization point. In addition, DD obtains ownership for all synchronization operations, so even global synchronization operations can be performed locally. Like the globally scoped benchmarks, obtaining ownership for atomics also improves reuse and locality for benchmarks like TRB_LG, TRBEX_LG, LFTRB_LG, and LFTRBEX_LG that have both global and local synchronization.

Since GH does not obtain ownership, on a globally scoped release, it must flush and downgrade
all dirty data to the L2. As a result, if the store buffer is too small, then GH may see limited coalescing of writes to the same location, as described in Section 2.7.2. TRB_LG and TRBEX_LG, which like real world applications contain both local and global synchronization, exhibit this effect. DD also occasionally suffers from full store buffers for these benchmarks, but its cost for flushing is lower – each dirty cache line only needs to send an ownership request to L2. Furthermore, once DD obtains ownership, any additional writes will hit and do not need to use the store buffer, effectively reducing the number of flushes of a full store buffer. By obtaining ownership for the data, DD is able to exploit more reuse. In doing so, DeNovaA reduces network traffic and energy relative to GH for these applications.

Conversely, DeNovaA only enables reuse for owned data; i.e., there is no reuse across synchronization boundaries for read-only data. This hurts DD’s performance and increases network traffic with locally scoped synchronization. SS_L is also hurt by the order that the readers and writers enter the critical section: many readers enter first, so read-write data is invalidated until the writer enters and obtains ownership for it. DD also performs slightly worse than GH for UTS because DD uses global synchronization and must frequently invalidate the cache and flush the store buffer. Although ownership mitigates many disadvantages of global synchronization, frequent invalidations and store buffer flushes limit the effectiveness of DD.

On average, GH shows 5% lower execution time and 4% lower energy than DD, with maximum benefit relative to GH of 13% and 10% respectively. However, GH’s advantage comes at the cost of increased memory model complexity.

2.7.3 DD with Selective (RO) Invalidations

DD’s inability to avoid invalidating read-only data is a key reason GH outperforms it for the locally scoped microbenchmarks. Using the read-only region enhancement for DD, however, removes any performance and energy benefit from GH on average. In some cases, GH is better, but only up to 7% for execution time and 4% for energy. Although DD+RO needs more program information, unlike HRF, this information is hardware agnostic.
2.7.4 Applying HRF to DeNovoA

DH enjoys the benefits of ownership for data accesses and globally scoped synchronization accesses as well as the benefits of locally scoped synchronization. Reuse in L1 is possible for owned data across global synchronization points and for all data across local synchronization points. Local synchronization operations are always performed locally, and global synchronization operations are performed locally once ownership is acquired for the synchronization variable.

Compared to DD, DH provides some additional benefits. With DD many synchronization accesses that would be locally scoped already occur at L1 and much data locality is already exploited through ownership. However, by explicitly defining local synchronization accesses, DH is able to reuse read-only data and data that is read multiple times before it is written across local synchronization points. It is also able to delay obtaining ownership for both local writes and local synchronization operations. As a result, compared to DD, DH reduces execution time, energy, and network traffic for all applications with local scope.

Although DD+RO allows reuse of read-only data, DH’s additional advantages described above also provide it a slight benefit over DD+RO in a few cases.

Compared to GH, DH is able to exploit more locality because owned data can be reused across any synchronization scope and because registration for synchronization variables allows global synchronization requests to also be executed locally.

These results show that DH is the best configuration of those studied because it combines the advantages of ownership (from DD) and scoped synchronization (from GH) to minimize synchronization overhead and maximize data reuse across all synchronization points. However, DH significantly increases memory model complexity and does not provide significantly better results than DD+RO, which uses a simpler memory model but has some overhead to identify the read-only data.

2.8 Summary

As CPUs and GPUs become tightly integrated into a single, unified address space with coherent caches [78, 79], data can be accessed simultaneously on both CPUs and GPUs without explicit
copies. Thus, GPUs need better support for issues such as coherence, synchronization, and memory consistency. The emerging interest in using GPUs for applications with more general-sharing patterns and fine-grained synchronization [38, 42, 146] only exacerbates these issues. Unfortunately, conventional GPU coherence protocols do not efficiently support fine-grained synchronization. Furthermore, modern GPU consistency models are difficult to use correctly and have been slow to be clearly defined [13, 104, 143].

In recognition of these issues and the need to support fine-grained synchronization on GPUs and accelerators, OpenCL 2.0 and the HSA Foundation recently adopted an HRF-like [63, 77] memory model (based on scoped synchronization) as their standards. HRF allows heterogeneous systems to efficiently support applications with fine-grained synchronization and avoids the complexity of CPU solutions like MESI, which provide poor performance for conventional GPU workloads [71, 141].

Our work is the first to question the conventional wisdom on the necessity of scoped synchronization and HRF in heterogeneous systems and to provide a high performance alternative. We show that DeNovo can be extended to heterogeneous systems to provide similar performance for conventional GPGPU applications and efficiently support fine-grained synchronization on GPUs while retaining the common and less complex data-race-free memory model.

Scoped synchronization and HRF are hardware-inspired concepts that essentially expose the memory hierarchy to software to enable hardware optimizations – synchronization scopes are intricately tied to the knowledge of which levels of the memory hierarchy are tied to which threads. This is a familiar but unfortunate trajectory taken by CPU memory models over the last several decades. CPU models were also developed in a similar hardware-centric fashion [7]; e.g., the IBM 370 and TSO models essentially exposed hardware write buffers. The complexity and confusion that resulted from such an approach with CPU memory models is legendary – there are still unresolved issues that are thorny largely because hardware evolved without sufficient consideration of the impact of the consistency model on software [6, 37].

This chapter shows that GPUs do not need the complexity of scoped synchronization and HRF to obtain high performance and energy efficiency. DeNovoA with DRF provides a sweet spot for performance, energy, hardware overhead, and memory model complexity – HRF’s complexity is not needed to efficiently support fine-grained synchronization on GPUs. This shows that hetero-
geneous systems can avoid the trajectory taken by CPU memory models for the emerging world of heterogeneous systems – where simplicity and efficiency are only more important – without the painful, decades long process that was required for CPUs to converge towards data-race-free style models [4, 6, 36, 109]. In Chapter 3 we show how to extend this work to address the additional issues that relaxed atomics pose and in Chapter 4 we show how to extend DeNovoA to make specialized memories part of the unified address space.
Chapter 3

 Efficient Support for and Evaluation of Relaxed Atomics

3.1 Motivation

In Chapter 2, we showed that the DRF0 memory consistency model (with the DeNovoA cache coherence protocol) provides a good both performance and programmability. However, in practice there are cases where DRF0’s constraints on atomics can be relaxed with acceptable results, including some acceptable violations of SC. This motivated the addition of relaxed atomics to DRF0 for C++ (and later for other languages) and a departure from SC-centric semantics. Unfortunately, this departure has resulted in one of the most significant challenges in specifying concurrency semantics; despite more than a decade of effort, semantics that are weak enough to accommodate all desired optimizations but strong enough to enable reasonable analysis of programs have remained elusive [6, 29, 36, 37] (Section 3.1.1).

Furthermore, it is generally acknowledged that relaxed atomics are extremely difficult to use correctly; therefore, it is widely recommended that they be avoided and their use be left to experts [36, 154]. This was reasonable for CPUs since atomics are generally infrequent and SC (non-relaxed) atomics are implemented relatively efficiently, leveraging decades of experience with sophisticated coherence protocols. The situation, however, has been different for accelerators, exemplified by GPUs. As discussed in Chapter 2, current GPUs implement consistency through heavyweight coherence actions on conventional SC atomics (Section 2.2), making such atomics far more expensive than on CPUs and the potentially more lightweight relaxed atomics more tempting.

To demonstrate the benefits of using relaxed atomics in existing GPUs, we identified several GPU applications that use relaxed atomics (Section 3.5.2) and evaluated them on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX680. Figure 3.1 shows the speedup of using relaxed atomics instead of SC atomics for the 9 applications [38, 42, 61, 119, 124, 137, 145] with the highest percentage of atomics (as de-
Figure 3.1: Relaxed atomics speedup on a discrete GPU.

termined from dynamic instruction profiling). Although relaxed atomics do not affect performance for some benchmarks, other benchmarks see huge benefits (e.g., up to a 99X speedup for PageRank), motivating the need for reasonable semantics for relaxed atomics. The results of this chapter (Section 3.6) show that for future integrated CPU-GPU systems with coherent caches and a global address space (with arguably faster synchronization than current discrete GPUs), the benefits are less dramatic, but high enough that relaxed atomics will still be tempting.

We make two broad contributions. First, we develop new SC-centric semantics for relaxed atomics using a distinct approach that extends the DRF consistency model from Chapter 2. Second, we provide, to our knowledge, the first quantitative evaluation of relaxed atomics on integrated CPU-GPU systems. We next give an overview of the state-of-the-art for relaxed atomics and then describe our approach and contributions.
3.1.1 Current Semantics with Relaxed Atomics

The key difficulty underlying efforts to formalize relaxed atomics has been the requirement to prohibit executions that generate values from “out-of-thin-air” due to self-satisfying speculations within causal loops [36, 109]. Much has been written about the many subtleties of this problem [6, 28, 29, 36, 37, 83, 123]; we accept its difficulty and only discuss the state-of-the-art for dealing with it.

The Java memory model was the first to struggle with the out-of-thin-air issue. It attempted to define semantics for programs with data races that were weak enough to enable all desirable optimizations but strong enough to preserve security considerations by minimally prohibiting out-of-thin-air values. The resulting model is extremely complex [109], was later discovered to have a flaw that unintentionally precluded key optimizations, and remains unfixed [158].

C++11 is different from Java in that it was deemed reasonable to give programs with data races undefined semantics (C++ gives undefined semantics for other situations as well). However, it ran into Java-like problems when attempting to formalize semantics for relaxed atomics that were purported to avoid the thin-air problem while enabling desirable optimizations for such accesses. Unfortunately, a fatal flaw was again discovered in the C++11 formalism that remains to be fixed [31, 36]. C++14 therefore just gives informal wording that systems should not produce out-of-thin-air values [35].

Boehm and Demsky have proposed a system restriction to deal with the problem, but it has not yet been accepted by vendors [37]. Furthermore, two models have recently been proposed that claim to enable all desired optimizations and prevent out-of-thin-air values [83, 123]; however, they are based on complex theories such as event structures and promises, which seem difficult for most programmers to use.

In summary, all current approaches to formalize relaxed atomics are acknowledged to have significant limitations. Furthermore, all require giving up the familiar interface of SC, even if there is a single relaxed atomic in the program, including one buried in invisible library code. We discuss related work further in Section 6.2.
3.1.2 Approach for Semantics

Prior approaches focused on defining a system that enables desirable optimizations for relaxed atomics (specifically, reordering relaxed atomics with respect to each other and data accesses) without allowing “out-of-thin-air” values. So far, this approach has failed because what constitutes “out-of-thin-air” has been difficult to pin down and arbitrary accesses may be distinguished as relaxed atomics.

We take a different approach motivated by how we see developers wanting to use relaxed atomics. Specifically we ask the following questions. **What are the common uses of relaxed atomics? Can we characterize these uses in terms of their properties in SC-centric executions? Can we then express the model as ensuring SC-centric behavior for programs that use relaxed atomics only for the specified use cases (i.e., only if the specified properties are obeyed by the program)?** This is precisely the approach that led to the programmer-centric data-race-free class of models [4, 5]. By stating a priori a set of requirements for accesses that can be distinguished as relaxed atomics, we reduce the scope of the problem and make it easier to find a reasonable solution.

Comparing again to the approach of the original DRF models [4, 8], that work examined the optimizations that were being proposed by the “hardware-centric” models of the day (e.g., weak ordering [57], processor consistency [66], release consistency [65], etc.) and determined how to characterize memory accesses where such optimizations would be safe (i.e., not violate SC). Thus, a key insight of DRF0 was that memory accesses not involved in a race, informally referred to as data accesses, could be reordered without violating SC. Later versions of the models discovered other characterizations that led to more optimizations; e.g., the DRF1 model characterized paired vs. unpaired atomics where unpaired atomics did not require any ordering constraints relative to data accesses [8].

To identify use cases for relaxed atomics, we reached out to vendors, developers, and researchers active in this area. We developed a new model, $DRF_{rlx}$, that captures these use cases within an SC-centric form. We discovered five use cases.

1. **Unpaired atomics**: Several relaxed atomics were the unpaired atomics already characterized by DRF1 [8], which is already SC-centric (Section 3.2).

2. **Commutative atomics**: These relaxed atomics incurred racy interactions only using operations
that are commutative. They required a minor adjustment to the definition of SC to accommodate standard relaxed atomic optimizations within an SC-centric framework.

(3) **Non-ordering atomics:** These atomics are involved in racy interactions, but these interactions are never responsible for creating an order between other accesses. Again, relaxed atomics style optimizations can be performed on such accesses without violations of SC.

(4) **Speculative atomics:** To avoid the high overhead of synchronizing, some applications (e.g., seqlocks [33]) speculatively read shared data to enable concurrent readers, without proper synchronization. If a write occurs concurrently, the speculative reads are discarded. Even though the speculative reads may produce inconsistent, non-SC values, these values do not affect the final result. we call such accesses speculative atomics and provide SC-centric semantics for them by effectively adjusting the definition of SC to ignore accesses that do not affect the final result.

(5) **Quantum atomics:** Some uses of relaxed atomics truly violate SC. Programmers justify such atomics as being truly robust and resilient to a large range of approximate (non-SC) values (e.g., split counters [111]). We call such cases quantum atomics and explicitly exploit the intuition that their values are resilient – we require programmers to reason about correctness given that a quantum load may return (almost) any value. To facilitate this, we define a quantum-equivalent program that (logically) replaces quantum accesses with functions returning random values and require SC semantics for such programs (with some additional properties). This may seem bizarre at first; however, these uses of relaxed atomics have been justified in the past as being resilient to many bizarre outcomes, we simply make that expectation explicit in the model, and only for this sub-class of relaxed atomics. Our expectation is that by clearly stating this requirement, the use of such atomics will be restricted to scenarios where such analysis is reasonable; e.g., where a quantum atomic cannot affect the address of a reference or lead to intuitively impossible control flow.

*In summary*, like other DRF models, DRFrlx is specified as a contract between the programmer and the system. It requires that all atomics be distinguished as SC atomics or one of the above relaxed atomics (which must obey the above properties). In return, the system will appear SC (for that program or its quantum-equivalent program). Thus, DRFrlx solves a long-standing problem in the concurrency community. Although DRF0 and DRF1 are simpler than DRFrlx, in practice
their implementations in modern programming languages are made complicated by the addition of relaxed atoms. DRFrlx provides the same semantics as DRF0 and DRF1 when relaxed atoms are not used and simpler semantics for relaxed atoms than the state-of-the-art.

We do not claim that our approach covers every possible use case of relaxed atoms. Further, we focus on the memory.order.relaxed version of relaxed atoms as defined by C++. We did not explore other relaxed orderings such as memory.order.acquire and memory.order.release (briefly discussed in Section 6.2). Instead we cover all common use cases of memory.order.relaxed with reasonable-to-use semantics. In particular, a relaxed atomic within a library function of a legal DRFrlx program does not require a user to understand the function’s implementation as long as the library writer can convey the expected pre- and post-conditions for SC executions of the (quantum-equivalent) program.

Although DRFrlx also applies to multi-core CPUs, we evaluate DRFrlx for GPU based systems since, as discussed above, heavyweight GPU actions on atomics make relaxed atoms attractive. To determine if the complexity of relaxed atomics is worthwhile for CPU-GPU systems, we created benchmarks based on the use cases we gathered and identified applications in standard benchmark suites that use relaxed atomics. Our evaluation (Section 3.6) show mixed results: for some applications relaxed atomics significantly improve performance, energy, and network traffic, while for others the benefits are small. Regardless, on average DeNovoA provides better performance, energy, and network traffic than GPU coherence, which confirms our findings in Chapter 2.

3.2 Background: DRF1 Consistency Model

The DRF1 memory consistency model removes some ordering constraints from DRF0 to improve performance. DRF1 utilizes additional information from the software to distinguish between paired read-write synchronization atomics that order racing data operations and unpaired atomics do not order data operations [8]. DRF1 allows unpaired atomics to be reordered with respect to data operations without violating SC for DRF1 programs (defined below).
3.2.1 Terminology

We use the following terminology throughout the rest of this chapter [8]. The runtime system (usually the hardware) executes the program for some input data, and performs the updates specified in the program – potentially resulting in several possible executions of the program. An operation is a memory access that either reads a memory location (a load) or modifies a memory location (a store). Two memory operations conflict if they access the same memory location and at least one of them is a store. Two memory operations, \( op1 \) and \( op2 \), are ordered by program order (\( op1 \xrightarrow{po} op2 \)) if and only if both are from the same thread and \( op1 \) is ordered before \( op2 \) by the program text. An execution is sequentially consistent (SC) if there exists a total order, \( T \), on all its memory operations such that (i) \( T \) is consistent with program order and (ii) a load \( L \) returns the value of the last store \( S \) to the same location ordered before \( L \) by \( T \). We refer to \( T \) as an SC total order for the execution.\(^1\)

3.2.2 DRF1 Formal Definition

All memory operations are distinguished to the system as either data or atomic. An atomic operation is distinguished as either paired or unpaired.\(^2\)

Definitions for an SC Execution with SC total order \( T \):

**Synchronization Order 1** (\( so1 \)): Let \( X \) and \( Y \) be two memory operations in an execution. \( X \xrightarrow{so1} Y \) if and only if \( X \) and \( Y \) conflict, \( X \) is a paired synchronization write, \( Y \) is a paired synchronization read, and \( X \) is ordered before \( Y \) in the SC total order.

**Happens-before-1** (\( hb1 \)): The happens-before-1 relation is defined on the memory operations of an execution as the irreflexive transitive closure of po and so1: \( hb1 = (po \cup so1)^+ \).

**Race**: Two operations \( X \) and \( Y \) in an execution form a race (under DRF1) if and only if \( X \) and \( Y \) are from different threads, they conflict with each other, and they are not ordered by happens-before-1.

**Data Race**: Two operations \( X \) and \( Y \) form a data race (under DRF1) if and only if they form a race and at least one of them is distinguished as a data operation.

---

\(^1\)For brevity, we refer the reader to [5] for formal definitions of several intuitive notions. Informally, an execution must obey correctness requirements for a single core. To accommodate read-modify-writes (RMW), the read (load) and write (store) of a RMW must appear together in an SC total order.

\(^2\)Paired atomics are the equivalent of SC atomics in the C and C++ models [36].
Relaxed Atomic Category | Application
--- | ---
Unpaired (Section 3.3.1) | Work Queue [63]
Commutative (Section 3.3.2) | Event Counter [36, 39, 124, 154]
Non-Ordering (Section 3.3.3) | Flags [154]
Speculative (Section 3.3.4) | Multiple Locks [64], Seqlocks [33]
Quantum (Section 3.3.5) | Split Counter [111], Reference Counter [114, 154]

Table 3.1: GPU relaxed atomic use cases.

Program and Model Definitions:

**DRF1 Program:** A program is DRF1 if and only if for every SC execution of the program, all operations can be distinguished by the system as either data, paired atomic, or unpaired atomic, and there are no data races (under DRF1) in the execution.

**DRF1 Model:** A system obeys the DRF1 memory model if and only if the result of every execution of a DRF1 program on the system is the result of an SC execution of the program.

**Optimizations:** In addition to allowing all of the optimizations of DRF0, DRF1 also allows unpaired atomics to be reordered with respect to data operations, without violating SC for DRF1 programs.

**Mechanism for distinguishing memory operations:**
Data-race-free-1 requires that data operations can be distinguished from atomic operations, and that paired atomics can be distinguished from unpaired atomics. We reuse existing C++ support to distinguish data and atomic operations, and we add a new annotation to distinguish paired and unpaired operations, similar to how C++ distinguishes SC atomics and relaxed atomics [142].

### 3.3 Relaxed Atomic Use Cases and DRFRlx Model

We collected examples of how programmers use relaxed atomics and categorized them in Table 3.1 based on what type of race occurs in the program: unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, quantum, or speculative. We turn these examples into microbenchmarks in the HeteroSync benchmark suite. Although our sources contain additional examples that use relaxed atomics, we do not discuss them because they are similar to these examples. Based on these use cases, we introduce DRFRlx, which extends DRF0 and DRF1 [5] to allow certain relaxed atomics to be reordered without compromising SC-centric semantics.
struct Task;
struct MsgQueue {
    atomic<int> _occupancy = 0;
    Task * dequeue() {
        if (_occupancy.atomic_load(mem_order_seq_cst) == 0) {
            return NULL;
        } else { ... }
    }
    int occupancy() {
        return _occupancy.atomic_load(mem_order_relaxed);
    }
} ...
} globalQueue;

Listing 3.1: Work Queue example [63].

3.3.1 Unpaired Atomics

Unpaired Atomics Use Case

Work Queue [63]: In Listing 3.1, a service thread and client thread use a shared work queue to communicate. The service thread periodically checks whether the client thread has requested service from it by reading from an incoming message queue, and is guaranteed to service all the clients’ requests. When there are no new messages (the common case), nothing needs to be done and the service thread continues to do other work (on other data, not shown). Although the occupancy checks occur frequently, the service threads’ atomics only need to order data when the queue is not empty.

If this example were constrained to using paired (i.e., SC) atomics, then every occupancy check must invalidate the entire L1 cache with current GPU protocols. In the common case of an empty queue, this invalidation is unnecessary and precludes data reuse. Moreover, Work Queue can use relaxed atomics in occupancy without violating SC, because all memory accesses will be ordered by the SC atomic in dequeue. By using an unpaired atomic for the occupancy check, DRF1 removes the need to invalidate the cache when the queue is empty, enables unpaired operations to

---

All listings use C/C++ convention – mem_order_seq_cst and mem_order_relaxed identify SC and relaxed atomics, respectively.
```cpp
atomic<int> count[NUM_BINS]; // all bins initialized to 0

// Threads 1..N:
threadNum = ...;
chunkSize = ...;
baseLoc = (threadNum * chunkSize);
...
for (i = 0; i < chunkSize; ++i) {
    binNum = data[baseLoc + i] % NUM_BINS;
    count[binNum].atomic_inc(mem_order_relaxed);
}
...
// Main Thread:
main() {
    launch_workers(); // launch worker threads
    ...
    join_workers();
    for (i = 0; i < NUM_BINS; ++i) {
        int r1 = count[i].atomic_load(mem_order_relaxed);
        ...
    } // uses r1
}
```

Listing 3.2: Event counters example [36, 39, 113, 124, 154].

be reordered with respect to data operations, and provides benefits similar to relaxed atomics.

DRF1 provides most of the benefits of relaxed atomics for Work Queue by removing the ordering constraint between data and unpaired atomics (while preserving SC); however, unlike relaxed atomics, DRF1 constrains unpaired atomics to respect program order with respect to other unpaired atomics. New classes of relaxed atomics discussed in the rest of this section relax this constraint.

3.3.2 Commutative Atomics

Commutative Atomics Use Case

**Event Counter** [36, 39, 113, 124, 154]: In event counters, such as histograms, multiple worker threads concurrently increment shared global counters, as illustrated in Listing 3.2. Since these increments form a race, they must be distinguished as atomic. Straightforward DRF0/1 implementations would serialize program ordered increments and, for current GPU protocols, invalidate

4If Work Queue uses multiple occupancy queues, then relaxed atomics could potentially violate SC. However, since these accesses are amenable to approximation, and the queues’ values will be double-checked by the dequeue function, SC-centric semantics are retained by distinguishing these accesses as quantum atomics (Section 3.3.3).

5Programmers can use private, per-core counters to stage updates locally before doing a single update of the global counters [113, 124, 163]. However, eventually these updates must be done globally, and these updates will conflict with one another.
the L1 cache, and flush the store buffer. On inspection, however, one can reason that reordering the increments produces acceptable results; therefore, common uses distinguish the increments as relaxed atomics.

**Commutative Atomics Informal Intuition**

We make the following key observations that enable us to formalize the intuition behind the safe reordering of the increments in Listing 3.2: (i) racing increments in an execution of Listing 3.2 are commutative and give the same result regardless of their order of execution, (ii) the values they load are not used elsewhere (and so need not be considered as part of the result of the execution), and (iii) the final incremented value is loaded only after another paired synchronization interaction (a barrier from the join in the listing). We refer to atomics with the above properties as *commutative atomics*, formalized below.

We can now reason that the execution order of racy commutative atomics does not impact the final result of the execution and cannot be used to infer the ordering of other operations in the execution. Further, the load of the final value after all the racy, conflicting commutative atomics is always separated by paired (SC) synchronization; therefore, the load does not rely on the ordering of commutative atomics (with respect to other relaxed atomics) for its correct value. Thus, reordering commutative atomics with respect to other program ordered relaxed atomics (unpaired, commutative, and others discussed later) produces a result that is equivalent to an SC execution of the program.

The above reasoning uses a slight departure from the conventional notion of what constitutes the “result” of an (SC) execution. Much literature considers the value returned by each load to be part of the result. We define the result to be the memory state at the end of the (SC) execution. Thus, we can ignore the values of reads that do not affect the final memory state when considering if an execution is SC.

---

6For brevity, our formalism assumes finite SC executions. We can handle infinite executions as in [5] – we assume that any prefix of an SC total order is finite and consider the memory state at the end of appropriate finite prefixes as the results. For simplicity, we also ignore external outputs in our definition of result; again, this can be easily incorporated similar to [5] and does not affect our model specifications.
**DRFrlx Formal Definition (Version 1)**

Since DRFrlx extends DRF1, we only list the components of DRFrlx version 1 that differ from DRF1. All memory operations need to be identified as data, paired, unpaired, or *commutative*.

**Definitions for an SC Execution:**

**Result of an execution:** The memory state at the end of the execution.

**Commutativity:** Two stores or RMWs to a single memory location $M$ are *commutative with respect to each other* if they can be performed in any order and yield the same value for $M$.

**Commutative Race:** Two operations $X$ and $Y$ form a commutative race if and only if:

1. $X$ and $Y$ form a race,

2. at least one of $X$ or $Y$ is distinguished as a commutative operation, and

3. $X$ and $Y$ are not commutative with respect to each other or the value loaded by either operation is used by another instruction in its thread.

**Program and Model Definitions:**

**DRFrlx Program:** A program is DRFrlx if and only if for every SC execution of the program:

- all operations can be identified by the system as either data or as paired, unpaired, or commutative atomics, and

- there are no data races or commutative races in the execution.

**DRFrlx Model:** A system obeys the DRFrlx memory model if and only if the result of every execution of a DRFrlx program on the system is the result of an SC execution of the program.

### 3.3.3 Non-Ordering Atomics

**Non-Ordering Atomics Use Cases**

**Flags** [15]: Listing 3.3 uses shared global flags to communicate between threads. Worker threads repeatedly loop until the `stop` flag is set. Within the loop, if certain conditions are met, a worker sets the `dirty` flag to signify something has been accessed that the main thread needs to clean up later (`cleanup_dirty_stuff`). Once the main thread has set `stop`, the workers will all exit. A
atomic<bool> dirty = false, stop = false;

// Threads 1..N:
...
while (!stop.atomic_load(mem_order_relaxed)) {
    if (...) {
        dirty.atomic_store(true, mem_order_relaxed);
    }
}

// Main Thread:
main() {
    launch_workers(); // launch threads 1..N
...
    stop.atomic_store(true, mem_order_relaxed);
    join_workers();
    if (dirty.atomic_load(mem_order_relaxed))
        cleanup_dirty_stuff();
}

Listing 3.3: Flags example [154].

Figure 3.2: Executions with program/conflict graphs and ordering paths, (a) with a non-ordering race and (b) without a non-ordering race. UNP = unpaired, NO = non-ordering, P = paired.

global barrier (join_workers) ensures that all worker threads exit before the main thread loads the dirty flag.

Both dirty and stop must be distinguished as atomics. The stores to dirty can be distinguished as commutative since they obey all the necessary requirements. Before the barrier, stop is simultaneously accessed by all threads without any intervening paired atomic. We can informally reason that making the operations to stop relaxed will not violate SC for this code. Similarly, we can also reason that the load of dirty after the global barrier can also be relaxed.
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Non-Ordering Atomics Informal Intuition

The key intuition behind why the operations to stop and dirty can be relaxed is that they are not being used to order any other operations – the global barrier orders any conflicting operations that need to be ordered. Thus, reordering the operations to stop and dirty with respect to other relaxed operations will not violate SC.

To exploit the above intuition, we formalize what it means for a pair of conflicting (racing) operations to “not order” other operations (using formalism developed in [5]), and call such operations non-ordering atomics. We use the notion of a program/conflict graph, which captures program order and the execution order of conflicting operations in an execution. For SC, this graph must be acyclic. That is, if there is a path in this graph from an operation X to a conflicting operation Y, then X must execute before Y to prevent a cycle. In general, there can be many such “ordering paths” from X to Y. As long as the system guarantees that one such path is enforced, a cycle will be avoided – operations on other paths between X and Y may be reordered. Thus, non-ordering operations are those that either don’t occur on ordering paths, or are absolved of ordering responsibilities because there is always another path that enforces the ordering. We refer to the latter path as a valid path. These concepts are formalized next and illustrated in Figure 3.2.

DRFrlx Formal Definition (Version 2)

For simplicity, we only show the new DRFrlx components and the components that are modified from Section 3.3.2 to support non-ordering atomics. In version 2 of DRFrlx, all memory operations must be distinguished as data, paired, unpaired, commutative, or non-ordering.

Definitions for an SC Execution with SC total order T:

Conflict Order (\(\xrightarrow{\text{co}}\)): \(X \xrightarrow{\text{co}} Y\) if and only if X and Y conflict and X is ordered before Y in T.

Program/Conflict Graph and a Path [5]: The program/conflict graph of an execution is a directed graph where the vertices are the (dynamic) operations of the execution and the edges represent program order and conflict order. Below all paths refer to paths in the program/conflict graph.

Ordering Path [5]: A path from X to Y is called an ordering path if it has at least one program order edge and X and Y conflict.
Valid Path [5]: An ordering path is valid if all its edges are: (1) $\text{hb1}$, or (2) between atomic accesses to the same address, or (3) between paired and/or unpaired accesses.

Non-ordering Race: Two operations, $X$ and $Y$ form a non-ordering race if and only if:

1. $X$ and $Y$ form a race, both are distinguished as atomics, and at least one of them is distinguished as a non-ordering atomic, and

2. $X \xrightarrow{\text{co}} Y$ is on an ordering path from $A$ to $B$, but there is no valid path from $A$ to $B$.

Figure 3.2 shows two example executions with their program/conflict graphs and ordering paths. In Figure 3.2(a), there is only one ordering path between the conflicting operations on $X$: $X = 3 \xrightarrow{\text{po}} Y = 2 \xrightarrow{\text{co}} r1 = Y \xrightarrow{\text{po}} r2 = X$. Since this path contains a non-ordering atomic, a non-ordering race occurs. Figure 3.2(b) adds a new ordering path: $X = 3 \xrightarrow{\text{po}} Z = 1 \xrightarrow{\text{co}} r0 = Z \xrightarrow{\text{po}} r2 = X$. Since the operations on $Z$ are paired, this forms a valid path between the operations on $X$ and there is no longer a non-ordering race in this execution.

Program and Model Definitions:

DRFrlx Program: A program is DRFrlx if and only if for every SC execution of the program:

- all operations can be distinguished by the system as either data or as paired, unpaired, commutative, or non-ordering atomics, and
- there are no data races, commutative races, or non-ordering races in the execution.

3.3.4 Speculative Atomics

Speculative Atomics Use Cases

Multiple Locks ([64]): Some applications, such as the example shown in Listing 3.4, use multiple locks $x$ and $y$. In this listing, each thread initially holds one of the locks, then releases it and loops until it obtains the other lock. If the unlock accesses are relaxed such that the lock accesses can be overlapped with them, then it is possible to initially see the lock as held, and repeatedly try to obtain the lock – a violation of SC.

Seqlocks [33]: In applications where updates are infrequent, it is often safe for a thread to load shared data without acquiring a lock because usually there are no concurrent writes. In Listing 3.5
atomic<int> x, y;

// Thread 0 (initially holds x)
...
A = 1;
unlock x;
lock y; // loops until it obtains the lock
r1 = B;
...

// Thread 1 (initially holds y)
...
B = 1;
unlock y;
lock x; // loops until it obtain the lock
r2 = A;
...

Listing 3.4: Multiple locks example [64].

A reader speculatively loads shared data (data1, data2). If there are no concurrent writers (the common case), then the readers can safely use data1 and data2 in subsequent instructions (not shown in Listing 3.5). However, the reader must reload the shared data if a writer is concurrently updating the shared data.

Seqlocks uses a shared sequence number (seq) to synchronize the concurrent loads and stores to the shared data. A reader loads seq before and after the speculative data loads to check for concurrent writers. If the reader’s sequence numbers do not match or are odd, then there is a concurrent writer. Writers make seq odd to indicate that an update is in progress. Once the update is complete, the writer updates seq to be the next even value.

Both data and seq must be distinguished as atomics. However, as discussed previously, requiring SC atomics unnecessarily hurts performance. The data accesses can be relaxed – the stores only race with loads and the results of racy loads get discarded, ensuring that these races do not affect the final result. The seq accesses ensure that the final data accesses whose values are used do get properly synchronized and ordered.\footnote{The reader’s seq accesses can also be relaxed to acquire and release ordering; we discuss this further in Section \ref{seqlocks}. Note that the seq1 access uses an unusual “read-don’t-modify-write” operation (instead of a plain read) to generate release semantics as explained further in \cite{33}.}

Speculative Atomics Informal Intuition

Although Multiple Locks violates SC, this violation can be ignored because it does not affect the final result. Eventually each thread will see that the other thread has released the other
lock, and will obtain that lock. Although relaxing Seqlocks’ loads to data1 and data2 may read some inconsistent, non-SC values, any misspeculated values will not be used because the sequence numbers will not match. Thus, speculatively accessing the shared data does not violate SC. The stores data1 and data2 can also be relaxed without violating SC because they only race with the misspeculated loads. To exploit this intuition, we formalize what it means for a racing access to be “speculative” and call such operations speculative atomics. One way to formalize this and ensure the final result is always SC is to require that values returned by racy speculative loads are never

Listing 3.5: Seqlocks example [33].

lock, and will obtain that lock. Although relaxing Seqlocks’ loads to data1 and data2 may read some inconsistent, non-SC values, any misspeculated values will not be used because the sequence numbers will not match. Thus, speculatively accessing the shared data does not violate SC. The stores data1 and data2 can also be relaxed without violating SC because they only race with the misspeculated loads. To exploit this intuition, we formalize what it means for a racing access to be “speculative” and call such operations speculative atomics. One way to formalize this and ensure the final result is always SC is to require that values returned by racy speculative loads are never used, as in Multiple Locks and Seqlocks[^8]. We formalize this next.

### DRFrlx Formal Definition (Version 3)

We only show the parts that change from Section [3.3.3](#). All memory operations must be distinguished as data, paired, unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, or speculative.

**Definitions for an SC Execution:**

**Speculative Race:** Two operations, X and Y, form a speculative race if and only if they form a speculative part of the program (so they do not affect the final result). It can also be potentially generalized to “read-copy-update” (RCU) patterns [54, 111]. These generalizations are left for future work, but exploit PLPC’s [5, 6] observation that unessential operations can be ignored when reasoning about an execution’s DRF properties because they do not affect the final result.

[^8]: This concept can be generalized to allow speculative atomics to use their returned values, but only within the speculative part of the program (so they do not affect the final result). It can also be potentially generalized to “read-copy-update” (RCU) patterns [54, 111]. These generalizations are left for future work, but exploit PLPC’s [5, 6] observation that unessential operations can be ignored when reasoning about an execution’s DRF properties because they do not affect the final result.
race, at least one of $X$ or $Y$ is distinguished as a speculative atomic, and either:

- both operations are stores, or

- the result of the load is observed by another instruction in the execution (i.e., the returned value is used by another instruction in the thread).

Program and Model Definitions:

**DRFrlx Program**: A program is DRFrlx if and only if for every SC execution of its program:

- all operations can be distinguished by the system as either data or as paired, unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, or speculative atomics, and

- there are no data races, commutative races, non-ordering races, or speculative races in the execution.

### 3.3.5 Quantum Atomics

**Quantum Atomics Use Cases**

So far, the relaxed atomics use cases either do not violate SC or produce a result that is equivalent to the final result of an SC execution. However, in some situations, SC violations may be tolerable. Two use cases where this occurs are split counter, described next, and reference counter. To
incorporate these use cases, we extend DRFrlx with a new category, quantum, that is more complex than the extensions we have discussed thus far.

**Split Counter** [111]: In Listing 3.6, some threads update their counter while other threads load the current partial sum of all counters, all without adequate synchronization to preserve mutual exclusion. Since multiple threads can concurrently load and store the counters in *myCount*, the operations form races and need to be distinguished as atomics. Commutative atomics may not be used here because the return value of a racing operation is observed by other instructions in the thread. Non-ordering atomics may not be used because these operations form unique ordering paths between other racing operations. More fundamentally, relaxing these atomics can cause non-SC behavior. Even so, relaxed atomics are often used for split counter operations because developers are willing to trade off SC semantics (and precise partial sums) for improved performance [111].

By allowing atomics in `read_split_counter` to be reordered with both data and other atomics, Split Counter provides a fast, reasonable approximation of the current partial sum.

**Quantum Atomics Informal Intuition**

To obtain the performance benefits of relaxed atomics in Split Counter with SC-centric semantics, we define another class of relaxed atomics: *quantum atomics*. Quantum atomics can be reordered with respect to all relaxed atomics (and data). To isolate the non-SC behavior that may result from quantum relaxation, we conceptually build a new program where each quantum load returns a random, arbitrary value and each quantum store stores a random, arbitrary value. The transformed program must obey the appropriate race-free properties and appear SC. This transformation isolates the parts of the application that are not dependent on the quantum atomics from the parts that are dependent on it, thereby allowing the reasoning about the latter part in terms of SC. We refer to this transformation as the *quantum transformation*, the transformed program as the *quantum-equivalent program*, and use the term SC-centric to refer to models that provide SC semantics but only to quantum-equivalent programs (with the appropriate race-free properties, formalized below).

When inspecting a quantum-equivalent program for illegal races, quantum accesses are only allowed to race with other quantum accesses. In this way, quantum differs from other types of atomics, which can safely upgrade to a stronger atomic type without introducing new races. The
reason quantum accesses may not race with stronger atomic types is because the presence of a racy non-quantum access imposes constraints on the possible intermediate values of the target data in a quantum-equivalent program. These constraints may be inconsistent with the (possibly non-SC) behavior of the original program on a compliant DRFrlx system (defined in Section 3.3.7).

To provide some constraint on the values of quantum operations, we impose happens-before consistency and per-location SC (sometimes referred to as cache coherence) on these operations (similar to relaxed atoms in C/C++). However, these constraints are post facto – programmers must still commit to reasoning about race-free properties and SC executions only with the quantum-equivalent programs. While it may appear bizarre and against the grain of SC to require the programmer to reason about paths taken for arbitrary values for a quantum load, it directly exploits the fact that the reason programmers want to use relaxed loads in Split Counter is that they are amenable to imprecision.

**DRFrlx Formal Definition (Version 4)**

We only show the new components of DRFrlx and the components that are modified from Section 3.3.4. All memory operations must be distinguished as data, paired, unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, speculative or quantum.

Definitions for a SC-Centric Execution:

**Happens-Before Consistency**: A load $L$ must always return the value of a store $S$ to the same memory location $M$ in the execution. It must not be the case that $L \xrightarrow{\text{hb1}} S$ or that there exists another store $S'$ to $M$ such that $S \xrightarrow{\text{hb1}} S' \xrightarrow{\text{hb1}} L$.

**Per-Location SC**: There is a total order, $T_{loc}$, on all operations to a given memory location $M$ such that $T_{loc}$ is consistent with happens-before-1, and that a load $L$ returns the value of the last store $S$ to $M$ that is ordered before $L$ by $T_{loc}$.

**Quantum-Equivalent Program**: We generate a quantum-equivalent program $Pq$ from a program $P$ as follows. Each quantum atomic load $ri = Y$; in $P$ is replaced with a call to a conceptual arbitrary function $ri = \text{arbitrary}()$; in $Pq$. Similarly, each quantum atomic store $Y = rj$ is replaced with a quantum store of an arbitrary value $Y = \text{arbitrary}()$. A quantum RMW’s load and store are both replaced as above. Exactly what values may be returned by arbitrary() is implementation specific.
Quantum Race: Two operations, $X$ and $Y$ form a quantum race if and only if they form a race, either $X$ or $Y$ is a quantum atomic, and the other is not a quantum atomic.

Program and Model Definitions:

**DRFrlx Program:** A program is DRFrlx if and only if for every SC execution of its quantum-equivalent program:

- all operations can be distinguished by the system as either data or as paired, unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, or quantum atomics, and
- there are no data races, commutative races, non-ordering races, or quantum races in the execution.

**DRFrlx Model:** A system obeys the DRFrlx memory model if and only if the result of every execution $E$ of a DRFrlx program $P$ on the system is the same as the result of an SC execution $Eq$ of the quantum-equivalent program $Pq$ of $P$. In addition, $E$ must obey happens-before consistency and per-location SC.

Using Quantum Atomics in RefCounter

**Reference Counter** [154]: Quantum atomics can also be used for some reference counters. The reference counter example in Listing 3.7 has shared global counters that are incremented and decremented by multiple threads to track the number of threads accessing shared objects. The
constructor increments the shared reference counters to signify that a thread is now accessing the shared objects; similarly, the destructor decrements the counters to signify that it is no longer accessing the object. If this thread is the last thread accessing the shared counter, then the thread marks the object to be deleted because it is the last thread accessing it. Later, after some synchronization (e.g., a global barrier), a thread will check if the object has been marked for deletion and delete it (not shown).

Since multiple threads concurrently increment and decrement the reference counters, the operations need to be distinguished as atomics. Although relaxing the counter accesses can cause SC violations, like Split Counter, Reference Counter can tolerate some SC violations. For example, it does not matter whether the accesses to the set of reference counters are sequentially consistent, as long as the final decrement to each counter marks the shared object to be freed. Because of this, Reference Counter implementations often trade SC semantics for improved performance by using relaxed atomics.

DRFrlx cannot use commutative atomics, because the decrements return and use the intermediate values. However, DRFrlx can use quantum atomics for the increments and decrements, as long as any potentially racy accesses that delete the object are protected by some non-relaxed synchronization (e.g., a global barrier). In the quantum-equivalent program, quantum increments may write an arbitrary value and quantum decrements may return (and write) an arbitrary value. Therefore, extra care must be taken to avoid race conditions in any possible quantum-equivalent SC execution. If races in the quantum-equivalent SC executions are avoided, then DRFrlx guarantees SC execution for all non-quantum accesses and per-location SC and hb-consistency for all quantum accesses. Although this constraint can limit the use of quantum atomics, the resulting guarantees are stronger than those provided for relaxed atomics in existing consistency models.

3.3.6 Distinguishing Memory Operations

DRFrlx requires a mechanism in the programming language for distinguishing data operations from atomics, and for distinguishing paired, unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, quantum, and speculative atomics from one another. We reuse the C++ mechanism that DRF0 already uses to
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9 This example differs slightly from Sutter’s [154] in order to emphasize the benefits of relaxation in a multi-counter context.
distinguish data and atomics. To distinguish the different types of atomics, we introduce five new keywords, unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, quantum, and speculative, to allow programmers to identify which type of relaxed atomics they are using (analogous to how C and C++ specify relaxed atomics). In practice, for the last four categories, the distinctions are important only to enable reasoning about the correctness of the program. For system optimizations, all four can be merged into a single category of relaxed since they allow the same optimizations.

3.3.7 DRFrlx Systems

Based on the intuition developed in the previous sections, a heterogeneous system obeys DRFrlx if it is DRF1 compliant, it enforces happens-before consistency and per-location SC for atomics, and it constrains commutative, non-ordering, quantum, and speculative operation completion/propagation in the same way as data operations. A formal proof of correctness would follow the structure of DRF proofs in prior work [5]. The system used in the evaluation in Section 3.6 conforms to the above properties.

3.3.8 Mechanizing DRFrlx

We mechanize DRFrlx with Herd [14], a tool for axiomatically specifying and simulating memory models. Given a model definition and a program, Herd produces all possible executions of the program as constrained by the model, and flags any relations of interest as specified by the model (e.g., race conditions). Since Herd does not support reads/writes of random values, our model is only able to identify races in SC executions of the original program, not the quantum-equivalent program. Therefore it is not an exhaustive exploration, and some manual inspection is necessary when quantum atomics are used. Additionally, Herd does not have a built-in way to determine if the value returned by a memory operation is observable by any other instruction in the thread. Therefore, for commutative and speculative atomics we approximate observability by defining it as any return value which (directly or indirectly) affects the address used by a future memory access, the value stored by a future memory access, or the path taken by a future branch. This is also imprecise and requires some manual inspection when using racy commutative and speculative accesses.
Listing 3.8: DRFrlx’s programmer-centric model in Herd: defining and identifying illegal races in a program.

let at−least−one a = a* . | _*a
let PairedR = (Paired & R)
let PairedW = (Paired & W)
let sol = (PairedW * PairedR) & (rf | fr | co)+
let hbl = (po | sol)+
let conflict = at−least−one W & loc
let race = (conflict & ext & (hbl | hbl^−1)) \ (IW+)
let data−race = race & (at−least−one Data)

(* comm−pair relates any two memory operations which are pairwiss commutative omitted *)
(* commutative race: a race involving a commutative access where either a) the accesses are 
not pairwiss commutative *)
let comm−race1 = (race & (at−least−one Comm)) \ comm−pair
(* or b) the return value of an operation is observable *)
let comm−race2 = (race & (at−least−one Comm)) ; (addr | data | ctrl)
let comm−race = comm−race1 | comm−race2

(* pco: program−conflict order, pcoPO: pco that contains a po edge *)
let pco = (po | co | rf | fr)+
let pco−po = po | (po ; pco) | (pco ; po ; pco) | (pco ; po)

(* opath−aloNO: ordering path with at least one NO atomic *)
let aloNO = (at−least−one NonOrder)
let pcoPO−NO−pco = (pcoPO & aloNO) ; pco
let pco−NO−pcoPO = pco ; (pcoPO & aloNO)
let pcoPO−aloNO = (pcoPO & aloNO) | pco−NO−pcoPO | pco−NO−pcoPO
let opath−aloNO = pcoPO−aloNO & conflict

(* valid ordering path 1: accesses to the same address *)
let valid−pco1 = ((po | co | rf | fr) & loc)+
let valid−po1 = po & loc
let valid−pcoPO1 = valid−po1 | (valid−po1 ; valid−pco1) | (valid−pco1 ; valid−po1 ; valid−pco1) | (valid−pco1 ; valid−pco1)
let valid−opath1 = valid−pcoPO1 & conflict

(* valid ordering path 2: Unpaired/Paired accesses *)
let valid−pco2 = ((po | co | rf | fr) & (Paired | Unpaired)) *(Paired | Unpaired)+
let valid−po2 = po & (Paired | Unpaired) *(Paired | Unpaired)
let valid−pcoPO2 = valid−po2 | (valid−po2 ; valid−pco2) | (valid−pco2 ; valid−po2 ; valid−pco2) | (valid−pco2 ; valid−pco2)
let valid−opath2 = valid−pcoPO2 & conflict

(* non−ordering race: there is an ordering path between two accesses which contains a NonOrdering edge, and there are no alternate valid ordering paths *)
(* note: for simpler herd construction, this relation is defined between the accesses at 
the ends of the ordering path *)
let non−order−race = ((race \ data−race \ comm−race) & opath−aloNO) \ valid−opath1 \ valid−opath2

(* quantum race: Quantum races with non−quantum *)
let quantum−race = (race & (at−least−one Quantum)) \ (Quantum * Quantum)

(* speculative race: race involving speculative access where a) both accesses are writes *)
let speculative−race1 = (race & (at−least−one Spec) & (W * W))
(* or b) the racy load is observable *)
let speculative−race2 = (race & (at−least−one Spec)) ; (addr | data | ctrl)
let speculative−race = speculative−race1 | speculative−race2

let illegal−race = data−race | comm−race | non−order−race | quantum−race | speculative−race

acyclic (po | rf | co | fr) (* limit to SC executions *)
empty rmw & (fr ; coe) (* RMWs to happen atomically *)

flag `empty (illegal−race) as IllegalRace (* Identify any races in SC executions *)

Listing 3.8: DRFrlx’s programmer-centric model in Herd: defining and identifying illegal races in a program.
Our Herd evaluation consists of two models. Listing 3.8 shows the programmer-centric model, which defines and identifies illegal races under DRFrlx. Each illegal race type is specified using terms such as the program order, modification order, and reads-from relations in a dynamic execution. Given an example program, Herd generates all possible SC executions and determines whether any illegal race conditions exist in the generated executions. We also defined a system-centric model (Listing 3.9) which generates all possible executions in a straightforward example DRFrlx system. This model restricts program executions in a way that preserves intuitive atomic reordering invariants. For example, successive unpaired accesses must occur in program order, paired reads may not be reordered with subsequent memory accesses, and paired writes may not be reordered with prior memory accesses. Using this model one can determine whether a program can exhibit non-SC behavior on such a system.

We created numerous litmus tests to stress the models. These include the use cases in Table 3.1, incorrectly labeled versions of these use cases, and various other tests designed to stress various racy and non-racy patterns. For all litmus tests, the programmer-centric model correctly identifies races in the SC execution, and the system-centric model can only produce non-SC executions when the model allows it (i.e., when there is an illegal race or when quantum atomics are used). Furthermore, for programs without illegal races, even a non-SC execution is consistent with the DRFrlx guarantees of per-location SC for atomics, hb-consistency, and SC for non-quantum accesses.
Avoid cache invalidations at atomic loads
Avoid store buffer flushes at atomic stores
Overlap atomics in the memory system

Table 3.2: Benefits of DRF0, DRF1, and DRFrlx.

3.4 Qualitative Analysis

In CPUs, the main benefit for relaxed atomics is overlapping relaxed atomics in the memory system. Unlike multi-core CPUs, heterogeneous systems largely use simple, software-based coherence protocols. As a result, relaxed atomics allow heterogeneous systems to reuse data across synchronization points by avoiding full cache invalidations on atomic loads and avoiding store buffer flushes on atomic stores. Table 3.2 qualitatively compares DRF0, DRF1, and DRFrlx.

**DRF0 vs. DRF1**: DRF0 treats all atomics as paired, so they cannot be overlapped, must invalidate all valid data on atomic loads, and must flush the store buffer on atomic stores. By distinguishing unpaired from paired atomics, DRF1 does not need to invalidate valid data or flush the store buffer on an unpaired atomic, which reduces overhead and improves valid data reuse compared to DRF0.

**DRF1 vs. DRFrlx**: Although DRF1 provides several benefits over DRF0, it does not allow atomics to be overlapped. DRFrlx improves performance and memory-level parallelism over DRF1 by allowing relaxed atomics to be overlapped in the memory system.

**GPU coherence vs. DeNovoA**: The choice of coherence protocol also affects performance. Since DeNovoA obtains ownership for written data and atomics, it can reuse them for all three consistency models. Obtaining ownership also allows DeNovoA’s L1 MSHRs to locally coalesce multiple requests for the same address, which reduces network traffic, improves performance, and allows DeNovoA with DRFrlx to quickly service many overlapped atomic requests. However, obtaining ownership can hurt performance if an address is highly contended because DeNovoA may have to get ownership from a remote L1. Conversely, GPU coherence writes through all dirty data to the LLC on a store buffer flush. Thus, relaxed atomics are important because they allow GPU coherence to avoid flushing the store buffer. GPU coherence also performs all atomic operations at the LLC. As a result, it never needs to go to a remote core for ownership. Although this may help
for addresses where reuse is unlikely (e.g., highly contended or sparsely accessed addresses), GPU coherence also cannot coalesce multiple atomic requests for the same address. This exacerbates LLC contention for applications with large amounts of atomic parallelism.

3.5 Methodology

The simulations use a setup similar to Section 2.5.

3.5.1 Configurations

We evaluate all combinations of a traditional GPU and the DeNovoA coherence protocols with the DRF0, DRF1, and DRF2 memory models. Although state-of-the-art heterogeneous systems use the HRF memory model, we do not compare to HRF because only Flags and UTS would benefit from using local scopes. The configurations we compare are:

**GPU-DRF0 (GD0):** Combines traditional GPU-style coherence, which performs all atomics at the L2, with the baseline DRF0 memory model.

**GPU-DRF1 (GD1):** Uses GPU coherence and the DRF1 memory model to distinguish between paired and unpaired atomics.

**GPU-DRFrlx (GDR):** GDR uses GPU coherence with the DRFrlx memory model, which allows it to overlap relaxed atomics.

**DeNovoA-DRF0 (DD0):** DD0 uses DeNovoA coherence, which performs all atomic operations at the L1s and coalesces atomics at the L1 MSHRs, and the baseline DRF0 memory model.

**DeNovoA-DRF1 (DD1):** DD1 combines DeNovoA coherence with the DRF1 memory model.

**DeNovoA-DRFrlx (DDR):** DDR uses DeNovoA coherence and the DRFrlx memory model.

3.5.2 Benchmarks

We evaluate the effectiveness of relaxed atomics on heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems with a mix of microbenchmarks (based on the examples discussed in Section 3.3) and benchmarks, summarized in Table 3.3. For all benchmarks, we found that the CUDA compiler would put as much
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10Section 2.7 showed that DD provides similar performance for UTS. Flags uses LFTRB_LG for its barrier, and DD provides better performance than GH for LFTRB_LG.
independent computation as possible between atomics. Although this optimization makes sense for current GPUs, where atomics are infrequent and slow, because they must be performed at the LLC, it also prevents some relaxed atomics from being overlapped. Thus, we wrote hand-optimized assembly to increase the overlap of relaxed atomics by grouping atomics together through loop peeling and loop unrolling. Moreover, for some applications (e.g., PageRank [74]) we used loop invariant code motion to optimize the baseline performance of the algorithms.

The microbenchmarks represent the use cases we obtained from developers. Historically, relaxed atomics are necessary to obtain high performance for these applications. We designed these microbenchmarks to stress the benefit that relaxed atomics could provide from overlapping atomics in the memory system – although relaxed atomics can also benefit from reusing data, the microbenchmarks have very few global data operations. We use a histogram [124] for the Event Counters example, and created several variants to highlight different types of access patterns. In Hist (H), each thread locally bins its values in the scratchpad before updating the shared global histogram once all its data has been binned. To model high contention, Hist_global (HG) performs all updates on the shared global histogram instead of locally binning its values first. To explore the impact of varying the number of histogram bins, we also created a version of HG with 2048 bins: HG-2K. Unlike H, HG, and HG-2K, HG-Non-Order (HG-NO) reads the final values of the histogram bins, like the bottom of Listing 3.2. To examine how this part of the Event Counter performs, we do not include the update portion (i.e., the HG portion) in its results. We wrote the remainder of the microbenchmarks based on the code listings in Section 3.3.
For the full benchmarks, we first identified which (standard) GPGPU benchmarks \cite{24,31,38,42,43,44,51,55,60,61,68,69,70,74,116,118,119,137,145,146,150} use atomics and categorized them, focusing on the benchmarks that use relaxed atomics.\footnote{Of the 227 benchmarks and use cases we examined, 47 (21\%) of them used relaxed atomics.} We use the two benchmarks from Figure 3.1 that obtain the highest max speedups: BC and PageRank. In addition, we chose UTS, which is representative of future workloads that perform dynamic load balancing. Unlike the microbenchmarks, these benchmarks benefit from overlapping relaxed atomics, reusing data that would invalidated by SC atomics, and avoiding store buffer flushes. UTS uses unpaired atomics, similar to the Work Queue example, while BC and PageRank use commutative and non-ordering atomics. For BC and PageRank, we studied 33 Matrix Market graphs \cite{53} and 10\textsuperscript{th} DIMACS challenge graph suites \cite{22,23}; we show results for four representative graphs.

### 3.6 Results

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show results (normalized to the GD0 configuration) for the microbenchmarks and benchmarks, respectively, for all 6 configurations (Section 3.5.1). Parts (a), (b), and (c) of the figures show the execution time, energy consumption, and network traffic, respectively. As in Section 2.7, energy is divided into multiple components based on the source of energy: GPU core+, scratchpad, L1, L2, and network. Similarly, network traffic is again measured in flit crossings and is also divided into multiple components: data loads, data registrations (stores), writebacks/writethroughs, and atomics.

The experiments show mixed results for the effectiveness of DRF1 and DRFrlx over DRF0. For the microbenchmarks, DRF1 and DRFrlx provide small benefits: on average, DRFrlx reduces execution time by 4\% for GPU coherence and 9\% for DeNovoA; DRF1’s average benefits are negligible. Of the microbenchmarks, relaxed atomics help the most for SPC, RC, and SEQ: up to 13\% reduction in execution time for GPU coherence and 25\% for DeNovoA, compared to DRF0. For BC and PR, the benefits of DRF1 are higher, depending on the graph (up to 49\% for GD1 and 61\% for DD1 compared to GD0 and DD0, respectively). DRFrlx further reduces execution time for several BC and PR graphs (up to 29\% for DDR and 37\% for GDR compared to DD1 and GD1, respectively). In most cases, DeNovoA’s ability to reuse data and atomics also improves energy
Figure 3.3: Results for all microbenchmarks, normalized to GD0.

compared to GPU. However, accessing data remotely sometimes increases DeNovoA’s energy (e.g., HG). Comparing the interaction between the different protocols and consistency models, we find (as also shown in Chapter 2) that DD0 generally provides improved or comparable performance relative to GD0, except for HG-NO, Flags, and PR-1. As we weaken the memory models (with DRF1 and DRFrlx), the gap between DeNovoA and GPU coherence stays roughly the same. On average, DeNovoA reduces execution time by 13% for DRF0, 14% for DRF1, and 11% for DRFrlx, energy by 15%, 17%, and 17%, and network traffic by 26%, 37%, and 38%.
Figure 3.4: Results for all benchmarks, normalized to GD0.

3.6.1 Varying Number of Histogram Bins

We examined different levels of contention and number of bins for the histogram applications. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show how the execution time (cycles), energy, and network traffic are affected by increasing the number of histogram bins from 256 (HG) to 2048 (HG-2K). Increasing the number of bins reduces contention, decreases execution time (Figure 3.6a), it does not affect the performance trends when normalized to GD0 (Figure 3.5a). Increasing the number of bins also does not significantly affect the normalized energy (Figure 3.5b) and network traffic (Figure 3.5c) trends,
Figure 3.5: Results for varying number of histogram bins, normalized to GD0.

although it does increase the overall energy (Figure 3.6b) and network traffic (Figure 3.6c) due to increased at the L1 contention.

Since increasing the number of histogram bins does not affect the trends, we focus on HG in the remainder of this subsection.
3.6.2 DRF0 vs. DRF1

DRF1’s unpaired atomics can improve performance by avoiding the store buffer flushes and self-invalidations associated with paired synchronization read and write semantics. Fewer invalidations and flushes facilitates better cache reuse. However, since the microbenchmarks are designed to highlight the benefits of full relaxation (DRFrlx) and exhibit little data reuse, DRF1 has little impact on them. One notable exception is ML, where the unpaired atomics increase contention by increasing the rate the locks are checked, similar to the effect UTS sees (see below).
Unlike the microbenchmarks, the full-sized benchmarks often benefit from DRF1. BC and PageRank benefit the most from DRF1 because they have frequent relaxed atomics and high levels of data reuse – avoiding cache invalidations in DRF1 increases their data reuse compared to DRF0. On average, DRF1 improves BC’s performance by 18% for DeNovoA (16% for GPU) and energy by 17% for DeNovoA (12% for GPU). Avoiding cache invalidations improves performance for UTS with GPU coherence (by 6% relative to GD0) by increasing both the rate the queue is polled and reuse of written data. UTS with DeNovoA with DRF1 does not see this same benefit because DeNovoA always obtains ownership for written and atomic data. The relaxed atomics in UTS also increase energy: the DRF0 ordering constraints regulate the rate at which atomics are issued to load a polled value. Removing these constraints in DRF1 leads to more atomic accesses that increase energy. Across all the benchmarks and microbenchmarks, DRF1 improves DeNovoA’s (GPU coherence’s) performance by 11% (10%), energy by 11% (9%), and network traffic by 34% (26%) on average.

3.6.3 DRF1 vs. DRFrlx

DRFrlx allows relaxed atomics to be overlapped in the memory system, which increases memory-level parallelism over DRF1. All microbenchmarks except H and HG-NO with DDR see some benefit from this, although the benefit is sometimes small due to increased contention (e.g., ML). Since H locally bins its data before updating the global histogram, it has few atomics to overlap, while HG-NO with DDR suffers from the overhead of obtaining ownership from a remote core. Conversely, obtaining ownership for atomics enables DeNovoA to reuse them. As a result, DDR reduces SPC, RC, and SEQ’s execution time by 25%, 14%, and 14%, respectively, compared to DD1.

As expected, DRFrlx does not affect UTS’s execution time, because UTS uses unpaired atomics. However, BC and PR see benefits from DRFrlx (up to 29% reduction in execution time for DDR and 37% for GDR compared to DD1 and GD1, respectively). PR benefits more than BC because it does not have as many control and data dependencies as BC, although in PR-3 the added contention increases execution time. In general, DRFrlx does not improve energy because the overhead from the increased memory contention cancels out the additional reuse benefits. On average, across all
the benchmarks and microbenchmarks, DRFrlx reduces DeNovoA’s (GPU coherence’s) execution time by 7% (10%) and provides the same energy efficiency and network traffic as DRF1.

### 3.6.4 DeNovoA vs. GPU Coherence

Obtaining ownership for written data and atomics allows DeNovoA to reuse them regardless of consistency model. Normally this is beneficial, but in some cases the overhead of accessing data remotely increases execution time (PR-1, HG-NO, Flags) and energy (HG). However, obtaining ownership usually helps and on average DD0 reduces execution time by 13%, energy by 15%, and network traffic by 26% compared to GD0.

DRF1 allows reuse of valid data across unpaired atomics and avoids excessive store buffer flushes. Increased reuse helps GD1 for all of the full-sized benchmarks, especially BC, which has lots of potential data reuse. However, GPU coherence cannot reuse atomics, which is why DD1 still outperforms GD1. On average DD1 reduces execution time by 14%, energy by 17%, and network traffic by 37% compared to GD1.

By overlapping the relaxed atomics in the memory system, GDR is able to hide the latency of performing the atomics at the L2. This helps GPU coherence overcome its inability to reuse atomics and provide similar performance to DeNovoA with DRFrlx for some benchmarks. However, in many other cases (PR-3, BC 1-4, HG, SPC, RC, SEQ), DeNovoA provides additional benefits with DRFrlx by coalescing atomics in the L1 MSHR, which filters requests, reduces traffic, and allows DeNovoA to support a higher atomic access bandwidth. On average DDR reduces execution time by 11%, energy by 17%, and network traffic by 38% over GDR.

Overall, across all workloads, DRF1 improves DeNovoA’s performance by 11% (10% for GPU coherence), energy by 11% (9%), and network traffic by 34% (26%), on average. DRFrlx’s improved memory-level parallelism further improves performance by 7% for DeNovoA (10% for GPU). Although DeNovoA’s indirection overhead sometimes hurts, for most workloads the improved cache reuse improves performance (on average 11%), energy (17%), and network traffic (38%) for DDR compared to GDR.
3.7 Summary

As we discussed in Section 2.8, tighter integration of accelerators requires better support for memory consistency. In the previous chapter, we showed how to retain the standard, less complex DRF memory consistency model for heterogeneous systems. Although DRF0 provides high performance for most applications, in certain applications (e.g., graph analytics workloads like BC and PageRank) programmers want the ability to relax DRF0’s strict constraints on atomics to improve performance and energy.

Relaxed atomics can be reordered with all other memory operations, so they can significantly improve performance and energy. Moreover, since SC atomics are far more expensive in accelerators like GPUs than they are in CPUs, using relaxed atomics is even more tempting. Unfortunately, relaxed atomics are also extremely difficult to use correctly because languages such as C, C++, HSA, and OpenCL have no formal semantics for them. Despite more than a decade of research, no acceptable semantics for relaxed atomics have been found.

Unlike previous work, which tries to formalize the semantics by prohibiting “out-of-thin-air” executions, we focus on how developers want to use relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems. After examining numerous GPGPU benchmarks and reaching out to vendors, developers, and researchers, we identified five relaxed atomic use cases: unpaired, commutative, non-ordering, quantum, and speculative. Next, we designed a new memory model, DRFrlx, that extends DRF0 and DRF1 to provide SC-centric semantics for these use cases. Thus, DRFrlx resolves a long-standing open problem and makes it easier for programmers to use relaxed atomics correctly while retaining their efficiency benefits.

We also evaluate relaxed atomics in heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems for these use cases. Compared to DRF0, we find that DRF1 and DRFrlx provide small benefits for all benchmarks except SplitCounter, RefCounter, Seqlocks, BC, and PageRank; BC and PageRank benefit significantly from DRF1 (up to 61% execution time reduction) and see additional benefits from DRFrlx (up to 37% execution time reduction compared to DRF1). The results also show that the DeNovoA coherence protocol outperforms a conventional GPU coherence protocol, regardless of memory consistency model: on average DeNovoA reduces execution time over GPU coherence by 13%, 14%, and 11%, energy by 15%, 17%, and 17%, and network traffic by 26%, 37%, and 38% for DRF0,
DRF1, and DRFrlx, respectively.
Chapter 4

Integrating Specialized Memories Into the Unified Address Space

4.1 Motivation

Another source of inefficiency in the memory hierarchy of current heterogeneous systems are the memories. Software-managed scratchpads and hardware-managed caches are two widely used memory organizations in heterogeneous SoCs. However, both have inefficiencies that make it harder to build an energy efficient memory hierarchy for heterogeneous systems.

Caches are a popular organization unit for their ease of use and software transparency. However, they have several inefficiencies. The indirect, hardware-managed addressing of caches requires TLB lookups and tag comparisons for every single access (hit or miss), incurring overheads. Caches also have unpredictable hit rates, causing performance anomalies. Caches also have poor storage efficiency since data is organized at fixed cache line granularity.

Scratchpads are software-managed and directly addressable. Thus, unlike caches they do not have overheads from TLB lookups, tag comparisons, or conflict misses. They also provide a fixed access latency (100% hit rate) and compact storage because they only bring in useful data. However, unlike caches, scratchpads use a private address space, so they are not globally addressable. As a result, they require explicit data movement between the global address space and the scratchpad’s private address space, which negates some of the benefits of using scratchpads and pollutes the core’s L1 cache and registers. Scratchpads also do not perform well for applications with on-demand loads because today’s scratchpads preload all elements. Furthermore, scratchpads are not globally visible. Consequently, dirty data needs to be explicitly written back to the global address space by the end of the GPU kernel, which precludes any inter-kernel data reuse.

To mitigate the inefficiencies of caches and scratchpads, we introduce stash. The stash combines the best properties of the cache and scratchpad organizations (as shown in Table 4.1). Like a
scratchpad, the stash is software managed and is **directly addressable**. It also has the benefits of **compact storage** by bringing in only the needed data. Like a cache, the stash can directly **access the global address space** using a mapping (provided by the software and maintained in the hardware) from a contiguous set of stash addresses to a possibly non-contiguous set of global addresses. Global addressability also helps eliminate other scratchpad inefficiencies such as pollution of the L1 cache and registers and the need for always preloading data. Because the coherence protocol makes stash data **globally visible**, the stash can employ lazy writebacks for dirty data and reuse data across kernels. However, this requires extensions to the coherence protocol; in Section 4.5.4, we discuss how to extend coherence protocols for the stash. Our implementation uses the DeNovoA coherence protocol, because it is simpler and has lower overhead than the alternatives.

Our results (Section 4.7) show that the stash provides better performance and energy efficiency than either caches or scratchpads. Moreover, stash enables new use cases and demonstrates how to integrate private, specialized memory into the coherent, unified, global address space. Although there has been a significant amount of prior work on optimizing the behavior of private memories, none of them mitigate all of the inefficiencies of both scratchpads and caches like the stash does. Qualitatively comparing to all of the prior work is outside the scope of this thesis, so we provide a detailed qualitative comparison to all of them in Section 6.3 and quantitatively compare the stash to the closest technique: a scratchpad enhanced with a DMA engine [30, 80].

### 4.2 Background: Memory Organizations

In this section we show how caches and scratchpads are used in current heterogeneous systems and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
4.2.1 Cache

Caches are a common memory organization in modern systems. Their software transparency makes them easy to program, but caches have several inefficiencies:

**Indirect, hardware-managed addressing:** Cache loads and stores specify addresses that hardware must translate to determine the physical location of the accessed data. This indirect addressing implies that each cache access (a hit or a miss) incurs (energy) overhead for TLB lookups and tag comparisons. Virtually tagged caches do not require TLB lookups on hits, but they incur additional overhead, including dealing with synonyms, page mapping and protection changes, and cache coherence [26]. Furthermore, the indirect, hardware-managed addressing also results in unpredictable hit rates due to cache conflicts, causing pathological performance (and energy) anomalies, a notorious problem for real-time systems.

**Inefficient, cache line based storage:** Caches store data at fixed cache line granularities which wastes SRAM space when a program does not access the entire cache line (e.g., when a program phase traverses an array of large objects but accesses only one field in each object).

4.2.2 Scratchpad

Scratchpads (referred to as shared memory in CUDA) are local memories that are managed in software, either by the programmer or through compiler support. Unlike caches, scratchpads are directly addressed so they do not have overhead from TLB lookups or tag comparisons (this provides significant savings: 34% area and 40% power [25] or more [99]). Direct addressing also eliminates the pathologies of conflict misses and has a fixed access latency (100% hit rate). Scratchpads also provide compact storage since the software only brings useful data into the scratchpad. These features make scratchpads appealing, especially for real-time systems [21, 156, 157]. However, scratchpads also have some inefficiencies:

**Not Globally Addressable:** Scratchpads use a separate address space disjoint from the global address space, with no hardware mapping between the two. Thus, extra instructions must explicitly move such data between the two spaces, incurring performance and energy overhead. Furthermore, in current systems the additional loads and stores typically move data via the core’s L1 cache and its registers, polluting these resources and potentially evicting (spilling) useful data. Scratchpads
func_scratch(struct* aosA, int myOffset, int myLen)
{
  __scratch__ int local[myLen];
  // explicit global load and scratchpad store
  parallel for(int i = 0; i < myLen; i++) {
    local[i] = compute(local[i]);
  }
}

func_stash(struct* aosA, int myOffset, int myLen)
{
  __stash__ int local[myLen];
  // do computation(s) with local(s)
  parallel for(int i = 0; i < myLen; i++) {
    local[i] = compute(local[i]);
  }
}

Figure 4.1: Codes and hardware events to copy data from the corresponding global address for (a) scratchpad and (b) stash (events to write data back to the global address are not shown).

also do not perform well for applications with on-demand loads because today’s scratchpads preload all elements. In applications with control/data dependent accesses, only a few of the preloaded elements will be accessed.

Not Globally Visible: A scratchpad is visible only to its local CU. Thus dirty data in the scratchpad must be explicitly written back to the corresponding global address before it can be used by other CUs. Further, all global copies in the scratchpad must be freshly loaded if they could have been written by other CUs. In typical GPU programs, there is no data sharing within a kernel\(^1\) therefore, the writebacks must complete and the scratchpad space deallocated by the end of the kernel. With more fine-grained sharing, these actions are needed at the more frequent fine-grained synchronization phases. Thus, the scratchpads’ lack of global visibility incurs potentially unnecessary eager writebacks and precludes reuse of data across multiple application phases (e.g., multiple GPU kernels).

\(^1\)A kernel is the granularity at which the CPU invokes the GPU and it executes to completion on the GPU.
4.2.3 Example and Usage Modes

Figure 4.1a shows how scratchpads are used. The code at the top reads one field, \textit{fieldX} (of potentially many), from an array of structs (AoS) data structure, \textit{aosA}, into an explicit scratchpad copy. It performs some computations using the scratchpad copy and then writes back the result to \textit{aosA}. The bottom of Figure 4.1a shows some of the corresponding steps in hardware. First, the hardware must explicitly copy \textit{fieldX} into the scratchpad. To achieve this, the application issues an \textit{explicit load} of the corresponding global address to the L1 cache (event 1). On an L1 miss, the hardware brings \textit{fieldX}'s cache line into the L1, \textit{polluting} it as a result (events 2 and 3). Next, the hardware sends the data value from the L1 to the core’s register (event 4). Finally, the application issues an \textit{explicit store} instruction to write the value from the register into the corresponding scratchpad address (event 5). At this point, the scratchpad has a copy of \textit{fieldX} and the application can finally access the data (events 6 and 7). Once the application is done modifying the data, the dirty scratchpad data is \textit{explicitly written back} to the global address space, requiring loads from the scratchpad and stores into the cache (not shown in the figure).

We refer to this scratchpad usage mode, where data is moved explicitly from/to the global space, as the \textit{global-unmapped} mode. Scratchpads can also be used in \textit{temporary} mode for private, temporary values. Temporary values do not require global address loads or writebacks because they are discarded after their use (they trigger only events 6 and 7).

4.3 Stash Overview

The stash is a new SRAM organization that combines the advantages of scratchpads and caches, as summarized in Table 4.1. Stash has the following features:

- **Directly addressable**: Like scratchpads, a stash is directly addressable and data in the stash is explicitly allocated by software (either the programmer or the compiler).

- **Compact storage**: Since it is software managed, only data that is accessed is brought into the stash. Thus, like scratchpads, stash enjoys the benefit of a compact storage layout, and unlike caches, it only stores useful words from a cache line.

- **Physical to global address mapping**: In addition to being able to generate a direct, physical
stash address, software also specifies a mapping from a contiguous set of stash addresses to a (possibly non-contiguous) set of global addresses. This architecture can map to a 1D or 2D, possibly strided, tile of global addresses. Hardware maintains the mapping between the stash and global space.

**Global visibility:** Like a cache, stash data is globally visible through a coherence mechanism (described in Section 4.5.4). A stash, therefore, does not need to eagerly writeback dirty data. Instead, data can be reused and lazily written back only when the stash space is needed for a new allocation (similar to cache replacements). If another CU needs the data, it will be forwarded through the coherence mechanism. In contrast, for scratchpads in current GPUs, data is written back to global memory (and flushed) at the end of a kernel, resulting in potentially unnecessary and bursty writebacks with no reuse across kernels.

The first time a load occurs to a newly mapped stash address, it implicitly copies the data from the mapped global space to the stash (analogous to a cache miss). Subsequent loads for that address immediately return the data from the stash (analogous to a cache hit, but with the energy benefits of direct addressing). Similarly, no explicit stores are needed to write back the stash data to its mapped global location. Thus, the stash enjoys all the benefits of direct addressing of a scratchpad on hits (which occur on all but the first access), without the overhead incurred by the additional loads and stores that scratchpads require for explicit data movement.

Figure 4.1b transforms the code from Figure 4.1a for a stash. The stash is directly addressable and stores data compactly just like a scratchpad but does not have any explicit instructions for moving data between the stash and the global address space. Instead, the stash has an *AddMap* call that specifies the mapping between the two address spaces (discussed further in Section 4.4). In hardware (bottom part of the figure), the first load to a stash location (event 1) implicitly triggers a global load (event 2) if the data is not already present in the stash. Once the load returns the desired data to the stash (event 3), it is sent to the core (event 4). Subsequent accesses directly return the stash data without consulting the global mapping.
4.4 Stash Software Interface

We envision the programmer or the compiler will map a (possibly non-contiguous) part of the global address space to the stash. For example, programmers writing applications for today’s GPU scratchpads already effectively provide such a mapping. There has also been prior work on compiler methods to automatically infer this information [21, 88, 117]. The mapping of the global address space to stash requires strictly less work compared to that of a scratchpad as it avoids the need for explicit loads and stores between the global and stash address spaces.

4.4.1 Specifying Stash-to-Global Mapping

The mapping between global and stash address spaces is specified using two intrinsic functions. The first intrinsic, AddMap, is called to communicate a new mapping to the hardware. We need an AddMap call for every data structure (a linear array or a 2D tile of an AoS structure) that is mapped to the stash.

Figure 4.1b shows an example usage of AddMap along with its definition. Figures 4.2a and 4.2b respectively show an example 2D tiled data structure in the global address space and the mapping of one field of one of the 2D tiles in the 1D stash address space. The first two parameters of AddMap specify the stash and global virtual base addresses for the given tile, as shown in...
Figure 4.2 (scratchpad base described in Section 4.5).

Figure 4.2a also shows the various parameters used to describe the object and the tile. The field size and the object size provide information about the global data structure (field size = object size for scalar arrays). The next three parameters specify information about the tile in the global address space: the row size of the tile, global stride between two rows of the tile, and number of strides. Finally, isCoherent specifies the operation mode of the stash (discussed in Section 4.4.3). Figure 4.2b shows the 1D mapping of the desired individual fields from the 2D global AoS data structure.

The second intrinsic function, ChgMap, is used when there is a change in mapping or the operation mode of a set of global addresses mapped to the stash. ChgMap uses all of the AddMap parameters and adds a field to identify the map entry it needs to change (an index in a hardware table, discussed in Section 4.5.1).

### 4.4.2 Stash Load and Store Instructions

The load and store instructions for a stash access are similar to those for a scratchpad. On a hit, the stash just needs to know the requested address. On a miss, in addition to the requested address, the stash also needs to know which stash-to-global mapping it needs to use (an index in a hardware table, discussed in Section 4.5.1, similar to that used by ChgMap above). This information can be encoded in the instruction in at least two different ways without requiring extensions to the ISA. CUDA, for example, has multiple address modes for LD/ST instructions - register, register-plus-offset, and immediate addressing. The register-based addressing schemes hold the stash (or scratchpad) address in the register specified by the register field. We can use the higher bits of the register for storing the map index (since a stash address does not need all the bits of the register). Alternatively, we can use the register-plus-offset addressing scheme, where register holds the stash address and offset holds the map index (in CUDA, offset is currently ignored when the local memory is configured as a scratchpad).

### 4.4.3 Usage Modes

Stash data can be used in four different modes:
Figure 4.3: Stash hardware components.

- **Mapped Coherent**: This mode is based on Figure 4.1b – it provides a stash-to-global mapping and the stash data is globally addressable and visible.

- **Mapped Non-coherent**: This mode is similar to Mapped Coherent except that the stash data is not globally visible. As a result, any modifications to local stash data are not reflected in the global address space. We use the `isCoherent` bit to differentiate between the Mapped-Coherent and Mapped Non-Coherent usage modes.

- **Global-unmapped and Temporary**: In *Global-unmapped*, data is moved explicitly from/to the global space. Scratchpads can also be used in *temporary* mode for private, temporary values. Unlike Mapped Coherent and Mapped Non-coherent, these modes do not need an AddMap call, since they do not have global mappings. These modes allow programs to fall back, if necessary, to how scratchpads are currently used and ensure all current scratchpad code is supported in the system.

### 4.5 Stash Hardware Design

This section describes the design of the stash hardware, which provides stash-to-global and global-to-stash address translations for misses, writebacks, and remote requests. On current GPUs, every TB gets a separate scratchpad allocation. The runtime translates the program-specified scratchpad address to a physical location in the TB’s allocated space. We assume a similar allocation and
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runtime address mapping mechanism for the stash.

4.5.1 Stash Components

Figure 4.3 shows the stash’s four hardware components: (1) stash storage, (2) map index table, (3) stash-map, and (4) VP-map. This section describes each component. Section 4.5.2 describes how they enable the different stash operations.

Stash Storage

The stash storage component provides data storage for the stash. It also contains state bits to identify hits and misses (depending on the coherence protocol) and to aid writebacks (explained in Section 4.5.2).

Map Index Table

The per TB map index table provides an index into the TB’s stash-map entries. Each AddMap allocates an entry into the map index table. Assuming a fixed ordering of AddMap calls, the compiler can determine which table entry corresponds to a mapping – it includes this entry’s ID in future stash instructions corresponding to this mapping (using the format from Section 4.4). The size of the table is the maximum number of AddMap’s allowed per TB (the design allocates up to four entries per TB). If the compiler runs out of entries, it cannot map any more data to the stash.

Stash-map

The stash-map contains an entry for each mapped stash data partition, shown in Figure 4.3. Each entry contains information to translate between the stash and global virtual address spaces, determined by the fields in AddMap or ChgMap. We precompute most of the information required for the translations at the AddMap and ChgMap call and do not need to store all the fields from these calls. With the precomputed information, only six arithmetic operations are required per miss (details in [89]). In addition to information for address translation, the stash-map entry has a Valid bit (denotes if the entry is valid) and a #DirtyData field used for writebacks.

We implemented the stash-map as a circular buffer with a tail pointer. We add and remove
entries to the stash-map in the same order for easy management of stash-map's fixed capacity. The number of entries should be at least the maximum number of TBs a core can execute in parallel multiplied by the maximum number of AddMap calls allowed per TB. We found that applications did not simultaneously use more than four map entries per TB. Assuming up to eight TBs in parallel, 32 map entries are sufficient but we use 64 entries to allow additional lazy writebacks.

**VP-map**

We need the virtual-to-physical translations for each page of a stash-to-global mapping because every mapping can span multiple virtual pages. VP-map uses two structures for this purpose. The first structure, TLB, provides a virtual to physical translation for every mapped page, required for stash misses and writebacks. We can leverage the core’s TLB for this purpose. For remote requests which come with a physical address, we need a reverse translation. The second structure, RTLB, provides the reverse translation and is implemented as a CAM over physical pages.

Each entry in the VP-map has a pointer (not shown in Figure 4.3) to a stash-map entry that indicates the latest stash-map entry that requires the given translation. When a stash-map entry is replaced, any entries in the VP-map that have a pointer to that map entry are no longer needed. We remove these entries by walking the RTLB or TLB. By keeping each RTLB entry (and each TLB entry, if kept separate from system TLB) around until the last mapping that uses it is removed, no misses occur in the RTLB (see Section 4.5.2). We assume that the number of virtual-to-physical translations required by all active mappings is less than the size of the VP-map (for the applications we studied, 64 entries were sufficient to support all the TBs running in parallel) and that the compiler or programmer is aware of this requirement.

### 4.5.2 Operations

Next we describe how the stash operations are implemented.

**Hit:** On a hit (determined by coherence bits as discussed in Section 4.5.4), the stash acts like a scratchpad, accessing only the storage component.

**Miss:** A miss needs to translate the stash address into a global physical address. Stash uses the index to the map index table provided by the instruction to determine its stash-map entry. Given
the stash address and the stash base from the stash-map entry, we can calculate the stash offset. Using the stash offset and the other fields of the stash-map entry, we can calculate the virtual offset (details in [39]). Once we have the virtual offset, we add it to the virtual base of the stash-map entry to obtain the missing global virtual address. Finally, using the VP-map we can determine the corresponding physical address which is used to handle the miss.

Additionally, a miss must consider if the data it replaces needs to be written back and a store miss must perform some bookkeeping to facilitate a future writeback. We describe these actions next.

**Lazy Writebacks**: Stash writebacks (only for *Mapped Coherent entries*) happen lazily; i.e., the writebacks are triggered only when the space is needed by a future stash allocation similar to cache evictions.

On a store, we need to maintain the index of the current stash-map entry for a future writeback. Naively we could store the stash-map entry’s index per word and write back each word as needed but this is not efficient. Instead, we store the index at a larger, chunked granularity, say 64B, and perform writebacks at this granularity. To know when to update this per chunk stash-map index, we have a dirty bit per stash chunk. On a store miss, if this dirty bit is not set, we set it and update the stash-map index. We also update the #DirtyData counter of the stash-map entry to track the number of dirty stash chunks in the corresponding stash space. The per chunk dirty bits are unset when the TB completes so that they are ready for use by a future TB using the same stash chunk.

Later, if a new mapping needs to use the same stash location, the old dirty data needs to be written back. We (conceptually) use a writeback bit per chunk to indicate the need for a writeback (Section 4.5.5 discusses using bits already present for coherence states for this purpose). This bit is set for all the dirty stash chunks at the end of a TB and checked on each access to trigger any needed writeback. To perform a writeback, we use the per chunk stash-map index to access the stash-map entry – similar to a miss, we determine the dirty data’s physical address. we write back all dirty words in a chunk on a writeback (we leverage per word coherence state to determine the dirty words). On a writeback, the #DirtyData counter of the map entry is decremented and the

---

2This requires data structures in the memory to be aligned at the chosen chunk granularity.
writeback bit of the stash chunk is reset. When the #DirtyData counter reaches zero, the map entry is marked as invalid.

**AddMap**: An AddMap call advances the stash-map’s tail, and sets the next entry of its TB’s map index table to point to this tail entry. It updates the stash-map tail entry with its parameters, does the needed precomputations for future address translations, and sets the Valid bit (Section 4.5.1). It also invalidates any entries from the VP-map that have the new stash-map tail as the back pointer.

For every virtual page mapped, an entry is added to the VP-map’s RTLB (and the TLB, if maintained separately from the system’s TLB). If the system TLB has the physical translation for this page, we populate the corresponding entries in VP-map (both in RTLB and TLB). If the translation does not exist in the TLB, the physical translation is acquired at the subsequent stash miss. For every virtual page in a new map entry, the stash-map pointer in the corresponding entries in VP-map is updated to point to the new map entry. In the unlikely scenario where the VP-map becomes full and has no more space for new entries, we evict subsequent stash-map entries (using the procedure described here) until there are enough VP-map entries available. The VP-map is sized to ensure that this is always possible. This process guarantees that the RTLB never misses for remote requests.

If the stash-map entry being replaced was previously valid (Valid bit set), then it indicates an old mapping has dirty data that has not yet been (lazily) written back. To ensure that the old mapping’s data is written back before the entry is reused, DeNovoA initiates its writebacks and block the core until they are done. Alternately, a scout pointer can stay a few entries ahead of the tail, triggering non-blocking writebacks for valid stash-map entries. This case is rare because usually a new mapping has already reclaimed the stash space held by the old mapping, writing back the old dirty data on replacement.

**ChgMap**: ChgMap updates an existing stash-map entry with new mapping information. If the mapping points to a new set of global addresses, we need to issue writebacks for any dirty data of the old mapping (only if Mapped Coherent) and mark all the remapped stash locations as invalid (using the coherence state bits in Section 4.5.4). A ChgMap can also change the usage mode for the same chunk of global addresses. If an entry is changed from coherent to non-coherent, then
we need to issue writebacks for the old mapping because the old mapping’s stores are globally visible. However, if the entry is modified from non-coherent to coherent, then we need to issue ownership/registration requests for all dirty words in the new mapping according to the coherence protocol (Section 4.5.4).

4.5.3 Address Translation

Listing 4.1 shows the logic for translating a stash offset to its corresponding global virtual offset. The stash offset is obtained by subtracting a stash address (provided with the instruction) from the stash base found in the stash-map entry. As shown in the translation logic, we do not need to explicitly store all the parameters of an AddMap call in the hardware. We can pre-compute information required for the translations. For example, for stash to virtual translation, we can precompute three values. First, we need the number of bytes in stash that a given row in the global space corresponds to. This is equal to the number of bytes the shaded fields in a given row amount to in Figure 4.2a. This value is stored in stashBytesPerRow. Next to account for the gap between the two global rows, we need to know the global span of stashBytesPerRow. So we calculate the ratio of strideSize to stashBytesPerRow. This value is stored in virtualToStashRatio. virtualToStashRatio helps us find the corresponding global row for a given stash address. Finally, to calculate the relative position of the global address within the identified row, we need the ratio of object size to field size, stored in objectToFieldRatio. Using these pre-computed values, we can get the corresponding virtual span (virtual offset) for all the full rows of the tile the stash offset spans and for the partial last row (if any). This virtual offset is added to the virtual base found.
in the stash-map entry to get the corresponding virtual address. Overall, we need six arithmetic operations per miss.

The logic for the reverse translation of global address to stash address is similar and is shown in Listing 4.2.

### 4.5.4 Coherence Protocol Extensions for Stash

All *Mapped Coherent* stash data must be kept coherent. We can extend any coherence protocol to provide this support (e.g., a traditional hardware coherence protocol such as MESI or a software-driven hardware coherence protocol like DeNovoA from Section 2.3) as long as it supports the following three features:

1. **Tracking at word granularity**: Stash data must be tracked at word granularity because only useful words from a given cache line are brought into the stash\(^3\)

2. **Merging partial cache lines**: When the stash sends data to a cache (either as a writeback or a remote miss response), it may send only part of a cache line. Thus the cache must be able to merge partial cache lines.

3. **Map index for physical-to-stash mapping**: When data is modified by a stash, the directory needs to record the modifying core (as usual) and also the stash-map index for that data (so a remote request can determine where to obtain the data).

It is unclear which is the best underlying coherence protocol to extend for the stash since

---

\(^3\)DeNovoA can support byte granularity accesses if all (stash-allocated) bytes in a word are accessed by the same CU at the same time; i.e., there are no word-level data races. None of the benchmarks we studied have byte granularity accesses.
protocols for tightly coupled heterogeneous systems are evolving rapidly and represent a moving target \[71, 125\]. Below we discuss how the above features can be incorporated within traditional directory-based hardware protocols and DeNovoA. For the evaluations, without loss of generality, we choose the latter since it incurs lower overhead, is simpler, and is closer to current GPU memory coherence strategies (e.g., it relies on cache self-invalidations rather than writer-initiated invalidations and it does not use directories).

**Traditional protocols:** We can support the above features in a traditional single-writer directory protocol (e.g., MESI) with minimal overhead by retaining coherence state at line granularity, but adding a bit per word to indicate whether its up-to-date copy is present in a cache or a stash. Assuming a shared last level cache (LLC), when a directory receives a stash store miss request, it transitions to modified state for that line, sets the above bit in the requested word, and stores the stash-map index (obtained with the miss request) in the data field for the word at the LLC. This straightforward extension, however, is susceptible to false-sharing (similar to single-writer protocols for caches) and the stash may lose the predictability of a guaranteed hit after an initial load. To avoid false-sharing, we could use a sector-based cache with word-sized sectors, but this incurs heavy overhead with conventional hardware protocols (state bits and sharers list per word at the directory).

**Sectored software-driven protocols:** DeNovo \[46, 152, 153\], which DeNovoA extends for heterogeneous systems, is a software-driven hardware coherence protocol that has word granularity sectors (coherence state is at word granularity, but tags are at conventional line granularity) and naturally does not suffer from false-sharing.

DeNovoA exploits software-inserted self-invalidations at synchronization points to eliminate directory overhead for tracking the sharers list. Moreover, DeNovoA requires fewer coherence state bits because it has no transient states. This combination allows DeNovoA’s total state bits overhead to be competitive with (and more scalable than) line-based MESI \[46\].

Table 4.2 summarizes the additional storage overhead required to support the stash for variants of the MESI protocol (including a word-based MESI protocol with coherence and tag bits at the word granularity) and the DeNovoA protocol.

We extended the line-based DeNovoA protocol from \[46\] (with line granularity tags and word
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Tag Overhead</th>
<th>Coherence State Overhead</th>
<th>Sharer’s List Overhead</th>
<th>Stash map index Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MESI line</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$5$</td>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESI word</td>
<td>$16 \times T$</td>
<td>$16 \times 5 = 80$</td>
<td>$16 \times C$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESI line with 16 sectors</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$16 \times 5 = 80$</td>
<td>$16 \times C$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeNovoA line</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$2 + 16 = 18$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Coherence storage overhead (in bits) required at the directory (per line) to support stash for various protocols. These calculations assume 64 byte cache lines with 4 byte words, $C =$ number of cores, $T =$ tag bits, and five state bits for MESI. We assume that the map information at the LLC can reuse the LLC data array (the first bit indicates if the data is a stash-map index or not, the rest of the bits hold the index).

granularity coherence, but does not use DeNovo’s regions) to incorporate the stash. This protocol was originally proposed for multi-core CPUs and deterministic applications. Later versions of DeNovo support non-deterministic codes [152] [153], but the applications are deterministic. Although GPUs support non-determinism through operations such as atomics, these are typically resolved at the shared cache and are trivially coherent. We assume that software does not allow concurrent conflicting accesses to the same address in both cache and stash of a given core within a kernel. The protocol requires the following extensions to support stash operations:

**Stores:** Stores miss when in *Valid* or *Invalid* state and hit when in *Registered* state. In addition to registering the core ID at the directory, registration requests for words in the stash also need to include the corresponding stash-map index. In addition to storing the registered core ID in the data array of the LLC, the stash-map index can also be stored, and its presence indicated using a bit in the same LLC data word. Thus, the LLC continues to incur no additional storage overhead for keeping track of remotely modified data.

**Self-invalidations:** At the end of a kernel DeNovoA keeps the data that is registered by the core (specified by the coherence state) but self-invalidates the rest of the entries to make the stash space ready for any future new allocations. In contrast, a scratchpad invalidates all entries (after explicitly writing the data back to the global address space).

**Remote requests:** Remote requests for stash that are redirected via the directory come with a physical address and a stash-map index (stored at the directory during the request for registration). Using the physical address, VP-map provides the corresponding virtual address. Using the stash-map index, DeNovoA can obtain all the mapping information from the corresponding stash-map entry. We use the virtual base address from the entry and virtual address from the VP-map to
calculate the virtual offset. Once we have the virtual offset, we use the map-entry’s other fields to calculate the stash offset and add it to the stash base to get the stash address.

### 4.5.5 State Bits Overhead for Stash Storage

With the above DeNovoA protocol, we compute the total state bits overhead in the stash storage component (Section 4.5.1) as follows. Even without the stash, each word (4B) needs 2 bits for the protocol state. Each stash chunk needs 6 additional bits for the stash-map index (assuming a 64 entry stash-map). Although Section 4.5.2 discussed a separate per-chunk writeback bit, since DeNovoA has only 3 states, we can use the extra state in its two coherence bits to indicate the need for a writeback.\(^4\) Assuming 64B chunk granularity, all of the above sum to 39 bits per stash chunk, with a \(\sim 8\%\) overhead to the stash storage. Although this overhead might appear to be of the same magnitude as that of tags of conventional caches, only the two coherence state bits are accessed on hits (the common case).

### 4.5.6 Stash Optimization: Data Replication

It is possible for two allocations in stash space to be mapped to the same global address space. This can happen if the same read-only data is simultaneously mapped by several TBs in a CU, or if read-write data mapped in a previous kernel is mapped again in a later kernel on the same CU. By detecting this replication and copying replicated data between stash mappings, it is possible to avoid costly requests to the directory.

To detect data replication, we can make the map a CAM, searchable on the virtual base address. On an AddMap (an infrequent operation), the map is searched for the virtual base address of the entry being added to the map. If there is a match, we compare the tile specific parameters to confirm if the two mappings indeed perfectly match. If there is a match, we set a bit, reuseBit, and add a pointer to the old mapping in the new map entry. On a load miss, if the reuseBit is set, we first check the corresponding stash location of the old mapping and copy the value over if present. If not, we issue a miss to the registry.

\[^4\]Stash does not utilize read-only region information, so we reuse this state bit.
allocation in the stash, we need to writeback the old data. Instead, if the new map entry is coherent and both the old and new map entries are for different allocations in the stash, we need to send new registration requests for the new map entry.

### 4.6 Methodology

We extend the system described in Section 2.5 to add the stash. The stash is located at the same level as the GPU L1 caches and both the cache and stash write their data to the backing L2 cache bank. We also extended GPUWattch [97] to measure the energy of the GPU CUs and the memory hierarchy including all stash components. To model the stash storage we extended GPUWattch’s scratchpad model by adding additional state bits. We model the stash-map as an SRAM structure and the VP-map as a CAM unit. Finally, we model the operations for the address translations by adding an ALU for each operation using an in-built ALU model in GPUWattch. We use 64 entry TLBs, RTLBs, and Stash-maps and 10 cycles for the stash address translation. The sizes for these hardware components are listed in Table 4.3.

### 4.6.1 Simulated Memory Configurations

The baseline architecture has scratchpads as described in Section 2.5.1. To evaluate the stash, we replaced the scratchpads with stashes, following the design in Section 4.5 (we used the DeNovoA
protocol and included the data replication optimization. We also compare stash to a cache-only configuration (i.e., all data allocated as global and accessed from the cache).

Additionally, we compare the stash to scratchpads enhanced with a DMA engine. Our DMA implementation is based on the D\(^2\)MA design \([80]\). D\(^2\)MA provides DMA capability for scratchpad loads on discrete GPUs and supports strided DMA mappings. D\(^2\)MA adds special load instructions and a hardware prefetch engine to preload all scratchpad words. Unlike D\(^2\)MA, our implementation blocks memory requests at a core granularity instead of a warp granularity, supports DMAs for stores in addition to loads, and runs on a tightly-coupled system. We conservatively do not charge additional energy for the DMA engine that issues the requests.

The DMA optimization enables scratchpads to prefetch their data. To evaluate the effect of software-guided hardware prefetching, we applied the same optimization to the stash. Unlike DMA for scratchpads, stash prefetching does not block the core because stash accesses are globally visible and duplicate requests are handled by the MSHR. We conservatively do not charge additional energy for the DMA or the prefetch engine that issues the requests.

Overall we evaluate the following configurations:

**Scratch**: 16 KB Scratchpad + 32 KB L1 Cache. All memory accesses use the type specified by the original application.

**ScratchG**: *Scratch* with all global accesses converted to scratchpad accesses.

**ScratchGD**: *ScratchG* configuration with DMA support.

**Cache**: 32 KB L1 Cache with all scratchpad accesses in the original application converted to global accesses\(^5\)

**Stash**: 16 KB Stash + 32 KB L1 Cache. The scratchpad accesses in the *Scratch* configuration were converted to stash accesses.

**StashG**: *Stash* with all global accesses converted to stash accesses.

**StashGP**: *StashG* configuration with prefetching support.

\(^5\)Because the *Cache* configuration has 16 KB less SRAM than other configurations, we also examined a 64 KB cache (GEMS only allows power-of-2 caches). The 64 KB cache was better than the 32 KB cache but had worse execution time and energy consumption than *StashG* despite using more SRAM.
4.6.2 Conveying Information from Application

To convey information about when to perform self-invalidations, we used the same format as DeNovo [46]. Adding support for self-invalidating stash requests required adding an API call to convey the invalidation information from the software to the hardware at the end of a phase in the program.

**Regions for self-invalidations:** While a real system would assign regions with a compiler, for this study we created an API to manually instrument the program with this information for every allocated object.

**Self-Invalidations:** Self-invalidations are performed at the end of each phase for all data in the cache that is not *touched* or *registered*. Stash data is marked to be evicted when its TB completes execution; since all data in the stash must be touched or registered, we do not need to perform self-invalidations on it.

**Communication space:** To convey communication granularity information, we use another special API call that controls the communication region table of the simulator. On a load miss, the table is checked to determine the space of the requesting word, which we extended to take into account that desired words may be in a cache or stash.

**Adding and Changing Map Entries:** We added API calls for *AddMap* and *ChgMap* and manually instrumented the programs to convey mappings between stash and global addresses from the software to the hardware. The call populates an entry in the map for the core. In a real system, we expect that the compiler would be able to determine the mapping information by determining which addresses would map to the scratchpad and send the mapping information to the hardware via a special assembly instruction.

**Scratchpad Requests**

We modified how stash requests are coalesced so that they are coalesced based on the cache line they would be accessing in global memory.\(^6\) This potentially hurts performance compared to the current GPU coalescing scheme, because data that may lie in different banks in the scratchpad and thus be allowed to be coalesced on modern GPUs may not lie on the same cache line in

---

\(^6\)In comparison, scratchpad requests do not belong to a cache line in global memory, since they are brought into the scratchpad via the core’s resources.
global memory (and thus can’t be coalesced). To help offset this, in a given cycle we continue to perform accesses to the stash as long as those requests hit. This mimics the behavior of the current scratchpad implementations and reduces the overhead of our scheme. Additionally, we combine stash requests from the same half-warp based on the cache line each word would access in global memory.\footnote{In the scratchpad how many requests in the half-warp can proceed simultaneously is done by checking for bank conflicts amongst the threads in the half-warp.}

### 4.6.3 Workloads

We present results for a set of benchmark applications to evaluate the effectiveness of the stash design on existing code. However, these existing applications are tuned for execution on a GPU with current scratchpad designs that do not efficiently support data reuse, control/data dependent memory accesses, and accessing specific fields from an AoS format. As a result, modern GPU applications typically do not use these features. However stash is a forward looking memory organization designed both to improve current applications and increase the use cases that can benefit from using scratchpads. Thus, to demonstrate the benefits of the stash, we also evaluate it for microbenchmarks designed to show future use cases.

**Microbenchmarks**

We evaluate four microbenchmarks: Implicit, Pollution, On-demand, and Reuse. Each microbenchmark is designed to emphasize a different benefit of the stash design. All four microbenchmarks use an array of elements in AoS format; each element in the array is a struct with multiple fields. The GPU kernels access a subset of the structure’s fields; the same fields are subsequently accessed by the CPU to demonstrate how the CPU cores and GPU CUs communicate data that is mapped to the stash. We use a single GPU CU for all microbenchmarks. We parallelize the CPU code across 15 CPU cores to prevent the CPU accesses from dominating execution time. The details of each microbenchmark are discussed below and in Table 4.4.

**Implicit** highlights the benefits of the stash’s implicit loads and lazy writebacks as highlighted in Table 4.1. In this microbenchmark, the stash maps one field from each element in an array of structures. The GPU kernel updates this field from each array element. The CPUs then access
Table 4.4: Input sizes and stash usage modes of applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Input Size</th>
<th>Stash Usage Modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># Mapped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coherent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backprop</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD</td>
<td>256x256 matrix</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>512x512 matrix</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathfinder</td>
<td>10 x 100K matrix</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGEMM</td>
<td>A: 128x96, B: 96x160</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stencil</td>
<td>128x128x4, 4 iterations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF</td>
<td>66 KB image</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pollution highlights the ability of the stash to avoid cache pollution through its use of implicit loads that bypass the cache. Pollution’s kernel reads and writes one field in two AoS arrays A and B; A is mapped to the stash or scratchpad while B uses the cache. A is sized to prevent reuse in the stash in order to demonstrate the benefits the stash obtains by not polluting the cache. B can fit inside the cache only without pollution from A. Both stash and DMA achieve reuse of B in the cache because they do not pollute the cache with explicit loads and stores.

On-demand highlights the on-demand nature of stash data transfer and is representative of an application with fine-grained sharing or irregular accesses. The On-demand kernel reads and writes only one element out of 32, based on a runtime condition. Scratchpad configurations (including ScratchGD) must conservatively load and store every element that may be accessed. Cache and stash, however, can identify a miss and generate a memory request only when necessary.

Reuse highlights the stash’s data compaction and global visibility and addressability. This microbenchmark repeatedly invokes a kernel which accesses a single field from each element of a data array. The relevant fields of the data array can fit in the stash but not in the cache because it is compactly stored in the stash. Thus, each subsequent kernel can reuse data that has been loaded into the stash by a previous kernel and lazily written back. In contrast, the scratchpad configurations (including ScratchGD) are unable to exploit reuse because the scratchpad is not globally visible. Cache cannot reuse data because it is not able to compact data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Unit</th>
<th>Hit Energy</th>
<th>Miss Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scratchpad</td>
<td>55.3 pJ</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stash</td>
<td>55.4 pJ</td>
<td>86.8 pJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 cache</td>
<td>177 pJ</td>
<td>197 pJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB access</td>
<td>14.1 pJ</td>
<td>14.1 pJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Per access energy for various hardware units.

Applications

Table 4.4 lists the seven larger benchmark applications I use to evaluate the effectiveness of the stash. The applications are from Rodinia [43, 44], Parboil [145], and Computer Vision [31, 50]. All applications were selected for their use of the scratchpad. We manually modified the applications to use a unified shared memory address space (i.e., we removed all explicit copies between the CPU and GPU address spaces) and added the appropriate map calls based on the different stash modes of operation (from Section 4.4.3). The types of mappings used in each application (for all kernels combined) are listed in Table 4.4. We use only a single CPU core and do not parallelize these applications because they perform very little work on the CPU.

4.7 Results

In this section, we compare the access energy for various hardware components, and examine how the stash performs compared to the other configurations, as discussed in Section 4.6.1.

4.7.1 Access Energy Comparisons

Table 4.5 shows per access energy for various hardware components used in our simulations. The table shows that scratchpad access energy (no misses for scratchpad accesses) is 29% of the L1 cache hit energy. Stash’s hit energy is comparable to that of scratchpad and its miss energy is 41% of the L1 cache miss energy. Thus accessing the stash is more energy-efficient than a cache and the stash’s hit energy is comparable to that of a scratchpad. In these estimates, we assumed an 8-way set associative cache with no way prediction [89].
Figure 4.4: Comparison of microbenchmarks. The bars are normalized to the *Scratch* configuration.
4.7.2 Microbenchmarks

Figure 4.4 shows the execution time, energy, GPU instruction count, and network traffic for the microbenchmarks using scratchpad (Scratch), cache (Cache), scratchpad with DMA (ScratchGD), and stash (Stash). We omit the remaining configurations (ScratchG, StashG, and StashGP) because the microbenchmarks (except Pollution) do not have any global memory accesses, so ScratchG is identical to Scratch and StashG is identical to Stash. Similar to Sections 2.7 and 3.6, the energy bars are again subdivided by where energy is consumed: GPU core, L1 cache, scratchpad/stash, L2 cache, or network. Similarly, the network traffic bars are again subdivided by message type: read, write, or writeback.

Our results show that, on average, the stash reduces execution time and consumes less energy than the scratchpad, cache, and DMA configurations – 13%, 27%, and 14% lower execution time, respectively and 35%, 53%, and 32% less energy, respectively. Overall, the microbenchmark results show that (a) the stash performs better than scratchpad, caches, and scratchpad with DMA; and (b) data structures and access patterns that are currently unsuitable for scratchpad storage can be efficiently mapped to stash. Next we discuss the sources of these benefits for each configuration.

Scratchpad vs. Stash

Compared with the scratchpad configuration, stash provides the following global addressing and global visibility benefits:

Implicit data movement: By implicitly transferring data to local memory, Stash executes 40% fewer instructions than Scratch for the Implicit benchmark and decreases execution time by 15% and energy consumption by 34%.

No cache pollution: Unlike scratchpads, stash does not access the cache when transferring data to or from local memory. By avoiding cache pollution, Stash consumes 42% less energy and reduces execution time by 31% in the Pollution benchmark.

On-demand loads into structures: The On-demand microbenchmark results show the advantages of on-demand loads. Since stash only transfers the data it accesses into local memory, Stash reduces energy consumption by 61% and execution time by 26% relative to Scratch, which must transfer

\[8\text{We do not model a TLB miss, so all TLB accesses are charged as if they are hits.}\]
the entire data array to and from the local memory.

Lazy writebacks/Reuse: The Reuse microbenchmark demonstrates how the stash's lazy writebacks, in addition to not requiring invalidations at the end of each kernel, enable data reuse across kernels. By avoiding repeated transfers, Stash consumes 74% less energy and executes in 35% less time than Scratch.

The primary benefit of scratchpad is its energy efficient access. Scratchpad has less hardware overhead than stash and does not require a state check on each access. However, the software overhead required to load and write out data limits the use cases of scratchpad to regular data that is accessed frequently within a kernel. By adding global visibility and global addressability, stash memory eliminates this software overhead and can attain the energy efficiency of scratchpad (and higher) on a much larger class of programs.

Cache vs. Stash

Compared to cache, stash benefits from direct addressability and compact storage. With direct addressability, stash accesses do not need a tag lookup, do not incur conflict misses, and only need to perform address translation on a miss. Thus a stash access consumes less energy than a cache access for both hits and misses and the stash reduces energy by 35% on average.

In addition to the benefits from direct addressing, the Pollution and Reuse microbenchmarks also demonstrate the benefits of compact storage. In these microbenchmarks the cache configuration repeatedly evicts and reloads data because it is limited by associativity and cache line storage granularity. Thus it cannot efficiently store a strided array. Because the stash provides compact storage and direct addressability, it outperforms the cache for these microbenchmarks: up to 71% in energy and up to 22% in execution time.

Cache is able to store much more irregular structures and is able to address a much larger global data space than stash. However, when a data structure is linearizable in memory and can fit compactly in the stash space, stash can provide much more efficient access than cache with significantly less overhead than scratchpad.
ScratchGD vs. Stash

Applying DMA to a scratchpad configuration mitigates many of the scratchpad’s inefficiencies by preloading the data directly into the scratchpad. Even so, such a configuration still lacks many of the benefits of global addressability and visibility present in stash. First, since scratchpads are not globally addressable, DMA must explicitly transfer all data to and from the scratchpad before and after each kernel. All threads must wait for the entire DMA load to complete before accessing the array, which can stall threads unnecessarily and create bursty traffic in the network. Second, DMA must transfer all data in the mapped array whether or not it is accessed by the program. The On-demand microbenchmark highlights this problem: when accesses are sparse and unpredictable stash achieves 48% lower energy and 48% less network traffic. Third, since scratchpad is not globally visible, DMA is unable to take advantage of reuse across kernels; therefore, stash sees 83% traffic reduction, 63% energy reduction, and 26% execution time reduction in the Reuse microbenchmark.

DMA also incurs additional local memory accesses compared with stash because it accesses the scratchpad at the DMA load, the program access, and the DMA store. These downsides cause DMA to consume additional energy than the stash: Stash’s stash/scratchpad energy component is 46% lower than DMA’s on average.

Pollution’s network traffic is 17% lower with DMA compared to stash. In Pollution, the stash’s registration requests increase traffic when data is evicted from the stash before its next use because stash issues both registration and writeback requests while DMA only issues writeback requests. In general though, global visibility and addressability improve performance and energy and make stash feasible for a wider range of data access patterns.

These results validate our claim that the stash combines the advantages of scratchpads and caches into a single efficient memory organization. Compared to a scratchpad, the stash is globally addressable and visible; compared to a cache, the stash is directly addressable with more efficient lookups and provides compact storage. Compared with a non-blocking DMA engine, the stash is globally addressable and visible and can transfer data on-demand. Overall, the stash configurations always outperform the scratchpad and cache configurations, even in situations where a scratchpad or DMA engine would not traditionally be used, while also providing decreased network traffic and energy consumption.
4.7.3 Applications

In this section we evaluate the seven benchmarks for all configurations. First, we compare the Scratch, ScratchG, and Cache configurations to evaluate each application’s original access pattern (part scratchpad and part global accesses). Next, we compare Scratch against Stash and StashG to examine the benefits of stash against both scratchpads (Stash) and caches (StashG). Finally, we compare the DMA configuration (ScratchGD) to the stash with prefetching (StashGP).

Figure 4.5 shows execution time, energy consumption, GPU instruction count, and network traffic for the seven applications, normalized to Scratch. Compared to other configurations in Figure 4.5, stash improves both performance and energy: compared to Scratch (the best scratchpad version) and Cache, on average StashG (the best stash version) reduces execution time by 10% and 12% (max 22% and 31%), respectively, while decreasing energy by 16% and 32% (max 30% and 51%), respectively. Next we analyze these results in more detail.

Scratch vs. ScratchG vs. Cache

Figure 4.5a shows that ScratchG performs worse than Scratch for all applications except NW, which has no global accesses in Scratch. On average, ScratchG is 7% worse than Scratch, because the global accesses that are converted to scratchpad accesses increase the overall instruction count (the global accesses are better off being global as there is no temporal locality for these accesses). The increased instruction count also increases the number of scratchpad accesses in ScratchG. Since there is no temporal reuse for this data, each converted global access still incurs a cache access but also adds a scratchpad access. As a result, ScratchG also consumes more energy than Scratch (12% on average in Figure 4.5b).

Unlike Scratch, Cache does not need extra instructions to explicitly transfer data to local memory. However, Cache requires instructions to calculate global addresses. In general, converting all scratchpad accesses to global accesses does not improve performance – the global address calculations increase execution time for applications like LUD, SURF, and BP (PF is one notable exception). As a result, on average Cache increases execution time by 3% over Scratch.

Moreover, as Section 4.7.1 showed, cache accesses consume significantly more energy than scratchpad accesses. Caches are also unable to compact data and have conflict misses which further
Figure 4.5: Comparison of configurations for the seven benchmarks. The bars are normalized to the *Scratch* configuration.
increase both energy consumption and network traffic. As a result, Cache consumes an average of 28% energy more than Scratch.

As expected, ScratchG increases instruction count compared to Scratch for all applications (except NW which only uses the cache to load the scratchpad) as more data is accessed via scratchpad (Figure 4.5c). Although Cache does not need instructions to explicitly transfer data to local memory as Scratch does, converting local accesses to global accesses can introduce additional instructions for index computation in applications like LUD and SURF.

Finally, Figure 4.5d compares the effect of the configurations on the network traffic. ScratchG performs comparable or slightly worse against Scratch. Compared to ScratchG, Cache always performs worse due to conflict misses and inability to compact the data (on average more than 3X increase and for NW more than 8X increase in traffic).

These results show that overall, the allocation of memory locations to the scratchpad in the original applications performs better and is more energy-efficient. We therefore compare only the Scratch configuration to Stash and StashG below.

**Scratch vs. Stash vs. StashG**

Next we compare the stash configurations to Scratch to demonstrate the benefits of stash over a scratchpad, including the benefits of converting cache requests to stash requests in StashG.

Figure 4.5a shows that both stash configurations reduce execution time compared to Scratch. Stash reduces execution time compared to Scratch (up to 20%, 8% on average) by exploiting the stash’s global addressability and visibility. The improvements are especially good for LUD, NW, and PF, which exploit the stash’s global visibility to reuse data across kernels.

StashG, which converts global accesses to stash accesses, shows a further modest improvement in execution time by exploiting the stash’s ability to remove index computations (index computations performed by the core for a global access are now performed more efficiently by the Stash − map in hardware). As discussed below, StashG further reduces the instruction count compared to Stash. As a result, using the stash organization for all accesses (StashG) reduces execution time by up to 22% (10% on average). This shows that more data access patterns can take advantage of the stash.

Figure 4.5b shows that the stash configurations also reduce energy compared to Scratch. Com-
pared to \textit{Scratch}, \textit{Stash} uses the stash’s global addressability to remove explicit copies and reduce both GPU core energy and L1 cache energy. By converting global accesses to stash accesses, \textit{StashG} reduces energy even further. The stash’s global addressing also removes cache pollution, which affects the performance for applications like BP, and decreases the L1 cache energy compared to the scratchpad. There are two positive energy implications when the global accesses are converted to stash accesses: (i) a stash access is more energy-efficient compared to a cache access; and (ii) the index computations performed by the \textit{Stash} – \textit{map} mentioned above consume less energy (which reduces ‘GPU core+’ portion for \textit{StashG} compared to \textit{Stash}). These advantages help \textit{StashG} to reduce energy by 16% (max 30%) compared to \textit{Scratch}.

Figure 4.5c shows that many applications also benefit from the stash’s global addressing, which improves execution time by reducing instruction count by an average of 12% (26% max) compared to \textit{Scratch}. This reduction is more significant for applications that use the scratchpad/stash heavily, such as LUD, NW, PF, SURF, and BP. \textit{StashG} further reduces instructions (17% on average compared to \textit{Scratch}). Stencil’s instruction count sees the most benefit from converting global accesses to stash accesses (\textit{Stash} vs. \textit{StashG}). This happens because Stencil has several data structures that are perform global accesses in the original application. By converting these accesses to stash accesses, many index computations can be efficiently done in hardware by the \textit{Stash}–\textit{map}.

As Figure 4.5d shows, in general neither \textit{Stash} nor \textit{StashG} significantly affects network traffic compared to \textit{Scratch}. On average, \textit{Stash} and \textit{StashG} reduce network traffic by 1% and 6%, respectively, compared to \textit{Scratch}. For PF, both stash configurations show increased writeback traffic. This occurs because the cache size (32KB) is larger than the stash size (16KB), which helps \textit{Scratch} avoid evicting in-use data to the L2. Since the stash bypasses the cache, the larger cache space goes unused in the stash configurations. As a result, when the stash space fills up, data must be evicted to the L2. Increasing the stash size to 48KB (and a 32KB cache, which is largely unused in this configuration) completely eliminates the increased writeback traffic. Moreover, this demonstrates how a system with support for dynamic reconfiguration of on-chip memory can be useful. The stash configurations also have increased read traffic for LUD. The reason for this behavior is similar to that of the Implicit microbenchmark: as the stash keeps data around, future accesses sometimes result in indirection through the directory. As mentioned previously, a prediction mechanism to
determine the remote location of data could help resolve this issue.

Overall, these results show that the stash effectively combines the benefits of scratchpads and caches to provide higher performance and lower energy even for current applications that are not designed to exploit the stash’s new use cases. When both scratchpad and cache accesses are converted to stash accesses, across all seven applications, on average execution time is reduced by 10% and energy is reduced by 14%.

**StashG vs. ScratchGD vs. StashGP**

As discussed earlier, in addition to avoiding instruction count overhead, compared to StashG, ScratchGD also has a potential advantage of prefetching the data. StashGP applies a similar prefetching optimization to StashG. As the applications are not written to exploit the other benefits the stash provides over ScratchGD (e.g., on-demand accesses and reuse of data), the (small) performance and energy differences between StashG, ScratchGD, and StashGP primarily come from prefetching. However, as Figure 4.6 shows, prefetching does not significantly improve on StashG: on average ScratchGD and StashG enhanced with a similar prefetching optimization reduce execution time by < 3% vs. StashG.

Nevertheless, prefetching provides some benefits for all of the applications except Stencil, which accesses the scratchpad/stash data immediately after loading it. For this subset of applications, on average ScratchGD and StashGP reduces execution time by 4% and 5%, respectively, compared to StashG. The slight improvement of StashGP over ScratchGD occurs because StashGP does not block the core for pending prefetch requests. The difference in energy consumption across these three configurations is negligible (< 0.5% on average). None of the three configurations incur any instruction count overhead and see the same instruction count: ScratchGD employs DMA to mitigate extraneous, explicit instructions while StashG and StashGP implicitly move data into the stash. However, prefetching sometimes hurts network traffic by fetching unnecessary data. Overall, prefetching data for these applications only provides a small benefit.

---

9For continuity, we include Scratch in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of the prefetching configurations for the seven benchmarks, normalized to *Scratch*. 
4.8 Summary

Efficient data movement is essential for designing energy efficient heterogeneous systems. To obtain high performance and energy efficiency, modern heterogeneous systems often use specialized memories, such as scratchpads. Software-managed scratchpads are directly addressable and provide compact storage, but are not globally addressable or visible because they exist in a private, incoherent address space. As a result, despite the tremendous potential gains scratchpads can provide, they are not as widely used as caches. In comparison, hardware-managed caches are widely used because they can transparently exploit spatial and temporal locality without information from the software. However, caches have indirect, hardware-managed addressing and do not provide compact storage. As a result, programmers and hardware designers currently have to choose either scratchpads or caches.

In this chapter, we introduce a new memory organization, stash. With the stash, programmers and hardware designers no longer need to choose either scratchpads or caches – the stash provides the benefits of both caches and scratchpads. The stash makes specialized memories globally addressable and coherent while retaining the benefits of direct addressing and compact storage. Although there are some situations, such as irregular accesses, where caches should still be used, the results show that the stash provides better performance and energy efficiency than either caches or scratchpads. Thus, the stash represents an important step forward in efficiently moving data throughout the memory hierarchy of heterogeneous systems.

The stash also introduces new use cases, such as inter-kernel reuse of stash data. The stash can also be used to optimize storage for a more diverse set of data structures and applications. Since the stash is kept coherent and the stash is more energy efficient than the cache, the stash can achieve the benefits of direct addressability and compact storage even for data that is not amenable to traditional scratchpad storage (e.g., data that is accessed only once). Coherence also allows stash to exploit application properties such as inter-kernel reuse that are not captured with a software-managed memory. As a result, specialized memory can be used for a broader class of applications than is currently feasible.

In addition to creating new use cases, our work on the stash potentially enables many new research opportunities. Caches and scratchpads are only two of the memory organizations used in
today’s heterogeneous systems. Other specialized private memory structures such as FIFOs, stream buffers, and vector registers suffer from the same inefficiencies as scratchpads. Like scratchpads, these memory organizations require explicit data movement from the coherent global address space. Thus, the ideas underlying the stash architecture can be applied to integrate other specialized, private memories into the unified, coherent, global address space. By making these specialized, private memories globally addressable and coherent, data can be moved more efficiently throughout the memory hierarchy.

In addition to showing how other private memories can be made globally visible and coherent, the stash also opens up several other exciting research directions. First, the stash can be made even more efficient by applying optimizations such as providing a flexible (vs. cache line based) communication granularity. Second, the stash’s ability to reuse data provides opportunities for new stash-aware scheduling algorithms. Third, using dynamically reconfigurable SRAMs will allow the stash and cache to use different sizes for different applications. Finally, the stash can also be used on other compute units such as CPUs. We further discuss the future directions enabled by the stash in Section 7.2.3.
Chapter 5

HeteroSync: A Benchmark Suite for Fine-Grained Synchronization

5.1 Motivation

As the amount of research on optimizing the memory hierarchy of heterogeneous systems increases, it is important to be able to compare the various approaches. For example, in addition to our work, there has been several recent papers on coherence and consistency for heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems [15, 92, 71, 121]. Many of these papers introduce new microbenchmarks to measure the efficiency of their proposed changes, but often use different benchmarks that make it difficult to compare the proposed schemes.

To help alleviate this problem, we create a new microbenchmark suite, HeteroSync, that contains synchronization microbenchmarks. Specifically, HeteroSync combines the SyncPrims microbenchmarks from Section 2.6 and the relaxed atomic microbenchmarks from Section 3.3. We will release HeteroSync shortly to provide a standard set of microbenchmarks for future work. Additionally, HeteroSync allows researchers to explore the differences between various synchronization algorithms, coherence protocols, and consistency models for CPU-GPU systems.

Our results in this chapter (Section 5.3) demonstrate how HeteroSync can be used in this manner: we analyze the scalability of the HeteroSync algorithms, the GPU and DeNovoA coherence protocols, and the DRF0, DRFrI, and HRF memory consistency models. We show that HeteroSync highlights the differences between different algorithms, coherence protocols, and consistency models as the number of CUs varies. For locally scoped microbenchmarks, DeNovoA with DRF and GPU coherence with HRF scale much better than the GPU coherence with DRF. For the hybrid and globally scoped SyncPrims, DeNovoA with DRF scales better than all other configurations. The relaxed atomics microbenchmarks show mixed scalability results: for some microbenchmarks relaxed atomics improve scalability, while for others they increase execution time, only provide
small benefits, or are unaffected by scaling the number of CUs.

Other prior work designed more efficient algorithms with fine-grained synchronization for discrete GPUs [41, 61, 62, 98, 115, 162] or collaborative CPU-GPU computing [69, 150]. But unlike our work they either do not consider tightly-coupled systems or mostly focus on applications that do not use fine-grained synchronization. We further address related work in Section 6.4.

5.2 Methodology

The simulations use a setup similar to Sections 2.5 and 3.5. The only difference from Table 2.3 is that the number of CUs varies from 1 to 15.

5.2.1 Configurations

We evaluate the following configurations, using the same implementations as Chapters 2 and 3:

**GPU-DRF0 (GD0):** GD0 combines the baseline DRF memory model (no scopes) with GPU coherence and performs all synchronization accesses at the L2 cache.

**GPU-HRF (GH):** GH uses GPU coherence and HRF’s HRF-Indirect memory model. GH performs locally scoped synchronization accesses at the L1s and globally scoped synchronization accesses at the L2.

**DeNovoA-DRF0 (DD0):** DD0 uses the DeNovoSync0 coherence protocol (without regions), a DRF0 memory model, and performs all synchronization accesses at the L1 (after registration)

**GPU-DRFrlx (GDR):** GDR uses GPU coherence with the DRFrlx memory model, which allows it to overlap relaxed atomics.

**DeNovoA-DRFrlx (DDR):** DDR uses DeNovoA coherence and the DRFrlx memory model.

Some of these configurations are only useful for analyzing either the SyncPrims or relaxed atomics microbenchmarks. Thus, in our evaluation we do not use GDR or DDR for the SyncPrims microbenchmarks (since they do not use relaxed atomics) and do not use GH for the relaxed atomics microbenchmarks (since only Flags would benefit from scoped synchronization). We use the remainder of the configurations for all of HeteroSync’s microbenchmarks. Since our focus is the GPU, for all configurations, the CPU always uses the DeNovoA coherence protocol. We also

---

1To avoid cluttering the graphs, we do not include results for DD+RO, but we observed similar trends.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA Mutex (FAM_G)</td>
<td>4 TBs/CU, 10 Ld&amp;St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mutex (SLM_G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex (SPM_G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex with backoff (SPMBO_G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore (SS_G)</td>
<td>4 TBs/CU, readers: 10 Ld/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Semaphore with backoff (SSBO_G)</td>
<td>writers: 30 St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Local or Hybrid Synchronization** | |
| FA Mutex (FAM\_L) | 4 TBs/CU, 10 Ld&St/thr/iter |
| Sleep Mutex (SLM\_L) | |
| Spin Mutex (SPM\_L) | |
| Spin Mutex+backoff (SPMBO\_L) | |
| Tree Barrier with local data exchange (TRBEX\_LG) | |
| Tree Barrier (TRB\_LG) | |
| Lock-Free Tree Barr with local data exchange (LFTRBEX\_LG) | |
| Lock-Free Tree Barr (LFTRB\_LG) | |
| Spin Semaphore (SS\_L) | 4 TBs/CU, readers: 10 Ld/thr/iter |
| Spin Semaphore with backoff (SSBO\_L) | writers: 30 St/thr/iter |

Table 5.1: SyncPrims microbenchmarks with input sizes used for scaling study. The version of each microbenchmark with local and global scope are again denoted with a '_L' and '_G', respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microbenchmark</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microbenchmarks</td>
<td>Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags[15,15]</td>
<td>60 TBs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram (H)[124]</td>
<td>256 KB, 256 bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram_global (HG)[124]</td>
<td>64 TBs, 256 KB, 256 bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram_global (HG-2K)[124]</td>
<td>64 TBs, 256 KB, 2K bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram_global-Non-Order (HG-NO)</td>
<td>64 TBs, 256 KB, 256 bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Locks (ML)[64]</td>
<td>512 TBs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RefCounter (RC)[151]</td>
<td>64 TBs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seqlocks (SEQ)[33]</td>
<td>512 TBs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SplitCounter (SPC)[111]</td>
<td>112 TBs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Relaxed atomic microbenchmarks with input sizes used for scaling study.

assume support for performing synchronization accesses (using atomics) at the L1 and L2. Finally, we use self-relative speedups to compare the execution time of the microbenchmarks.

5.2.2 Benchmarks

We examine how HeteroSync’s performance scales as the number of CUs vary from 1 to 15, using the algorithms we described in detail in Sections 2.6 and 3.3. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the microbenchmarks and the input sizes we use\[2\]. All codes use a single CPU core. For all relaxed atomic microbenchmarks, we use strong scaling: as the number of CUs increase, the total amount of work stays the same but is divided across more CUs. For the relaxed atomics scaling study, we

\[2\]The input sizes differ slightly from Chapters 2 and 3 to explore what happens for larger inputs.
focus on the difference between using fully relaxed atomics (GDR, DDR) and SC atomics (GD0, DD0).

For all SyncPrims, we perform 100 iterations of the critical section for two versions described in Section 2.6: a locally scoped version that shares data locally on an CU (denoted with “L”) and a globally scoped version that shares data globally (denoted with “G”). The tree barriers, which use both local and global scope, are denoted with “LG.” We use weak scaling for all SyncPrims: as the number of CUs increase, the amount of work per thread (and per CU) remains constant. Thus, as the numbers of CUs increase contention also increases for the hybrid and globally scoped microbenchmarks; contention stays the same for the locally scoped microbenchmarks because they only compete with other threads on the same CU. Although we would have preferred to use strong scaling, the SyncPrims microbenchmarks was designed to do weak scaling. For the SyncPrims scaling study, we focus on the difference between GD, GH, and DD.

5.3 Results

Respectively, Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show how the local/hybrid scoped SyncPrims, globally scoped SyncPrims, and relaxed atomics microbenchmarks in HeteroSync scale as the number of CUs varies. Overall, our results show the benefits to emerging coherence and consistency techniques for heterogeneous systems and how the microbenchmarks are able to pinpoint differences in these approaches. For the locally scoped microbenchmarks, DD and GH provide near perfect scaling, due to low contention (recall we analyze weak scaling for these benchmarks). However, GD0 scales poorly due to increased contention. For the hybrid and globally scoped SyncPrims, increasing the number of CUs increases contention and execution time for GH and DD, but DD scales better than GH. The relaxed atomics microbenchmarks show mixed results: for some microbenchmarks relaxed atomics improve (strong) scalability, while for others they increase execution time, only provide small benefits, or are unaffected by scaling the number of CUs. Below we describe all of these results and their implications in more detail.

\[\text{Regardless of the number of CUs, we keep the size and access latencies for each level of the memory hierarchy constant.}\]
5.3.1 Local/Hybrid SyncPrims

**Mutexes:** The locally scoped mutex algorithms (Figure 5.1a-5.1d) all show similar scaling trends: with weak scaling, *GH* and *DD* provide near perfect scaling while *GD* suffers from increased contention and scales poorly. *GH* and *DD* scale well because they can keep the data local and perform the atomics at the L1 cache; *GD* scales poorly because it writes through all dirty data on releases, invalidates all valid data on acquires, and performs atomics at the L2. For all locally scoped mutexes, as shown in Section 2.7.2, as the number of CUs increase, *GH* and *DD* clearly outperform *GD*, while *GH* slightly outperforms *DD*. Furthermore, as the number of CUs increases, as expected, *GD*’s execution time increases due to increased contention at the L2 for the atomic variables.

As discussed in Section 2.6, the locally scoped mutex algorithms have per-CU mutexes. As a result, contention for a given mutex is low. Thus, we see that all of the mutex algorithms obtain similar execution times. The one exception is SLM_L, where the decentralized ticket lock increases execution time (e.g., 24% for *DD* with 15 CUs) over the centralized ticket lock. Thus, as expected, decentralizing the ticket lock does not help in cases of low contention.

**Semaphores:** The locally scoped semaphores (Figure 5.1e and 5.1f) have very different scaling trends: *GH* and *DD* do not have perfect scaling and *GD* scales much worse than it did in the mutex algorithms. *GD* scales poorly because it has even more synchronization accesses than the mutexes and these accesses must be performed at the L2 – whereas *GH* (since scope is local) and *DD* can access the variables locally. The semaphore’s reader-writer format also impacts whether *DD* or *GH* provides the best performance. When the writer enters the semaphore first (as happens to be the case for SS_L, 4 CUs), *DD* slightly outperforms *GH* for SS_L because it immediately obtains ownership for read-write data and can reuse it across subsequent acquires and releases. However, when the readers enter the semaphore first, DeNovoA must invalidate this data; in comparison, *GH* exploits the scope information to retain the data. Adding backoff (SSBO_L) reduces *DD*’s overheads such that *GH* and *DD* provide similar performance (*GH* is 9% better than *DD* for 8 CUs, and 4% better for 15 CUs).

**Barriers:** As the number of CUs increase, the barrier algorithms (Figure 5.1g-5.1j) execution time

---

4 Although contention for a given mutex is low, since *GD* sends all atomics to the L2, L2 contention increases as the number of CUs increase, which hurts *GD*’s scalability.
Figure 5.1: Weak scaling results for local and hybrid scoped synchronization benchmarks.
increases for GD, GH and DD. Although the local barriers stays the same, more TBs join the global barrier as the number of CUs increase. Nevertheless, DD and GH’s ability to retain some of the data locally reduces execution time compared to GD (e.g., DD is 12% better than GD for 2 CU’s). Moreover, adding local data exchange (TRBEX\_LG, LFTRBEX\_LG) further increases DD’s benefits over GD, because they can reuse this data. These results confirm our finding that DD outperforms GH when hybrid scope is used (Figure 2.3), but also show that the amount DD and GH benefit over GD varies with the number of CUs. Moreover, as expected, compared to the atomic tree barrier the lock-free tree barrier reduces execution time (e.g., GD is 28% faster for 8 CUs) and scales better.

5.3.2 Global SyncPrims

Mutexes: Since GD and GH provide the same performance when scope is global, we only show GH in Figure 5.2. As the number of CUs increase, as expected both GH and DD scale poorly.
Nevertheless, $DD$ always scales better than $GH$ for all globally scoped mutexes (Figure 5.2a-5.2d) because it is better able to exploit reuse of written data and atomics, which we previously showed only for 15 CUs (Figure 2.4). For example, for 8 CUs, $DD$ outperforms $GH$ by 24%, 29%, 33%, and 32%, respectively, for SPM\_G, SPMBO\_G, FAM\_G, and SLM\_G.

SPMBO\_G again does not reduce execution time compared to SPM\_G, despite increased contention for the globally shared mutexes. SPMBO\_G performs backoff by executing instructions (NO-OPs). Thus, even though SPMBO\_G reduces contention for the shared mutex, it does not reduce execution time. However, for higher levels of contention (e.g., 15 CUs) SLM\_G’s decentralized ticket lock is more scalable than FAM\_G for $DD$ (but not $GH$) because $DeNovoA$ allows threads to spin locally in their L1 caches.

**Semaphores:** Execution time also increases for the globally scoped semaphores (Figure 5.2e and 5.2f) as contention increases. For SS\_G, increasing contention hurts $DD$ more than $GH$ because more ownership requests must be sent to remote L1s. For 15 CUs, $DD$ is 8% worse than $GH$. Introducing backoff significantly reduces execution time (63% for $DD$, 55% for $GH$ with 15 CUs) and $DD$ has 11% less execution time than $GH$.

### 5.3.3 Relaxed Atomics

We use strong scaling for the relaxed atomics microbenchmarks. ML, RC, SPC, and SEQ (Figure 5.3f-5.3i) see significant reductions in execution time when the number of CUs increase. This shows that they are able to effectively partition the work across the CUs, especially through 8 CUs. Using relaxed atomics also reduces execution time for RC, SPC, and SEQ, although the gains are sometimes small. In the best case, for SPC with 4 CUs, $DDR$ ($GDR$) reduces execution time by 36% (22%) over $DD0$ ($GD0$). However, ML does not see the same effect – relaxed atomics always increase execution time due to increased contention. Although $DeNovoA$’s ability to reuse data lessens the impact (in the worst case, with 8 CUs, $DDR$ increases execution time by 3% over $DD0$), with GPU coherence the increased contention is especially harmful (in the worst case, with 8 CUs, $GDR$ increases execution time by 17% over $GD0$).

Moreover, $DeNovoA$ reduces execution time compared to GPU coherence regardless of the number of CUs used, by reusing written data and atomics. For example, for SPC with 15 CUs,
Figure 5.3: Strong scaling results for relaxed atomic benchmarks.

DDR reduces execution time by 51% over GDR. Similarly, for ML with 15 CUs, DDR reduces execution time by 24% over GDR. In general, relaxed atomics improve the scalability of these algorithms, although there are some exceptions (ML as discussed above, SPC, with 8 and 15 CUs with GDR, and SEQ, with 15 CUs for GDR and DDR) where the extra contention caused hurts scalability.

Flags (Figure 5.3a) execution time scales similarly to LFTRB_LG, because the lock-free tree barrier makes up a significant portion of Flags’ execution time. Nevertheless, as the number of
CUs increases, the benefits from using relaxed atomics increase (for 15 CUs, 9% less execution time for DDR vs. DD0 and GDR vs. GD0) and GPU coherence reduces execution time more than DeNovoA because of the overhead of remote L1 ownership requests.

Different histograms show different scaling trends. H (Figure 5.3b) scales well because it uses the scratchpad to keep a private, local count of the counter updates before it updates the global counters. This reduces contention for the shared counters by reducing the number of updates. As a result, as expected, H performs much better than the histograms that perform all updates globally (HG and HG-2K). As the number of CUs increases, contention increases because there is less work done per TB. However, there are still relatively few shared counter updates, so all configurations provide roughly equivalent performance (with 15 CUs, DD0 reduces execution time by 3% over GD0, and DDR reduces execution time by 1% over DD0). If the number of CUs were increased even further, the differences between configurations would potentially grow.

Unlike H, HG-NO (Figure 5.3e) is relatively unaffected by increasing the number of CUs. This is not surprising, because HG-NO only uses a single TB. Thus, increasing the number of CUs only affects which CU may own the data from the previous phase of the application (HG). Relaxed atomics reduce execution time, but the gains are small (≤ 6% in all cases) and are unaffected by varying the number of CUs.

Increasing the number of CUs shows mixed results for HG and HG-2K (Figure 5.3c and 5.3d). For example, for HG, increasing the number of CUs from 1 to 2 increases execution time by 3% for DD0 and 10% for DDR. Increasing the number of histogram bins (HG-2K) reduces the gap between DeNovoA and GPU coherence (with 2 and 4 CUs), but does not eliminate it. Similarly, using relaxed atomics with DeNovoA does not help for 2 and 4 CUs due to MSHR saturation. However, as the number of CUs increases, DeNovoA is able to overcome this overhead and reduce execution time compared to GPU coherence. Similarly, DDR reduces execution time by 6% over DD0 when there are more CUs by enabling more overlap of requests in the memory system. GDR does not significantly improve on GD0 because of increased contention. Thus, HG and HG-2K show mixed scalability results, which earlier results in this section did not show, and relaxed atomics do not significantly improve scalability.

---

5To stress the memory system, HG and HG-2K do 4X more binning than H. This exaggerates the gap between HG/HG-2K and H. However, the general trends still hold when HG and HG-2K perform the same binning as H.
5.4 Summary

In Chapters 2 and 3, we have demonstrated to design a more efficient memory hierarchy for heterogeneous systems by adjusting the division of complexity between coherence and consistency in modern heterogeneous systems and providing better support for relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems. Here, we examine how these solutions perform as the system for different sized systems using HeteroSync, a new benchmark suite that contains various synchronization microbenchmarks.

HeteroSync allows us to compare algorithm scalability, coherence protocols, and consistency models for heterogeneous systems. Our results show that many of the trends we observed in Chapters 2 and 3 hold as the number of CUs vary. In general, DeNovoA scales better than GPU coherence, especially as contention increases, although using an HRF consistency model improves GPU coherence’s scalability for microbenchmarks that can take advantage of HRF’s locally scoped synchronizations. However, the relaxed atomics microbenchmarks do not always scale well due to increased contention in the memory system. These results show how HeteroSync can be used as a standard set of benchmarks by researchers to compare the efficiency of their schemes to prior work.
Chapter 6

Related Work

6.1 Coherence & Consistency for Heterogeneous Systems

Recently, there has been significant work on optimizing coherence and consistency for heterogeneous systems. Here, we compare these approaches our work.

6.1.1 Memory Consistency Models

As discussed in Chapter 2, the HRF memory model provides a scoped, relaxed memory model for heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems with write-through GPU L1 caches and software-managed coherence [77]. HRF uses scopes to improve performance by keeping invalidations local as much as possible. Unfortunately scoped synchronization is difficult for programmers to reason about and significantly complicates the consistency model. Scoped synchronizations require the programmer/compiler to identify at which level in the hierarchy data is shared at. When this information is unavailable or uncertain, software must be overly conservative and may invalidate useful data. Our work shows that we can provide equivalent or better performance, without using scopes, across a wide range of workloads.

The HRF-Relaxed memory model addresses many of HRF’s shortcomings by generalizing it to allow formalization of and reasoning about more complicated memory models and relaxed atomics [63]. However, HRF-Relaxed is even more complex than HRF. Batty, et al. have also developed a similar memory model [28] that formally proves that a partial order over the memory operations is sufficient for SC-for-DRF. Unlike our work, none of this work examines how to provide SC semantics for relaxed atomics.

Other prior work on memory consistency models for GPUs found that the TSO and relaxed memory models did not significantly outperform SC in a system with MOESI coherence and write-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reuse Written Data</td>
<td>Reuse written data across synchs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse Valid Data</td>
<td>Reuse cached valid data across synchs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Bursty Traffic</td>
<td>Avoid bursts of writes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Invalidations/ACKs</td>
<td>Decreased network traffic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoupled Granularity</td>
<td>Only transfer useful data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse Synchronization</td>
<td>Efficient support for fine-grained synch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Sharing</td>
<td>Efficient support for work stealing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Comparison of DeNovoA to other GPU coherence schemes. The read-only region enhancement to DeNovoA also allows valid data reuse for read-only data.

back caches [72, 73]. However, the work does not measure the coherence overhead of the studied configurations or evaluate alternative coherence protocols. Furthermore, DeNovoA also has several advantages over an ownership-based MOESI protocol, as discussed in Section 2.2.

### 6.1.2 Coherence Protocols

There has also been significant prior work on optimizing coherence protocols for standalone GPUs or CPU-GPU systems. Although conventional hardware protocols such as MESI support fine-grained synchronization with DRF, prior research has shown that they are a poor fit for conventional GPU applications [71, 141]. Additionally, the DeNovo project has shown that for CPUs, DeNovo provides comparable or better performance than MESI at much less complexity [46, 152, 153].

Other recent work has also improved coherence for GPUs [141] or heterogeneous systems [93]. These protocols provide some of the same benefits as DeNovoA, but do not consider fine-grained synchronization or impact on consistency models [138]. Table 6.1 compares DD to the most closely related prior work across the key features from Table 2.2.

**HSC [125]**: Heterogeneous System Coherence (HSC) is a hierarchical, ownership-based CPU-GPU cache coherence protocol. HSC provides the same advantages as the ownership-based protocols we discussed in Section 2.2. By adding coarse-grained hardware regions [141] to MOESI, HSC aggregates coherence traffic and reduces MOESI’s network traffic overheads when used with GPUs. However, HSC’s coarse regions restrict data layout and the types of communication that can effectively occur. For example, if the communication frequency does not conform to the hierarchical assumptions of the hardware, region coherence could add to network overhead and may harm performance. Moreover, HSC’s coherence protocol is significantly more complex than DeNovoA.

---

1 HSC’s regions aggregate coherence traffic for consecutive cache lines while DeNovoA’s regions pass information from the software to the hardware to perform selective self-invalidation.
TemporalCoherence [14] & FusionCoherence [93]: FusionCoherence and TemporalCoherence use timestamp-based protocols for fixed function accelerators that utilize self-invalidations and self-downgrades and thus provide many of the same benefits as DD. However, this work does not consider fine-grained synchronization or impact on consistency models.

QuickRelease [71]: QuickRelease reduces the overhead of synchronization operations in conventional GPU coherence protocols and allows data to be reused across synchronization points. QuickRelease adds store FIFOs next to the caches to track what data is dirty and needs to be written through to the LLC at the next synchronization point, which reduces overhead. However, QuickRelease requires broadcast invalidations to ensure that no stale data can be accessed. Additionally, QuickRelease does not have efficient support for algorithms with dynamic sharing: all shared data must use the LLC in algorithms with dynamic sharing.

RemoteScopes [121, 159]: RemoteScopes improves on QuickRelease by providing better support for algorithms with dynamic sharing. In the common case, dynamically shared data synchronizes with a local scope and when data is shared, RemoteScopes “promotes” the scope of the synchronization access to a larger common scope to synchronize properly. Although RemoteScopes improves performance for applications with dynamic sharing, because it does not obtain ownership, it must use acknowledgments and other heavyweight hardware mechanisms to ensure that no stale data is accessed. For example, RemoteScopes flushes the entire cache on acquires and uses broadcast invalidations and acknowledgments to ensure data is flushed. In comparison, DeNovoA provides the same support but is much simpler, does not cause extra cache flushes, and does not require the programmer to add an additional “remote scope” to each synchronization access.

Overall, while each of the coherence protocols in previous work provides some of the same benefits as DD, none of them provide all of the benefits of DD. Furthermore, none of the above work explores the impact of ownership on consistency models.

6.1.3 Subsequent Coherence Protocols

Some subsequent work adopted a similar approach to ours. For example, UMH applies similar ideas to ours to systems with multiple GPUs [165]. Koukos, et al. also examine how to design efficient, tightly coupled CPU-GPU systems with a unified address space and coherent caches [92].
To do this, they extend the VIPS coherence protocol \([3, 52, 84, 85, 131, 132, 133, 134]\) (which is similar to DeNovo, as prior work has discussed \([151]\)). The CPU cores use VIPS and the GPU CUs use GPU-style coherence, and the system uses the HRF consistency model. Thus, their system is similar to \(GH\). One key difference is that their system is hierarchical and uses a private-shared classifier to avoid flushing and invalidating private data to lower levels of the system.

Heterogeneous Lazy Release Consistency (hLRC) also builds on DeNovoA. Unlike DeNovoA, hLRC only obtains ownership for synchronization variables, and writes through dirty data to the LLC \([15]\). hLRC avoids conservatively invalidating data and reduces LLC pressure for written data. The authors show that this provides a 7% improvement on DeNovoA. In Section 7.2.1, we discuss how future work could combine the hLRC and DeNovoA’s approaches.

Other subsequent work focuses on integrating discrete GPUs with CPUs from other vendors \([9]\). In these systems it is more difficult to implement full HW cache coherence since the CPU and GPU vendors are different. Their solution is do selective caching: GPU caches only cache data that do not require coherence updates from the CPU (a cuckoo filter is used to identify uncacheable data). As a result, only data that is accessed privately by the GPU is cached on the GPU, which reduces the overhead of coherence transactions. This approach works well for the streaming applications the authors focus on. However, for applications with fine-grained synchronization and communication across the CPU and GPU, the overheads are likely to be higher. Other work takes a similar approach for streaming workloads when the vendor designs both the CPU and GPU \([27]\).

### 6.2 Relaxed Atomics

As relaxed atomics have been a long-standing open problem in the concurrency community, many others have also explored how to make it easier to use relaxed atomics. Here we discuss how this work relates to ours.

#### 6.2.1 Memory Consistency Models

As discussed in Chapter 2, the HSA, HRF, and OpenCL memory models seek to mitigate the overhead of atomics with another construct: scoped synchronization \([28, 63, 77, 78, 96]\). These models allow the programmer to distinguish some atomics as having local scope (vs. global scope).
while retaining SC semantics. The HSA memory model adds relaxed atomics to HRF’s memory model but, unlike DRFrlx, does not provide SC semantics in the presence of relaxed atomics. However, scoped synchronization based models do not address the overheads for globally scoped synchronization. Additionally, in Chapter 2, we showed that with an appropriate coherence protocol (e.g., the DeNovoA protocol), scopes are not worth the added complexity to the memory model.

Other work has tried to improve support for relaxed atomics in C, C++, Java, HSA, HRF, and OpenCL [28, 63, 78, 81, 83, 92, 123]. We take a different approach, motivated by how developers use relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems, and extend the existing DRF memory models to incorporate these use cases with SC-centric guarantees. Previous work has also examined how applications with relaxed atomics behave on various multi-core CPUs with weak memory models [67, 130] and GPUs [143, 144]. In addition to exploring the performance benefits of certain fencing schemes, this work also demonstrates the difficulty in correctly synchronizing applications on architectures that do not use SC-centric consistency models, which further motivates designing simpler, SC-centric consistency models.

Others have examined how GPUs perform for the SC, TSO, and SPARC RMO memory models [72, 73]. They found that the TSO and relaxed memory models did not significantly outperform the SC memory model. However, they do not consider the impact of relaxed atomics. Additionally, recent work has examined graph analytics workloads on GPUs [12, 161]. These papers motivate our work, because they show that graph analytics workloads suffer from poor GPU support for atomics, load imbalance, inefficient utilization of L1 caches, and cache misses – issues that our work helps resolve.

Finally, recent work has been examining how to properly specify, verify, and translate memory consistency models in existing systems [101, 102, 103, 105, 108, 107, 155]. The authors have found numerous deficiencies, especially in weak memory consistency models. These findings demonstrate the fragility of existing memory consistency models and further motivate our work to use the simpler, easier-to-understand DRF memory consistency model. Furthermore, if DRFrlx is adopted, we view their work as being complementary, because it should make it easier to ensure that DRFrlx is specified, verified, and translated correctly.
6.2.2 Memory Orderings

This work focuses on memory order relaxed. However, some applications use other relaxed memory orderings such as the release and acquire memory orderings. For example, Seqlocks’ reader-side seq accesses can use release-acquire ordering [33]. Since these memory orderings are not our focus, we do not explore them in this work. However, PLpc’s [5] unessential operations and loop reads/writes could be used to ensure SC for some of these applications.

Memory_order_consume can improve performance compared to memory_order_acquire by relaxing the ordering of subsequent memory accesses with respect to the consume operation [112]. Specifically, when there is dependency ordering between a paired write is dependency ordered before a load consume and the load consume carries a dependency to some later memory reference, then any memory reference(s) before the paired write will happen before it. Consume provides some similar relaxations to quantum, but allows less reorderings because it relies on dependencies for ordering, whereas quantum does not have any such ordering constraints and thus can be reordered more. Moreover, it is hard for compilers to correctly identify dependence ordering [112] and the C++17 standard advises against its use, as it does not appreciably improve performance over acquire [142].

6.2.3 Other Related Work

Coup also exploits commutativity to improve performance of updates to shared data [163]. By adding an ‘update’ state to the coherence protocol, multiple caches may perform commutative updates in parallel to a given cache line. Although our work also exploits commutativity, Coup focuses on how to efficiently support commutative operations in the coherence protocol, whereas we created a new memory model that provides more robust semantics for several classes of atomic operations, not just commutative atomics. Coup also requires adding new states to the MESI coherence protocol, which is already very complicated; our work does not require any changes to the coherence protocol.

Although conventional hardware protocols such as MESI also reduce the benefits of relaxed atomics, we do not compare to them in this work because prior research has observed that they incur significant complexity (e.g., writer-initiated invalidations, directory overhead, and many transient
states leading to cache state overhead) and are a poor fit for conventional GPU applications. Instead we use the DeNovoA coherence protocol, which has been shown to provide provides comparable or better performance than MESI at much less complexity for multi-core CPUs and heterogeneous systems (Chapter 2).

Recently domain specific languages (DSLs) like Delite, Halide, and TensorFlow have emerged and made it easier to write portable, high performance programs for heterogeneous systems. As it relates to relaxed atomics (and memory consistency models in general), a key property of these DSLs is that the only expert programmers (or compilers) writing the DSLs need to use relaxed atomics – the programmers who use the DSLs can effectively ignore these issues in favor of higher level constructs that the DSLs provide. However, relaxed atomics are extremely important for obtaining high performance in heterogeneous systems, and DSLs like Delite, Halide, and TensorFlow are often based on languages like C++ and CUDA, whose semantics for using relaxed atomics correctly are broken (as discussed in Chapter 3). Thus, although DSLs may make it easier for programmers to ignore relaxed atomics, having better semantics for relaxed atomics will make it easier for the DSL developers to create DSLs that are portable, correct, and high performance. Additionally, DSLs that use relaxed atomics are similar to libraries using relaxed atomics – a relaxed atomic used within the higher level DSL constructs does not require the user to understand the construct’s implementation as long as the DSL developer properly conveys the expected pre- and post-conditions for SC executions of the (quantum-equivalent) program.

6.3 Private Memories

The most relevant work to the stash was published concurrently with the stash. Like stash, it also examines how to make scratchpads globally visible and coherent but focuses on how to provide software and compiler support for the co-existence of caches and scratchpads on a given CPU. In comparison, we focus on providing efficient hardware support for globally visible and coherent scratchpads in GPUs.

There is also much prior work on improving private memories for CPUs and GPUs. Table compares the most closely related work to stash (other than) using the benefits from Table.

Bypassing L1: (MUBUF): L1 bypass does not pollute the L1 when transferring data between
Table 6.2: Comparison of stash and prior work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directly addressed</td>
<td>No HW translation access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗ (on hit)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No tag access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No conflict misses</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact storage</td>
<td>Efficiently use SRAM storage</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global addressing</td>
<td>Implicit data movement</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Don’t pollute other memories</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On-demand loads</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global visibility</td>
<td>Lazy writebacks to global AS</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuse across kernels or phases</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied to GPU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

global memory and the scratchpad, but does not offer any other benefits of the stash.

**Change Data Layout:** (Impulse [40], Dymaxion [45]): By compacting data that will be accessed together, this technique provides an advantage over conventional caches, but does not explicitly provide other benefits of scratchpads.

**Elide Tag:** (TLC [136], TCE [164]): This technique optimizes conventional caches by removing the need for tag accesses (and TLB accesses for TCE) on hits. Thus, this technique provides some of the benefits scratchpads provide in addition to the benefits of caches. However, it relies on high cache hit rates (which are not common for GPUs) and does not remove conflict misses or provide compact storage of the stash.

**Virtual Private Memories** (VLS [49], Hybrid Cache [47], BiN [48], Accelerator Store [106]): Virtualizing private memories like scratchpads provides many of the benefits of scratchpads and caches. Like scratchpads, these techniques do not require address translation in HW and do not have conflict misses; like a cache, they also reuse data across kernels while avoiding polluting other memories. However, it requires tag checks and has explicit data movement which prevents lazily writing back data to the global address space. Furthermore, these techniques do not support on-demand loads and only partially support reuse.

**DMAs:** (CudaDMA [30], D²MA [80]): A DMA engine on the GPU can efficiently move data into the scratchpad without incurring excessive instruction overhead and polluting other memories. However, as discussed earlier, it does not provide the benefits of on-demand loads (beneficial with control divergence), lazy writebacks, and reuse across kernels.

---

2 VLS does on-demand accesses after thread migration on a context switch, but the initial loads into the virtual private store are through DMA. Although we do not discuss context switches, the stash’s global visibility and coherence means that the stash can lazily write back stash data on context switches.

3 In VLS, if two cores want to read/write the same global data conditionally in alternate phases in their VLS's, then the cores have to write back the data at the end of the phase even if the conditional writes don’t happen.
In summary, while these techniques provide some of the same benefits as the stash, none of them provide all of the benefits.

6.4 Synchronization Benchmarks

There have been many studies on synchronization benchmarks for CPUs (e.g., Synchrobench [67]), but we focus on those for GPUs. Previous work has created suites of GPU microbenchmarks that use various synchronization primitives for discrete GPUs: several papers have explored the design of concurrent queues [41] and lock-free data structures [115]. Others have benchmarks that use fine-grained locking in a similar manner to the SyncPrims mutex locks [61, 62], but use them to explore transactional memory in discrete GPUs. More recent work has explored optimizing performance for lock-free applications on GPUs through optimized assembly code and rollback for cases where deadlock occurs [98, 162]. None of these papers examine how their algorithms perform on tightly coupled systems with DRF or HRF consistency models though. Chai and Hetero-Mark introduce benchmarks for collaborative CPU-GPU computing, but they focus on applications that do not use fine-grained synchronization [69, 150]. Some notable exceptions are Chai’s Image Histogram - Input Partitioning and Hetero-Mark’s Color Histogram, which are similar to H and HG, and Chai’s Padding, which is similar to Flags.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

7.1 Conclusions

Traditionally, Moore’s Law implicitly improved efficiency. As Moore’s Law has started to slow down in recent years, heterogeneous systems with specialized compute units have become increasingly popular due to their high performance and energy efficiency for specific workloads. Unfortunately, heterogeneous systems are inefficient and hard to program, especially for emerging applications that use specialized memories and graph analytics workloads with fine-grained synchronization, relaxed atomics, and more general sharing patterns.

To help address these issues, heterogeneous systems have recently begun providing a unified, global address space across CPUs and accelerators (primarily GPUs) to improve programmability. A global address space makes it easier to program heterogeneous systems because explicit copies are no longer needed; however, it is often inefficient, especially for emerging applications with fine-grained synchronization or relaxed atomics. Heterogeneous systems also use specialized memories that improve efficiency but are difficult to program because they are not part of the global address space. Subsequent work improves efficiency, but often hurts programmability. This thesis redesigns the memory hierarchy of heterogeneous systems to make it more efficient and easier to use by addressing the following issues:

- **Efficient Coherence and Consistency for Heterogeneous Systems**: Our work is the first to identify simple cache coherence protocols (e.g., GPU-style coherence) and complex memory consistency models (e.g., HRF) as contributors to the tension between efficiency and programmability in heterogeneous systems, especially for emerging applications with fine-grained synchronization such as graph analytics workloads. We show that HRF’s complexity is not necessary to obtain high performance in heterogeneous systems. Instead, we demon-
strate that the DeNovoA cache coherence protocol, combined with the simpler, traditional DRF memory consistency model, provides equivalent or better performance to GPU coherence with an HRF memory consistency model across a wide range of workloads. DeNovoA is a hardware-driven software cache coherence protocol that self-invalidates valid data and obtains ownership for dirty data and atomics. Moreover, DeNovoA is close in simplicity to conventional accelerator coherence protocols.

• **Efficient Support for and Evaluation of Relaxed Atomics:** DRF0 provides high performance and programmability for most applications. However, DRF0’s overheads are too stringent for some applications. This lead to the introduction of relaxed atomics, which can be reordered with all other memory operations to improve performance – at the cost of potentially violating DRF0’s SC semantics. Unfortunately, providing acceptable formal semantics for relaxed atomics is a long-standing open problem that has plagued the concurrency community. As a result, it is extremely difficult for programmers to use relaxed atomics correctly. We propose a new memory consistency model, DRFrlx, that provides SC-centric semantics for all common uses of relaxed atomics in heterogeneous systems while retaining their efficiency benefits.

• **Integrating Specialized Memories Into the Unified Address Space:** Heterogeneous systems use specialized memory like scratchpads to improve data organization and movement. Scratchpads are software-managed, directly addressable and provide compact storage. However, because scratchpads exist in a private address space, they are difficult to program and inefficient for some applications, such as those with inter-kernel reuse, fine-grained sharing, or irregular access patterns. In comparison, hardware-managed caches are easy to use and transparent to the programmer, but power-inefficient. We propose a new memory organization, **stash**, that integrates scratchpads into the unified global address space and makes them coherent by extending the low overhead, efficient DeNovoA protocol. Stash retains the benefits of conventional scratchpads, improves their efficiency, and makes them applicable to a wider range of applications.

• **HeteroSync: Benchmark Suite for Fine-Grained Synchronization:** Recent work on
coherence and consistency for heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems has explored how to provide better efficiency for these emerging applications. However, there is a lack of standardization across these papers, which makes it hard to compare their proposed schemes. To resolve this issue, we created HeteroSync. HeteroSync combines includes microbenchmarks implementing various synchronization primitives, annotations for locally and globally scoped atomics, and relaxed atomics. Researchers can use HeteroSync to easily compare algorithm scalability, coherence protocols, and consistency models for heterogeneous systems.

Overall, this thesis makes fundamental contributions to the design of the memory hierarchy of future heterogeneous systems by showing how to provide both efficiency and programmability for emerging workloads without affecting the efficiency of traditional heterogeneous workloads. Furthermore, this work makes it easier for programmers to use heterogeneous systems and take advantage of the benefits specialization provides.

7.2 Future Directions

This thesis also enables several interesting future directions for research. Some of these directions are:

7.2.1 Coherence

Although DeNovoA combined with a DRF consistency model improves performance and reduces energy for many applications, there are certain applications where DeNovoA hurts performance or energy. For example, in Section 3.6, DeNovoA hurts performance or energy for applications with low synchronization reuse (BC-1) or high contention (Flags, HG-NO). When contention is high, DeNovoA may suffer from LLC pressure, since its LLC is inclusive for registered variables. Similarly, in Section 2.7, DeNovoA hurts performance slightly for applications with streaming access patterns: BP, LUD, NN, SRAD, and Lava. DeNovoA with a DRF memory model is also outperformed when applications have data that is read multiple times (across synchronization points) before it is written: SS_L, SSBO_L, and UTS. Although HRF’s locally scoped synchronization allow this data to remain in the cache longer, DeNovoA with a DRF consistency model must conservatively
invalidate this data at each acquire to avoid reading stale values.

As discussed in Section 6.1.2, hLRC partially addresses these shortcomings by only obtaining ownership for synchronization variables and writing written data through to the LLC [15]. However, hLRC does not allow written data to be reused locally. Since applications like BC and PageRank see significant benefits from obtaining ownership for written data, retaining this feature is important. By optimizing DeNovoA, one could avoid conservative invalidations and reuse written data by combining the hLRC scheme for avoiding conservative invalidations with additional optimizations to DeNovoA:

**Adaptively Perform Synchronization Accesses at Different Levels of the Memory Hierarchy**: Obtaining ownership for synchronization accesses is usually beneficial. When synchronization reuse is low or contention is high, the additional latency of obtaining ownership from a remote L1 hurts performance and energy compared to performing all synchronization accesses at the LLC. To resolve this issue, one could adaptively perform synchronization accesses at either the L1 or the LLC in DeNovoA. This scheme avoids caching data that is unlikely to be reused.

To determine which level of the memory hierarchy synchronization accesses should be performed at, the scheme could exploit information from the software and hardware. At the software level, the programmer can provide a hint to the hardware about which level of the memory hierarchy to perform the synchronization accesses at.

Exploiting software information incurs little hardware overhead, but requires the programmer to understand the applications’ access pattern. Also, it is possible that the software information could be too coarse-grained to express which variables see synchronization reuse. Hardware can provide a more fine-grained approach by keeping track of the number of times a given synchronization variable has been reused (or, alternatively, evicted before it could be reused). If a hardware counter indicates that this variable is often not reused before being evicted, then DeNovoA should perform the synchronization access at the LLC instead of obtaining ownership. Although the hardware approach offers more fine-grained control, it also incurs more area and energy overhead.

**Write Through Written, Streaming Data Accesses**: Obtaining ownership for written data is also inefficient when data reuse is low. One could remove this inefficiency by using the above approach for synchronization variables to identify data that is unlikely to benefit from reuse and
write through this data to the LLC instead of obtaining ownership for it. Avoiding caching this data will improve performance for streaming applications by avoiding the additional latency of accessing this data from a remote L1 cache and allowing the L1 caches to cache other data that is more likely to be reused. Moreover, unlike the recent work discussed above, this scheme allows written data that benefits from reuse to remain in the L1 cache.

**Non-Inclusive LLC**: When lots of data is owned by the local L1 caches, DeNovoA may prematurely evict some of this data due to LLC pressure. Making DeNovoA’s LLC non-inclusive for written data will remove this overhead. To use a non-inclusive LLC, DeNovoA must keep track of the owner of given cache lines that are currently owned by an L1. One way to do this would be to keep a directory next to the non-inclusive LLC but this will require careful analysis to identify the appropriate tradeoff between area, energy, and performance.

### 7.2.2 Consistency

DRFrlx represents a major step forward for consistency models in heterogeneous systems because it provides SC-centric, formalized semantics for relaxed atomics that retain the efficiency benefits of relaxed atomics.

**CPU Memory Models**: In this thesis, we focused on how relaxed atomics are used in heterogeneous systems because atomics in heterogeneous systems are far more expensive than in multi-core CPUs. Although multi-core CPUs use sophisticated coherence protocols like MESI to help hide the benefits of relaxed atomics, some CPU applications still see benefits from them. Thus, an important future direction would be to further analyze how relaxed atomics are used in multi-core CPU applications to make sure that DRFrlx covers all common uses of relaxed atomics in CPUs.

**Adoption in Programming Languages**: To integrate DRFrlx into major programming languages like C, C++, OpenCL, and HSA will require some additional cross-cutting research. For example, the new relaxed atomics categories DRFrlx introduces require changing the memory ordering tags provided by the language, as discussed in Section 3.3.6. Moreover, adoption of DRFrlx will also require discussion with the standards committees.
7.2.3 Specialized Memories

Applying Stash Concepts to Additional Specialized Memories: Caches and scratchpads are only two of the memory organizations used in today’s heterogeneous systems. Other specialized private memory structures such as FIFOs, stream buffers, and vector registers suffer from similar inefficiencies as scratchpads. Like scratchpads, these memory organizations require inefficient, explicit data movement from the coherent global address space. For example, the Neural Processing Unit (NPU) uses FIFOs to explicitly transfer data between the global address space and its private NPU address space [59]. This explicit data movement is inefficient and requires significant programmer involvement.

To resolve this inefficiency, one could apply the ideas underlying the stash architecture to integrate other specialized, private memories into the unified, coherent, global address space without losing the benefits of specialization. By making these specialized, private memories globally addressable and coherent, data can be moved efficiently throughout the entire memory hierarchy without explicit data movement. Since DeNovoA only transfers needed data, it can also support specialized memories with different bit widths by taking advantage of the stash’s ability to scatter and gather data. Moreover, making these specialized memories part of the global address space opens up additional opportunities for optimizing the movement of data through the memory hierarchy. For example, DeNovoA can exploit the regular data access patterns that many accelerator applications have to perform direct transfers between CUs (producer-consumer style) at the appropriate transfer granularity instead of suffering directory indirections.

Stash-Aware Scheduling Algorithms: One new use case the stash enables is inter-kernel reuse of stash data. Since many GPU applications have highly regular access patterns and exhibit temporal and spatial locality, this represents an opportunity to improve performance and reduce energy consumption by reducing the number of misses an application has. However, schedulers for modern heterogeneous systems are unable to explicitly take advantage of this because they are not aware of where data is located at the end of a kernel. Thus, another interesting future direction is to optimize scheduling algorithms to make them aware of the stash.
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